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ABNER EOWEEE, 301 Congre** Street.
Agent* for Howard Watch Company.
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All
the Porcelain, or Mezzotint card,and tbe retouched
card, bv which new process we get rid of freckles
moles, wrinkles, and all imperlections of tbe skin.
Call and judge lor yourselves.
tiTiMolte-Good work at Moderate Prices.
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may 29

CniCACO, ILL.
Will give especial attention ao tbe purchaFe and
shipment of Flour, Grain and Provisions tor Eastern
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Now is the time to secure

GEO. I..

change

JEWETT,

Italian & American Marble,
Office 319 CONGRIM STREET,
43 PREBLE STREET.

keep on hand a good assortment of Italian
aud American Marble, and will receive orders to
cut to size all kinds of Monumental stock, at prices
that will not lull to be satisfactory to all marble work-
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is hereby given, that tho subscriber lias
been
appointed and taken upon himself
the trust, of Administrator of the estate of
HENRY li. WESCOTT, late of Portland,
iu the County of Cumberland, deceased, and given
bonds as the law directs. All persons having demands upon the estate of said deceased, are required
to exhibit the same; and all persons indebted to said
estate are called upon to make payment to
THOMAS M. GIVEEN, Adm’r, of Brunswick.
Portland, Jan. 2nd, 1872.
jan'J 10 23

NOTICE duly

FIRE PROOF SAFE
That cannot bo

OPENED OR REMOVED

WITHOUT THE

KEYS

subscribers have

hereby given, that tho
NOTICE
beeudirlv appointed and taken upon themselves
and estate of
the trust of Administrators of the
is

JOHN H. GILBRETH late oi Fairfield,
tho county of Somerset, deceased, and given
bonds as the law directs. All persons having demands upon the estate of said deceased, are required
to exhibit the same for settlement; and all iwrsons
indebted to said estate are called upon to make payin cut to
MARTHA B. GILBRETH, 1 Allm.
8
EDWIN K. FLINT,
I
Fairfield, January, 1872.
jan9 16 23

United States Hotel
REDUCTION OF PRICES !

SMART,

_

nov23-deod2m*

PORTLAND

&

KENNEBEC R. R
CO.

of 3 per cent, for G months endini
Dec. 31, 1871. on the Capital Stock of said Com
be
paid at ilie office of the Treasurer in Au
pany.wdll
on the 15th day of February next.
J. S. Cushing, Treasurer.
dc30 <12w

AD1VIDEND
gusia,

CENTRAL
CO.

.4

JANUARY 1st, 187^.
accordance with tlio spirit of the times, “Retrench
niout and Economy,” he will reduce his rates to

DOLLARS A DAY’

Tlie stand is the l>est in the place for business, it
a tire-proof building ami centrally located.
lteut very moderate.
For particulars apply to
Mrs. E. LaGARDE. Proprietor,
at 47 Main Street, Saco,
Or on the pi emisos.
w2
ja6d&wlw

dc2irtf_D.

DRESSED

HOGS

Second-hand

And

"LX)!! SALE by J. L. S1IAW & CO,
[ Jj street.
;>00 »e*l 5-ply Rubber, 2 1-2 inch.
3(0 feet Leather 2 1-2 ^noh.
j 200 leet Linen 2 1-2 inch,

Jan. 5.

A.

HUNT

&

Shoe

RETAIL
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CO.
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nearly

Hose
1C2 1-2

Fore
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Stock.

Terms easy.
BOX 1295.

Address

Portland, Me

Removal.
P. JENNESS has removed to No. 4 Brown
DR.St.,R.Portia
d, Me. Otllco hours from 10 to 11

A.

M., and 4 to

r.

m.

no25-3m
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calls.
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corner
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ing plea-autly

LEWIS, late of Portland,
in the County of Cumberland, deceased, and given
bonds as the law directs. All persons having demands ui>on the estate of said deceased, are required
ELIJAH P.

Also, Desk

ALBERT W.

Portland, Nov. 21st, 1871,

BRADBURY,

was an

_jun30tf
LET.

all that

N OTIC

Gorham
Board

JL

have leased their Docks and other projjery in
Cape Elizabeth to James E. Simpson for one year
from Jan. 1, 1871, to Jan. 1, 1872, and during said
time the Company will not be resijonsible for any
debts contracted in their name or on their account,
unless authorized or approved by the President of
CHAS. A. LAMBARD,
the company.
President P. D. Dock and Ware-house Co.
his
By
Attorney, L.*D. M. SWEAT,
Portland, January 28th, 1871
jn30tf

G. HI.

name

soon

sexes* in

formed a cothe jobbing

at

Young;

English Studies
English Studies

C. H. Staples,
Hiuam Winchester,
Chas. H. Winchester.

as

or
or

Spanish.each,.

Book-keeping and Penmanship, both,.
Drawing.

Jn2*3w

Morazain,

Teacher
Tooth powder.

It iw the bent Dent ri five known.
Sold by Druggists and Dealors in Fancy Goods. Price
25 and 50 ccdts per bottle.
F. C. WELLS & CO.*
192 Fulton Street, New York.

French Language

WiimKHagus

qqsssssssqssqs THE
YOU

DESIRE YOUR HAIR

BE SOFT

POMADE
OPTIME,
it so. It is entirely a Vegetable
Compound, exquisitely perfumed,and specially adapted for nourishing the Hair. Sold by Druggists and
Dealers in Fancy Goods. Price 25 and 50 cents poi
bottle.
F. C. WELLS & CO.,
192 Fulton Street, New York.

daily,

will make

you

mutism,
Welle’

or

_

I

Mnchinr-Mprruil

PluNternu

They will certainly

instead thereof.”

one

Strengthening

_

Notice.

cure.

are are composed of choice emollient
gumi
on the tinest
of three different sizes, am
are worn with ease and comfort.
Sold

They

Price

kid,

by Druggists

15, 20 and 30 cents each.
F. C. WELLS & CO.,
192 Fulton Street, N. Y.
•

_

I11 accordance with the above the Treasurer is nr< _
for old, 1 ,t
pared to issue new certificates in exchange
Lis office, No. 27 Sears Building, Boston.
jan8 dlw JOHN A. BLANCHARD, Treasurer.

of

I

Charley

was

tiglitually slight

Said he had been in to Lee’s eating bone i

and drinking pale turkey.
Now all called on the Lambs on Thirtj
avenue. Old Lamb was round. “Lam’ 9
schaump’s very good,” says Charley.
Also drank brandy jieaches here, and at a
more pony brandy.
Young ladies beau’fulhigh heeled dress and shoes cut decolleti
Great many of them. Nice Roman punc [
with monogram on it. Had fried sandwicl x
with brandy on it. Presented large bouque t
in corner to Mrs. Lamb. Exchanged hat fo r
hall card basket, and slid down front bank
ters.
Called on Vanderbilt. Hang Vanderbilt !
Carried o f
Vanderbilt didn’t rec’v calls.
card basket and hung Charley’s hat on be 1
knob. Used Van’s cards to make other cal] s
with. Kept calling. Called steady. Calle

sherry,
fourth

Laconia Company.

I>

ercoat and changed high hat for fur cap
\
Saw a spau of horses in a carriage drawn b

Charley King.

I

.EXTRACT from Act of Legislature, passed Jar
j nary, 1871: “No dividend shall be payable <5 ii
old shares until certificates for the same have bee ™
surrendered and new certificates have been issue II

with Rlicu

you

pains of any kind? try

e

jaulOtd

*

LANGUID
DO
CONSEQUENCE OF OVER EXERTION?
Have
taken cold? Are
afflicted

Steamboat Co.

annual meeting of the Stockholders of tl
above named Company, for the choice of D:
rectors, ami for the transaction of such other bus
ness, as may legally come before them, will be hel
at the office of Ross & Sturdivant, Portland, onTuei
day, the 23d day of January, 1872, at 3 o’clock, p. n
GEO. A. HOPKINS, Treas. and Clerk.

•THOMPSON’S
used

00
00
00
00
00
00
00

..

TEETH, HEALTHY GUMS,
BREATH, are secured by con-

DO LUXURIANT AND GLOSSY?TO

0
5
3
4
8
12
3

Coe said:
“AhI happy time! Let’s drink to m j
For further Information apply to
wife.”
•
Drank bottle of champagne to Mrs. CoeO. M. BODGE, Principal,
tlien drank to children.
Bethel, (until Nov. 25th), or
J. A. WATERMAN, Secretary,
Drove round to Miss Thompson’s on Fit!
Gorham, Me.
avenue.
The Thompson’s are famous fo
Gorham, Me., Nov^lO,£871._noHd&wt r
rum punch.
Tried two glasses with Mis
Thompson. Very happy. House looks lovt
ly. Ate brandy peaches. Good many lights 1
Jules Ch, L.
Pretty girls quite numerous. Drank thei
health. Drank claret. Then drank Komai ,
FROM PARIS,
punch. Went out, leaving a Dunlap hat fb
a Knox, anil a twelvc-dollar umbrella in th
of the
hat-rack.
Late Master of Modern Languages in the Proviu
Happy thought!—took Charley urown u ,
cial Tiaining School. High and Grammar School
the carriage. Charley said, “Let’s drop i: ,
>
St. John, N. B.
on the Madison avenue Masons.” “All right.
Keiereuccs: Gen. J. M. Brown, J. W.Symondi »
in. Miss Mason says, “Have soin
Dropped
Esq.
Apply from one p. m. to three o’clock r. Mat i G nice old Madeira?” Said “Yes, Miss Mas’n
Flee Street, or in writing P. O. Bor 1806
will have some, my hearie.” Drank to Mrs
ocldty
Mason, and ate boned turkey to young ladies
?
Y'oung ladies dressed beautifully—liair.cour £
train, and shoes a la Pompadour. Lett or

those you have
JOUVKN’S INODOROUS KID hLOVK
CLEANER.
It will make them equal to new with scarcely any
trouble. Be careful to get the Genuine.
Sold by Druggists and Dealers in Fancy Goods.
Price 25 cents per bottle.
F. 0. WELLS & CO.,
192 Fulton Street, New York.

Pearl

Abused tin
and drank two glasses with Virgin
ia mother.
On Forty-sixth street met lady w ho hai
some nice California wine.
Tried it.
Thei
went across the street with Democratic frieni [
to say New Year’s, and get some of old Skin
ner’s 1836 brandy.
Got it.
Mrs. Skinne
wanted us to drink to Skinner.
Drank b ,
Skinner, and ate lobster salad.
Met a friend, who said:
“Let’s run in and see Coe, the temperanc
man.”

Yankees,

Teachers* CIubs.$ 5 00

and Latiu and Greek.

French, German

SPEND MONEY IN BUYING A NEW
WHY
pair of Kid Gloves every time you go out?
Renovate
with

Ivory

egg-nog.
Very nice Southern egg-nog.

Eadien

Painting.
Plano Music.
Vocal.

SOUND

ac

bodumislied with rooms in the Seminary Building.
Each room is designed for two i>ersons, ami will b<
furnished with a inecessary articles except quilts
comforters, pillow cases, towels and toilet soap.
Board for young metr can Ixj obtained iu private
families on reasonable terms. Facilities are offered t<
those wishing to board themselves.

day
undersigned
for the transaction of
WEpartnership,

Thurston’*!

She said, “Let’s drink to William”—yot
know Will is off making calls on the girls.
“All right, Mrs. Mason;” then we dranl
some nice old port to absent William.
On Forty-ninth street met a sainted Vir
giuin mother, who had some real old Virgini; t

940 per Term
Yonng Ladies desirous of boarding themselves wil

Board for

Copartnership Notie

WHITE
AND SWEET
stant use of

avenue.

commodatiou of young ladies for boarding, ye:
THE
the clusses
bo
to include botl
so

Made first call on younj

I said I would, and drank small glass.
Called next on married lady on Fiftl

Seminary Building will be devoted to the

arranged
may
recitations.

noon.

sherry!”

an

as

possible.

as

ten

She said, “you have many calls to make.
Won’t you fortify yourself' with a little

BOARD*. AND TUITION.

AliAD EVANS,
W. H. JOSSELYN.
Portland, Jan. 1, 1872.Ja3dood2w

1872.

and

or

intermittent perpetual motion. I ilid
anybody could do. If any fellow says

I stalled at

Winter Term Commence* December 3th
and Continue* Eleven Week*.

reouesteii

Boot and Shoe Business,
name of C. H. STAPLES & CO.,

Painting,

minutes,

WOIKI'U lull'll.

lady.

Instruction will be given by competent Teachers ir
and

1

going to drink to—”
“Thank—spleasure (drank), may you live
thousand yea’s.
By—by” (sliding into tin
hall and down front steps).

BARNES,

Asisstant iu Music will be secured

U1U It.

“But ain’t you

Teacher of Classics.

MARIE COURLAENDKR,
Teacher of Modern Languages.
MISS JENNIE E. BODGE,
Assistant Preceptress, and Teacher of Rhetoric.

Mathematics, Drawing

UllllK L

by!”

HI., Principal,

Preceptress and Teacher of Vocal and Piano Music.

of

under the firm
5t> Union St.

A.

MADAME

1871. All persons indebted to said iirm are
to make immediate payment', and those having demands against them are desired to present the same
for paymeut, at the old stand, No. 1 and 2 Free street
Block, where all In want of good Furniture, at low
prices will lind it for their interest to coll.

Portland, Jan. 1st,

BODGE,

MISSADELA

JOftSELVN,

have this

Seminary.

of Instruction.
and

Dissolution of Copartnership.
is hereby given that the copartnership
EVANS &

are the most desirable in the city, besituated and heated by st- am.
and desks furnished il desired.

room

EDUCATIONAL.

e!

1

he made 126 calls, he—well, he is guilty o
li-bel. I tried it. I made my 125tli call witli
my eyes closed, and at my 126th, I swooned
on the hall stairs.
Nature was exhausted.
Oh! but wasn’t it fun! It is nothing to make
calls after you have been at it a spell.
The
last twenty calls were made with one eye
closed. I was actually taking a mental nap
at the time. My tongue talked right straiglil
ahead, from force of habit. Talking came a:
All I had ti
easy as ordinary respiration.
do was to open my mouth, and the saint
words tumbled out:
“Hap—new year Miss Smitte!”
“Ah Mr. Perkins! I’m delighted—”
“May you have man’ hap’ returns—bye—

FLUENT BLOCK,

Adm’r.
dc21-3w

<4f¥lHE Portland Dry Dock and Ware-House Co.”

This would take 025

I1UUT5.

mar9dtt

to exhibit the same; and all itersons indebted to -said
estate are called upon to made payment to

125

I finished them about twelve o’clock—

each.

rPHE Annual Meeting of the Cumberland Conn:
i Agricultural Society, for the election of officer 7
and theLtransaction of other legal business, will 1 >e
held at the office of Frank Noyes. Esq., Portland Sa
lugs Bank Building, Portland, Tuesday, January 1 ’’
SAM’L DINGLY, Sec.
1872, at 10 o’clock, a. m.
&4
d&wtd wl
Staudish, Jan. 3, 1872.

revo-

Louis Phillippe died in exile. Napoleon III.
is an exile at this moment. In less than
eighty years France has seen all these
changes. Indeed, inch have died within the
last decade who heard Malesherbes plead the
cause of Louis XVI.
What a history it has been! Can that of
any other country present a period of the
same length so replete with public and private agouy? Yet those who have sat in fair
France’s high places, do not appear disposed
to abandon for a moment their struggle to regain them. The Count de Chambord, we are
told, will never abandon his claim. Louis
Napoleon, we may be equally sure, is as determined to pursue his machinations for the
same end, and the members of the House of
Orleans have just been agitating for seats in
the Assembly, and interviewing President
Thiers thereanent, which looks as if they,
too, had high hopes.
It is not a little troublesome to keep au
courant with the family history of foreign
Princes, and possibly some of our readers
may not be familiar with that of the Orleans
family. The house is a younger branch of
the Bourbons, springing from Louis, Duke of
Orleans, son of Louis XIII. by Anne of Austria, and only brother of Louis XIV.
The son of the first Duke of Orleans waA
the notorious regent of France during the minority of Louis XV. This regent was great
grandfather of the equally notorious Egalite,
father of King Louis Phillippe; and it would
be hard to say which of this precious pair of
that monarch’s ancestors was the most utterly despicable. Undoubtedly these two wretches did their best to pave the way for the calamities destined to befall their ill-fated descendants, and, with the exception perhaps
ol the Bonapartes, it would be difficult to find
a family whose career hits, since 1798, been
While the sovereigns
more sadly checkered.
of the House of Brunswick, on a throne only
a few hours distant from the French capital,
have succeeded each other in regular rotation, just as an English squire steps into the
old mansion house at his lather’s demise, the
members of the House of Orleans have literally at times not known where to lay their
heads. No romance writer, unless indulging
in the visionary nights ot Dumas, count invent a tale in which the hero would experience more extraordinary reverses than the
history of King Louis Phillippe presents.
Cradled in the lap of the most luxurious
society that modern history has recorded,
then an exile, the son of an executed parents
who had justly merited his death on the scaffold ; then a wanderer far and wide, seeking a
livelihood in our own cities, earning a scanty
subsistence in New York and Philadelphia;
one of the herd of needy adventurers who
land daily on these shores; making, so the
story goes, overtures of marriage to an American, and being told by her father that in his
then condition he was not a good enough
match for his daughter, while if he ever regained his position, she would not be a good
1
enough match for him; aud then, a tew years
later,reiguiug in splendor at the TuUeries,and
enjoying the most splendid private income of
any monarch in Europe. Eighteen years afterward,the commander of the Express steam
packet, plying between Havre and Southampton, received application to convey a party to
The party to be
England. He consented.
conveyed arrived at Havre in an open boat
from Honfleur. The Express at once put to
sea,aud on a chill morning in February, 1848,
there stepped once more ou the shores of
Sussex an elderly gentleman, with curious
pear-shaped head, dressed in a rough I teajacket borrowed of the captain of the Express, wearing a close blue cloth cap, and
having round'his head a common red and
white comforter. His appearance was not rendered more prepossessing by a beard of appar-

calls.

yesterday—made

the

the French to be the most devoted of subjects.
"How glorious, now noiy, is tne agony ot the
Monarch* of the earth
most Christian King.
Sorrow is spreading
come and learn to die.
father
of the family is
the
the
people;
among
A new reign apdying—weep all, weep.
proaches ; the noble son of Francis—the model of honor and loyalty—is called to the
throne. Frenchmen let us console ourselves.”
And even M. de Chateaubriand published
some unutterably absurd rubbish in like vein.
Six years later the French had “consoled
themselves” by getting rid of Charles X.,

idea was to make 125 calls of five minutes

to Let,
Also Lady Boarders
Center and Free st, No

Either Single or in Suits

is

»v

hour ago.
I had my call list written off, and commenced at Sixtieth street, and came down. My

on

Furnished Room

a

I made calls

on

father of Louis

From the tone of their press on that
occasion, the ignorant might have imagined

an

Stores

oeeu

spread
•

Let.
To
DESIRABLE House ot ten rooms. Enquire of
0 O. RAKER, 37 Wiluiot street.
Jyl3 dttE. W.LOCKE.

Egalite Orleans,

lution.

Fifth Avenue Hotel, 1a.m. Jan. 2.—
I don’t feel like writing to-day, my head

To be Let,

If you want

tear’s

NEW

Lincoln st.

Apply

whole or part ot the block ot Brick
Portland Pier.
Apply at the Merchants National Bank.

Crystal.

YOU FEEL WEAK AND

new.

aud

Profit

France who has died in office since the

Eli Perkins.

con-

Front

Pliillippe, met a similar death. Louis XVI.
died in prison, his death, by common report
being accelerated by privation. Napoleon I.
died a prisoner in a remote rocky fastness.
His son, the Duke de Reichstadt, King of
Rome, as he had been proudly dubbed by his
Imperial father, died an exile, dependent upon his mother’s family.
Louis XVIII. is' the only sovereign of

natural, nearly every report was grossly
exaggerated to help along the general belief
that a miracie was to be wrought.

iyl8tl

work of its class out.”

*

Slioo Store For Sale.

for sale in quantities to suit,

GEO.

All in gv od o;dcr and

RECEIVED!

AT 94 COMMERCIAL STREET

Fire

I

The Best lot Dressed Hogs in thus Marke t

JUST

SMALL and well seleetod stock of MILL1NERY and FANCY GOODS, located at
iTIoderatioii Village, West Buxton.

being in
>

To the transient travelling public, with no reductio:
of fare,Jattemlanee and hospitalities.
No effort will be spared for tbe comfort and con
venience of tbe guests of this favorite house.
N. CUSHMAN.

BAT EROAI ►

SCRIP Dividend of 3 j»er cent, for 6 months end
ing Dec. 31,1871, will be paid to the holders c
said Scrip, on the 15tli day of February next, at th
office of the Treasures in Augusta.
dc30 d^w
J. S. Cushing, Treasurer.

For Sale.

The undersigned having assumed the sole propric
torshlp of the United States Hotel, would announc
to bis friends and the public, that on and after

“TWO

the

plenty oi water.
jy28tt

scaffold.

was

To Let.

BOOK!

Glee Book examiue the

in

14 Exchange Street.
Prices lit.
jnSeodlw
OQ._

LET.

1

goods

AGENCY AT TAYLOR’S

ocil9codtl'

Let,

to

oouj

to

Louis XVI. died

throne of France.

In Geiger’s case, as in Boeningliausen’s,
the parents have determined to keep the body
until decomposition sets in.
Hundreds of
theories have been advanced in explanation
of this strange phenomena.
Some think the
victims inhaled something to cause the present conditions of the bodies, and others claim
that death came instantly, and that the bodies exhibit just the indications shown when a
person is killed by a stroke of lightning. Be
it as it may, the incidents created much excitement around the city yesterday, and, as

HE three and a hall fftory house No. 6 Hampshire street, kuown as the Acadia House; contains 33 finished rooms, and is well-fitted for a hotel or hoarding house.
Also Dwelling Houses ami Stores to let.
ot S. L. CARLTON,
Inquire
m\31d<fAtt’v at Law, 80 Middle st.

j audit

Crew saved.

AND

,

TWO

mo

uivxiuiig

to the

People are notoriously given to makiug exceptions in favor of themselves, and it is commonly said that before going into battle nearly every man thinks that-lie himself will escape. We opine that a similar sentiment influences and fascinates competitors for the

sleeping.

to Let.
sccoud floor without

Front Rooms on the
boaid at 28 High st.

PEASE,

INFORMATION

A

Also
49 Frank-

No. 36 Anderson street; nearly new,
tains sic rooms, eight closets, good cellar,
HOUSE
at No. 3

CRYSTAL,

the

Supt.

floor.

Lodging: Rooms

given, that the subscriber has
NOTICE dulyhereby
appointed and taken upon himself
the trust of administrator of the estate of

at 8.15 p. m.
usual to Lewiston

OF STATE.
C. Jan. 5, 1872.
Washington,
lias been received at this Department from Mr. B. Squire Cotrell, ft he Commercial Agent of the United States at Siui Juan del Norte
of the loss, on the 26tli of November, 1871, on “Quito
Reef,” of the Barque “Jluuter,” of Portland, Maine.

MINIATURE IRON BURGLAR

& Yorston’s, New York. Any Agent can select : 1;
work suitable from their various publications. A lib
eral inducement offered.
Apply to
MOONEY &
Agents,
88 Middle St.,Over Canal Nat. Bank, Portland, Me.

PLEASANT

lin st.

TO

Hundred.

GLEE

Let

iront room on second
on third floor with board.
oc28tf

LEE k SHEPARl), Publishers, Boston.

Portland,

run as

DEPARTMENT

TO BE SAFE

To Book Ageuts.

IF

Dec 12-d& w4w

Jan. 4, the Evening train for Walnut

D.

in

First-! lass Houses to Let.
NO T sold previous to Oct 1st, the two end houses
iu the new brick block of lour, on the corner of
Neal and Piue stf, will be rented on favorable terms.
These are first class hout-ea in every respect, con
aiomg 13 rooms, having all modern Improvements,
and Sebugo water. Apply to JOHN T. HULL, 48
Union St.
sepl6

To

Song,

Per

Price, 91>50; 913.50

ON
Danville Junction, AuHi!l,fPerley’s, Chandler’s,
burn and
will leave

Where wc are prepared to manufacture to mcasun
all kinds of Gents’ first quality of Boots, Shoes am
Gaiters at the shortest notice.
de2S-2\v

Is tlie Order of tlie

new

new

an

Central Rail Road.

S P E C IA L

n

few first class Canvassers for th
WANTED,
publications of the well-known house of Virtu

NEW

“The best

a

that is wanted In every family and will sell at sight.
For terms, address
H. A. HOLDEN, General Agent.
Bowman’s Block, Baugor, Me.
fn2-4w

Next Door to tlie -Albion. House.

l<ub<>r Savim

nolOtf

let, containing 7 rooms, Sebago
particulars call at 31 LINCOLN
tf
ST.aug23

OGDEN,

A.

930.00

clear from $5 to §10
good
ANY
day selling the Fatent l*an I.iftcr, for takunder the firm
NOTICE
it is
article
ing hot pans out of stoves
ovens,

Lewiston,

kinds of Sewing Machines repaired, am [
every job warranted equal to any in New’ England
BE WAKE OF 1M1TAT10NS!
nov21tf

A

be obtained at

Middle

115 FEDERAL STREET,

N. B.—All

MAINE

can

or^Muwc sent by mail.

Have removed from 170 Middle St., to

Itcpnir Shop.
(Over Gilson’s Apothecary.)

of

CASH

No.

All

Machine

GORDON.

NEW ENGLAND FARMER.

HSRBILL,

exchange.)

HAWES & CRAGIN’S Mnsic

Union St*.

Sewing Machines,
Health

W.

*

water.

CROWN:

popular Sunday School Music Book of
“Fresh, bright and attractive.”

A

163 & 164

Custom Boot & Shoe Manufacturer?

same; ami all persons indebted to said estate are called upon to make payment to
JOSEPH A. LOCKE, Executor.
Th
nov24dlaw
Portland, Nov. 7th, 1871.

a

Forest City Bowling Alley.

India

MITCHEL

GEO. C. HOBBS’

Eu.

CO., 48

taken in

or

taken upon himself that trust by giving bonds as tlie
law directs. All persons having demands upon tin
estate of said deceased, are required to exhibit the

A

O RO A NXS!

CHOICE and large stock of Sheet NIumic,
Book*, Folio*, Wrapper*. Also a fine
lot of Violin*, Banjo*,
Brum*, Guitars,
Cornet*, Concertino*, Strings, Muwic Box-

REMOVAL!

Is hereby given that the subscriber hr
duly appointed Executor of tlie Will c
MARY S. HILBORN, late ot Portland,
the County of Cumberland, deceased, and hat

0»

LounKn,

CELEBRATED

REED

(Old Instruments

J. W. & II. II.

OF

BUEDETT Sc WOOD’S

JLl

Mattkkbb t8,

Patent

CONSISTING

die Street.

T\TOTICE
been

Hood Rent!

TENEMENT
For

Nearly 400 pages of new music, for Singing Schools
Choirs, Conventions and the Home Circle. Selling rapidly,—“Praised by everybody.”
Price 91*50; 913.50 Per Dozeu.

THE

PIANOS of the best Manufacture,

SCUOOL,430

L1BBV, 17 1-3 Union 8treet, np

a. AniiKOSK

NOTICE

•luiuuruuivm, oyui mum

SACRED

good
up; regular run
low rent.
TAYLOR & CO.,
20 State st.. Boston, Mass.

ja5-lw

sepZdtl is

Merchandise,

es, Piano Stool*.

is hereby given, that the subscriber lias
been duly appointed and taken upon himself
the trust of Administrator of the estate ot
JOHN LOWEllY, l&Le of Deering,
in the County of Cumberland, deceased, and given
bonds as tlie law directs. All persons having demand?
upon the estate of said deceased, are required to exhibit the same; and all jiersons indebted to said estate are called upon to make payment to
EDWAltD P. BRIGGS, Adm’r.
dc29-3w
Deering, Dec 19th, 1871.

Pablob Suits, LouHens, Spbiho Beds,
Jtc

Musical

Watches, Jewelry, &c.

&

a

paying butiness; loose,

Season.

unequalled church music book,

Price .35;

SMALL supply of this invaluable remedy for
Cancer, Scrofula, Rheumatism, Salt
Rheum, .deers and all Blood Bisenses, just
received from Ecuador. Price of the bark, with full
directions, $3 per pound; sent to all parts.
DR. \VM. C. DOWNS,
Address,
No. 6 Exchange Place Providence R. I.
ja5dtf

194 Fore st.

Opportunity.

Business

established; splendidly

season.

A

Repaired.

J. DEENIING &

head ol

this

Sold

Copies

DODGES & FOSTERS’

BY F. H.

Teas, Coffees, Spices, &c.

cents. Single fare, 10 cents.
Tickets can be had at Abbott’s Store, at Allen’s
Corner; Knight’s Store, at the Point; and Day’s
It. JL,, Agent.
Store, in Portland.
jnl*-lm wl

in

THE

CUNDURANGO.

Con-

.tnim.

Sole Agency, No. 12 Market Square,

IlOOPEB,

1-2

Stair Builder.

Washington Street.
Saturday Evenings, Omnibus will leave Allen’s Corner at 6.30, and Bell’s store, Portland, at 9.30.
Sundays tlie Omnibus will start from Bell’s store.
Fare from Allen’s Comer, 10 tickets for 31.00, and
5 for 50 cents. Single fare, 15 cents.
Fare from Back Cove, 16 tickets for 31.00, 8 for 50

Nov 4 is tt

one room

annual meeting of the Board of Trade for the
choice of o'ficers and the transaction of such other
business as may legally come before the meeting, will
he held on Monday Evening, Jan. 8th, at 71 o’clock.
Per Order.
M. N. RICH, Sec’y.
jn4td

-A.

Co., No. 301

JOSE,

H. N.

To

MEETING.

Exchange

Congress Street.

1Vos. 31 Ji 33 Free Street,

IVo. Oil K a,1 111!ngr
Savin** Bank.
daw

PROCTER,

No. 93

ENOUISII nnd FRENCH

0.15
ington, comer Congress
Street.
SUNDAY.
11.15 P. 171.
4.30
Passengers waiting, can be accommodated with
seats at James A. Day’s, 103 Middle Street; at Samuel Bell’s Shoe Store, Congress Street, Cahoon Block;

convenience.
Apply to

modern

WILL

WHITNEY.

Portland Sept ,2.1871.

Silver and Plated Ware.
ABNER LOWELL, 301 CongrcHH Street.

4.30
5.00
0.00
from head of Wash-

C'lORNER

YERV

Sealed Proposals

The most

BUSHELS New Timothy Seed; also
kJ Clover and Red Top lor sale by

EET

convenient tor small family, witihin three
minutes’ walk oi City Hall. Rent $150.
Apply to W. H. JKRR1S, Real Estate Agent,

be received until January 6, 1872, at 12
o’clock noon, for doing the labor on Masonic
Hall to be built at Yarmout# Falls, (foundation is
laid and the materials for building are on the ground.)
Plans and specifications can be seen at the store of
J. W. Lawrence.
J. W. LAWRENCE,
BENJ. CHADSEY,
FRED’K E. MITCHELL,
Building Committee Casco Lodge.
dec30t ja 6
Yarmouth, Dec 29, 1871.

to.

91. PEARSON, No. 22 Temple St., near
Congress, till kinds of Silver nnd Plated

R. F.

Managing Director.
jaldGt

Montreal, Dee. 28, 1871.

BY

KENDALL

0.00
11.00

Portland, Montreal, Toronto,

The Silver

Schools.

1.30 p. in.

WHIDDEN.

&

5-d&w3m

manner.

Silver Smith and Gold and Silver Plater.

31.30
3.30

TO

SALE.

Fort Erie, (opposite Buffalo) or Sarnia.
Offers to be
for not less than 1000 tons, and to state price per ton
of 2240 lbs. in gold, purchasers paying duty if any.
Offers will be received up to the 22d Jan. 1872.
C. J. BRYDGES,

gress Street.

JAMES A. DAY’S,
103 Middle at., opp Plum
7.15 A. 171.

Bennett’s, 145 Congress St.,

Jan.

Street.

FROM

SUNDAY.

KNIGIIT
*•>

|uv|/vu

Coming

ily—The Men Who Propose
by the New Compromise.

wr_)____•

iiaouvtupj

that is

—The Romantic History of the Fam-

mained in the same state as the night before,
and scarcely any change took place until
noon yesterday, when the flesh grew cold and
every one gave up hope of life. The limbs
did not grow rigid, and neither had the flush
left the face at three o’clock in the afternoon,
and for this reason the parents have decided
not to bury the corpse until nature exhibits
unmistakable sigus of death.
The case of the young man Geiger, whose
parents live at 147 Catharine street, is still
more singular.
Sunday morning, as in the
other case, signs of life -were exhibited, and
he was taken from his coffin and placed upon
woollen blankets, and his friends, intensely
excited, began making great efforts to restore
him to life. His hands were chafed, his feet
were rubbed in hot whiskey, and every effort made for the next ten hours to break up
what many believed was a trance. The news
went abroad, and half the medical men in the
city, besides hundreds of citizens paid the
house a visit. Everything was tried that
could be suggested, but no further change
was made than to bring a deeper flash to the
cheek and to render the limbs less stiff. Work
was continued all Sunday night and
all day
Monday, and then, every effort having failed,
it was decided that nothing more could be
done. And yet, at four o’clock last evening,
the face of the corpse was warm to the touch,
the hands were not near as cold as the ungloved hand of a pedestrian, and the finger
nails were as those of any person in good
health. A score of doctors in all visited and
examined the body, and some would not be
convinced that death had actually occurred,
while all were puzzled to account for the condition of the body.
The body of young Stewart did not exhibit
such strong indications of life as those of his
companions, but it was nevertheless hard to
convince one that he was dead instead of

Store No 142 & 144 Commercial st
ot
Widgor>*s Wharf, particular!
J
adapted t.) the Fk r and Grain business larg
capacity, having a tVon age o< 3C feet, aud depth 15
ieet, accessible r»y water or rail, filed up -villi every

on

livery

TKF

Plaster Mills !

1-1

nev23m

Excellent

200,000

sired.

attended

GEO. R. BAVIS &

Ware

FOR

Pont Office.

and Retail Confectionery Store for
undersigned is prepared to receive offers for
old rails to be delivered during tbe year 1872. DeTHE
WHOLESALE
Sale;
leading thoroughfare; thoroughly
to be made at
fitted
of

W. LARRABEE.
ja Sd2w

are

Cumberland and Frank-

Cor.

POST-OFFICE
|

0.00 A. M.

7.30
8.
10.30

WE

Real Estate Agents.

East Peering Omnibus Line
CORNER

FEENY,

JOHN C.

Sole Agents for Portland and Vicinity.

ALLEN’S

RAILS

ANNUAL

SON.

&

Grand Trunk Ry. Co. of Canada.

new

J. C, PROCTER, 93 Exchange st
GEO. M. HaRDING. Architect.

BOARD OF TRADE.

prepared to supply dealers and consumers
with fresh groune (N. S.) Land Plaster.
Shipped by R. R. or Vessel in Bulk or Bbls., as de-

lin Sts.

WHEELOCK & SARGENT,

STARTS

Portland

Plasterer, Stucco Worker, &c.

UPHO Xj 8TE Xi ER

H.

J.

LARRABEE

SURE CURE for intemperance. It is a vegetable
to be mixed with water; will remove all desire for intoxicating drinks; cures delirium tremens in
twelve hours; and is approved by the Grand Lodge of
Good Templars of Mass.
Send for evidence. Sold by Druggists, or sent free
of expense on receipt of price, $1 per box.
SAMUEL C. KNIGHT’S, Masonic Block,
Cambringeport, Mass.
Wholesale Agents for Maine.
JOHN W. PERKINS & CO., Portland.
TT&S
4w
jn4

powder,

Ground Land Plasti?

CO., No. 80 middle 8trcet.
EANISON, 133 middle 8t., cor. C'ro»».

ranged nnd set up in the best

Which can bo applied to all kinds of Sewing Mu
chines now in use. The points therefore are, greato
speed, less labor, and entire escape from those dis
eases which have afflicted females when employed 01
Sewing Machines, and accomplishing a much large
amount of work in tho same time than will any othe
Treadle now in use. Every Hall Treadle warrantee
to give entire satisfaction. All persons are invited t< ,
call and see the operation of this invention at the

9,1871._

,W.

INEBRIATES!

OLD

BLOCK.

Said Stores have a frontage of 41 leet,and nearly
100 lect in depth, Brick and Iron Sates, Double
Counting rooms, and unquestionably the best show
windows in the city.
These Stores are tilted up in the nicest manner
for Wholesale Jobbing Houses, and wil be let at a
low rent if applied tor immediately. Apply to
Mrs H. E. THOMPSON,
Lowell Mass

Street.

JANIES Nil CUE R, No. 91 Federal Street.
Every description of Water Fixture* ar-

P.

THOMPSON
Third Block below the

A

in the

business will be conducted under the

Portland, Jan’y 4,1872.

Plumbers.

utmost ease and exactness.
A full assortment of Needles, Thread and the various Sewing Machine Helps and attachments, constantly on hand.
Machine** mold on Monthly Instalments.

-““

LAW,

removed their office to
over the Portland

S.

Photographers.

The l>r. Hall Treadle

ATTORNEYS & COUNSELLORS,

HAVE
Mlmrt,
Docomber

Hereafter the
firm name of

A. 8. DAVIS &

331 CONGRESS STREET.
If you have already a Sewing Machine, call and see
“Palmer’s Combination” adapted to all kinds
of Machines. It will cord, ruffle, lay in piping cord,
turn a wide hem, and make the french fold, with the

no30

me

LUHIBER BUSINESS.

Wind aw ShldftL. nnd
Weather Strips.
LOTIIROP & CO., No. 133 Ex-

farfamed and

“Happy

McCOBB Sl K1NGSBI HY,

AT

one

Friend.
With a “singer” in the house, always ready to
comply with any reasonable demand, there is no good
reason why you may not have a “Merry Christmas”
and a
New Year”, each day of which shall
add a new voice to the already mighty chorus of voices, that are sounding the praises of ‘‘The Singer”
of which you will find a full assortment at

and at F.

Wholesale Dealers in

u

LARIUBEE,

Street.

9.30 A. M.
1.45 P. M.

63 South Oanal Street.

ot tent ton

P.

from this date associated with

SI.

SIIALL&KNI«nT,IVo. 134 Exchange

justly celebrated Singer Sewing Mnchiuc ns n
Christmas Gift to your Wife, Sister or Lady

& CO.,

Commission Merchants,

tiO. 0 SOUTH ST.,

Is

Htwiriiurc

—WITH—

ets.

II.

and

Organ and Melodeon Manufacturers.

allow yourself to be governed by any one’s opinion,
but call and examine “THE SINGER” and
wituess its operation, and we have not the shadow of
a doubt, that you will not pronounce it for all purposes the very best Family Sewing Machine

JB. A. O’BRIOJN,

Yard

JOHNSON, 171 middle

Masons and Builders.
REDI.ON, 333 1-3 Congress

N. E.

TIMETABLE

[PORTLAND, ME.
Copying and enlarging done to order
tbeuew styles, Berlins, Bembrants, Medallion,

HUNT &

COPAR TNERSHIP.

Manufacturers of Trunks, Talises and
Carpet-Bags.

S.

No 152 Middle Street.

account.

Toilet Articles.

SHERRY, o. 9 Clapp9* Block,
Congress Street, opposite Old City Hall.

ky Machine Stitching and Stamping for Braiding
and Embroidery done to order. All Machines sold
and work done, warranted to give entire satisfaction.

J. 1ft. LARSON,

SPRUANCE, PRESTON

Up-

order.

a

/1..

office of the Company, corner of Middle
and Plum streets, Portland, on
Tuesday, the
Itilli day of Janizary current, at IO o’clock A.
M, to see
1. If they will
accept the act of the Legislature of
New Hampshire entitled “An act to grant a
right of
way through this State to the Portland & Ogdensburg
Railroad Corporation and act additional thereto, approved July 14, 1871.”
2. If they will accept the act of the Legislature o
Maine, entitled “An act additional to and amendatory of an act entitued an act to incorporate the Portland & Ogdensburg Railroad Company,” approved
February 15, 1871.
3. If they will amend their charter as
designated
in Section 2 of the last mentioned act.
4. To choose Directors for the ensuing
year.
5. To transact any other business that rnav
legally
come before them.
CHAS. H. FOYE, Clerk.
^
Portland, January 2d, 1872.
ja3td

J. F.

—

Richardson, Hill & Co.,

Bought

to

Hair Goods

extant.

PAPER

done

11

vv*j

_

Beltings. Rubber
lurni&hed to order. Also
and
Sides
Backs, Lace
Leather, Belt Hooks, Copper Rivets and Burs.
Portland, July 0,1871.jy7-dCm

3

Office,

to order.

(

ot Leather

BUSINESS

Po*t

Furniture and Upholstering.
DEANE, No. 89 Federal Si.
kinds of Uphol* rring and Repairing

All

IMPROVED

BREWER,

MANUFACTURER
Belting and Hose
tor sale Beit Leather,

Mo.

Old

.,1, it.... IJ

—

Annual Meeting of the Stockholders of the
THE
Portland & Ogdensburg Railroad Company will
be held at the

DAVIS W.

SEWT1V(t MAflHTlVTC

Street,

EATON,

ami Treas.

ANNUAL MEETING.

Street.

HOYT, No. 11 Preble Street.

bolstering

MITCHELL, Clerk

WM.

Ihll’i 1 >1 it, 1 Sr 44,.,11,

oral Street*.

“THE SINGER”

CHAS.S. SCHUMACHER.

M.

Jafidtd

nil kinds

116 Federal Streets.

jy13dtf

No. 90 Middle

of

Portland, Wednesday, January 10, 1871,

—-—

BROWN STREET,
Three Doors from Congress Street,

dec 12 tf

A CARD—In thanking my former customers and
friends for the patronage they have bestowed upon
me lor the last ti teen years, 1 have the pleasure in
recommending to them IV^r. W. L. KEfLER for
a continuance of the same, feeling confident that be
is able to please all who mav give him a call in his

Upholstering

done to order.

Mental ami Physical Debility, Languor, Depression of Spirits. Painful Dreams, Loss of
Appetite, Memory, <Stc., ana having had great exi>erience during an extensive practice and received
high
honors and testimonials for his superior treatment
of those diseases requiring skilful and confidential
advice he is enabled to ensure a safe and speedy cure.
The Doctor particularly invites those patients
whose cases may have bedn neglected or nronounced
incurable at once, to i>lace themselves under his care,
assuring them that all that science, skill and long
practice can accomplish will be at tlieir service.
lie distinctly states that no case will be undertaken
unless a permanent cure <fttu be guaranteed. All letters containing the usual consultation fee, $5, ami
fully describing the case, will be immediately attended to.
Hours of consultation from 10 in the
morning till 2,
aud 5 till 8 in the evening at his private office.

L.KEILEU,

A.

St.

may legally
numth Hotel,

158 and 160 Fore St.
WHITNEY, No. 56 Ex-

Nos.

Furniture and House Furnishing Goods.

curing Nervous,

9ST" The best goods of every season always on
hand, and ail *;»ork personally attended to with
neatness and promptness.
m>4tl

11.

change

strength.
Dr. Jacques, after many years* practice, begs to
announce his treatment as eminently successful in

STREET.

TARROX,

GEORGE

brated. It is too well know n that hundreds suffer
from the effects of early indiscretion and seek in
vain for relief. For none but the educated
physician
who has made these subjects a specialty is likely to
succeed in restoring the patient to health and

Merchant Tailor,

line.

N.

BROWIN'

transact ion of such other business as
come before it, will be held at the Fal-

**

LET.

51, 53,-47,49
MIDDLE ST.,

dciSOdtf

rectors,

of

Nov 24-dtf

TO

FOR

THE and the

No.

1

house 87 Franklin street,

containing eigkt pleasant rooms, with suit
nice parlors, and pure Sehago water.
Call on L. TAYLOR, 176 Commercial street.

The House of Orleans.
A Dynasty

As tiyie went on
surgeons had been called.
signs of life became more and more apparent,
and the news began to spread through the
city that there was hope of saving the young
Scores and
man, raising him from the dead.
hundreds of people began moving toward the
corner of Russell and Antietam
streets, and
during the day and evening the house and
yard were filled with citizens anxious to learn
the smallest particulars of the case. The face
was warm when touched; it seemed as if the
blood was circulating i.i the fingers; and
by
evening the parents and friends of the victim
had great hopes that he wonld be restored to
consciousness befu. e morning. The body was
kept warm; the feet and hands vigorously
rubbed every few moments, and at length it
seemed, when looking at the boy, its if he was
only asleep. The stiffness and rigidity which
characterize the limbs of the dead were lacking here, as the hands could be moved easily,
the fingers bent, the arms raised and moved
from side to side, and several medical men
were sanguine that they eould raise the dead
to life.
In the evening, in addition to a score of
other methods being tried, electricity was
bronght into use and given a thorough trial,
but without, however, producing the effect

Inquire at the Bank.

lower rent of

mThe

KNIGHTS’ TONIC

State Street.

Casco Bay Steamboat Co.
annual meeting of the Stockholders of the
Casco Bay Steamboat Co. for the election of Di-

18 Ercc Street.

WHERE

OF

naYhanTgoulY

Fresco

and Science

STREET,
PORTLAND, ME.,
he may be confidentially consulted, more
especially iu all the cases of diseases and debility for the treatment of which he is so justly cele-

& Co

248 CONGRESS STREET.

W.

Furniture—Wholesale and Retail.
WALTER COREY & CO.,
Arcade^

Informs his friends and patients that he has opened
an office for the practice of his profession at

Wholesale & Retail

_

ON

AN

at No. 74

the Streets.

wrote-wrote more.—Eli Perkins.

immediately removed from
its coffin, placed on a lounge and wrapped in
and
in
a little time two or three
blankets,

of Portland Savdc20-2w

story

Carriage outside

The corpse was

OVER

Middle Street.

.A. Certain Care !

Wanted.
experienced Cook

in second

Left party.

m.

old Burgundy.
Furgison’s a brick. Took
sherry. Beau’ful young lady dressed in blue
Roman punch. Opened bottle of white gras
grain trimmed with Westchester county lace.
Drank it up. Fellows getting more tete-uly
slight. Drank Pompadour rum with yonng
lady dressed a la Jamaica. Had not strength
to refuse.
Drank ha])’ new year fifteen times
—theu got into Fifth Avenue Hotel, and told
driver to drive round to the carriage. Came
up to letter, and wrote this room for the Couivertiser. Pulled coat otf with the boot-jack,
and stood self up by the register to dry. Then

face.

Office to be Let.
19x20, with ante room connected, heat-

Bank Building.

jn2-2w

A

Cloaks

JOSIAH HEALD, No. 105 middle Street.
I 1111. IV. R. JOHNSON, No 13 1-2 Free St.
PACKARD & HARDY, Fluent B lock
cor. Congress and Exchange Sts.

JACQUES,

LECTURER

FRENCH WINES,

MIDDLE

Velvet

ISi.

Chambers to Let.

Walnut, below Danforth.
_CHAS. CLARK, City Marshal.

Rent Wanted.

India St.

Let!

Part of a House fronting
Henry Street,
ill Enquire of
UL
NATHANIEL REDLON,
no24dtf
409 Congress street.

ngs

Up.

wanted me to get into Fred Young and promenade over to the Stewarts. Roman punch
had been drinking Fred, lie invited eight
other horses to get into the fellows and ride
around to the Stewarts. Stewart tight and
house closed up. Left (locketbook in card
basket outside, and hung watch and chain
over bell knob.
Called on the Furgisons.
All up. Had

and her excitement and that of her friends increased as the face of tfie corpse had assumed
a look of life, the face being flushed, the finger nails looking red, and considerable warmth
being apparent on touching the hands or

stores 110 and 112 Federal Btreet, suitable
for different kinds of Mechanical business,
to
Apply EM YIONS CHAPMAN. Druggist, No. 74
Middle Bt.
juOlf

forced.
On Anderson, from Cumberland to Munroe.
Boyd street.
Fox, from Washington to Back Bay.
Chestnut, from Oxford st.
Elm, from Oxford st.
New High, below Cumberland st.
Mellen st.
Pleasant to Centre.
Atlantic to Fore.

SMALL genteel and convenient Rent of six or
seven rooms.
Communications addressed to
Rent, Box 803 will receive prompt attention.
Nov 30dtf

dyed and finished.

IB

137

|

ces

Dentists.

SOUTH CANAL STREET,

novTCm

SVrnONBS,

tf

Grain and Provision

IMPORTERS

F.

A.

GIRL to do general housework; best of referenrequired. Apply at A. DUNYON, coiner
Carlton and Pine sts.
ju6-3t

A

Dye-House.

tbe

ang25

(rA OTA & DA VIS,

Peyret

near
cu

ior

Wanted.

Carpenters and Builders.
WHITNEY & rnEANS, Pearl Street, opposite Park.

Will bo sold at low figure, or rented if not
W. P. MERRILL,
Office, 24 Exchange St.

ONE
ing including,

invite people to call

drinking.

a

o’clock, as Mrs. Bocningliausen (the mother)
opened the coffin to exhibit the dead to some
sympathizing callers, she observed, or thought
she did, that the corpse had turned a little in
its coffin. She was at once greatly excited,

New House for Sale, or Rent.
Emery Street near Pine. Very cosy and conON venient,
gas throughout house and cellar, japed
Tor Sehago, cellar cemented,
everything in prime con-

Portland, Jan. ! 1872. (
following streets have been designated on
THE
which boys can coast *wiih sleds during the winter, and on none others. If detected in coasting on
other public streets the penalty of the law will be en-

wife
private

JAN.

SAWYER A

goods which wo
and see, at

cor.

C. F. CORKY.

room

Marshal's Office,

middle Street.

Pine. Frescoed
street,
FRESCO PAINTER P'K SALE—On
piped
Subago. Apply
pren.sses,
JAMES
TENNEY.
Emery

empanelled

THE

To

light grct^n silk

had
jury and adjourlied the inquest
in the case of the victims of the Steam’s
tire,
the body of Stewart was taken to his mother’s
house, on Congress street, while those of
Bieningliausen and Geiger were handed over
to the city undertaker, and dressed for the
grave before being taken in charge by friends.
Both were put into their coffins and remained
thus until Sunday morning.
About eight

J. B.
269 Cumberland Street, or
T. F. CUMMINGS,
220 Commercial St.

dec9-tf_Telegraph

CHAINS,

plate gasdown on to nice* ice crcnm*
Dresses more white tarletan
young ladies cut
swallow tail. Sot on young lady’s hand and
held stairs. Very happy, "fellows had been

=

Saturday evening, after Coroner Gnau

Cottage House To Rent.
centrally located house. No. C Casco st., containing ten rooms, Also half dozen other rents.
WM. H,. JERlilS, Real Estate Agent.

soW-

Drank half a glass of silk dress
poured rest on skirt of Miss Smith’s
champagne in corner. Slumped
and

From tlie Detroit (Mich), Free Press, Jan. 3.

to

Nice Rent for $200.

Bonne' and Hat Bleachery.
1st, on the Cars between Lisbon and Freeport, a Fitch Tippet; the tinder shall be suitably
CO., Bleachers, No. 131 rewarded
by leaving it at Ibis oflice.
jy8d3t*

S

of

Coasting in

Lost.

An

on

Apply
CUMMINGS,

_dc6dtf

salad.

Dead and Alive—Three Dead Bodies Exhibit Signs of Life.

Ladles' and Gents’

Dec U-d4w

and
a

variety

a

86

Street.

noltf

TTnnca

And

Gold

one

ONE

V./ Place, near Dow st. One or both tenements
will be sold. P ice $700 and $800 each. Tlie above
property is well situated, suppli d w.th Sebago water, and is a bargain. Enquire at
Dow st.
ocl8
8w
t\

GEORGE D. JOST,

H.

line stock of

OPKR.A. GLASSES,

Ring. The owner can have the same by applying
to Mrs. H. M.Brackett, Peak’s Island, proving property and i >aying charges.
jan9-d3t

Book Binders.
Boarders Wanted.
Witt. A. QUINCY, Room 11, Printer’s
or two gentleman, or a gentleman
Exchange, No. Ill Exchange St.
can be accommodated with board in
SMALL & SHACKFORD, No. 35 Plum family, at 119 lirackett St.
dc9

For Sale.
9

Found.
January 1, on Middle Street

ABOUT

BREED, No.92 middle

FOGG &

first floor to let

Possession given January- 8,1872.

room over

Silver and Silver Plated Ware,

&
ONE

Street.

Lots and

Street.

no2r

a

RICH JEWELRY, GOLD

Myrtle street.

No. 13

ja3dtf

Wanted.
good new milch Cow. Enquire of FLETCHER
CO., 159 Commercial Street.
jau9-d3wJH

Booksellers and Stationers.

U. C.

SAYINGS BANK BUILDING,

3

Free Street, Basement and
NOfavorable
terms.

dition.

Boarders Wanted.
ROOMS and good board at

00D

Repairing.

let.

to

■•■■■■■

sf

eel ns to come back to
party In the evening.
Ca™ back.
Grand party.
Bernstein furnished by music.
Drank more lobster

THURSDAYJ MORNING, JAN. 11, 1872.

Let!

Fore and Market Sts.
A BARBER’S

FRENCH CLOCKS,

a middle aged Womas
at chamber work or
at
Mrs.
Williams’
No. 18 Mountsewing. Enquire
fort Street. Good Reference given.
dec9 lw#

W. C. COBB, No. 12 Pearl St.

Farms for Sale.
He would refer parties abroad to the following
named gentlemen of thiscltv: Hon. Geo. F. Shepley, Hon. A. W H. Clapp, Hon. Benjamin Kingsbury, Jr., Hon. Nathan Webb, Hon. John Lynch,

Law,

Store to

To Let.
the Apothecary shop,

PEARSON,

Gold and Silver Watches,

Nurse by
Aan,SITUATION
will make herself useful

Bakers.

Seal Estate and Loan Agent.
Rouses,'

WITH

board

j?>10tf

Have just received

Wanted.

W. S. DVER, No. 158 middle St., over H.
II. Hay’s.
All kinds of muchines fo

THREE

)(’I. H.

G1T

Agency for Sewing Machines.

story brick bouse, 12 rooms, gas and
Sebago water, a few minutes walk from City
Hall, will be rented to a responsible party for $350
per year. Apply to
GEO. R. DAVIS & CO.,
Ileal Estate and Mortgage Brokers.
decl6-eod2w.

A

PAYSON & PAYSON,

C. F. Davis Chicago.
R. W. G ao ,200 State st., Boston.

GERRISH &

WANTS, LOST, FOUND.

Advertising Agents.

Real Estate and Mortgage Brokers.
A Brick House for Reut.

No. 18 Pemberton Stjr., Boston, Mass.
Refers to Hon. E. R. Hoar; Hon. Nathan Clifford,
Judge of the Supreme Court, U. S.; Hon. George P.
Shepley, Judge of the Circuit Court, U. S.; Hon. D.
W. Gooch, and Hon. Ginery Twicbell.
jn3-6m

58

New Year’s Presents !

Brokers.

To Reut.

or

TWO STORY

Counsellor
LAW!

Commission

atman, Seeretar.

BUSINESS DIRECTORY.

HOUSE
Brown street; eight
A
rooms, gas and Sebago water, cemented cellar.
Lot 35x76. In
fair location for

Attorney and

Flour,

H

on park

dcl4-eod3w

Room To Let.
suitable for gentleman and wife or
two gentlemen. Also a few table boarders accommodated, at 52 Free Street.
jn4-tf

declP-dtf

Jones, President..
Dennis, ’V CA-Prdsiddnt.

•JOIIJN W. MUNGEK, Correspondent,
Office, ICG Fore Street, For <r/and

House
story brick

a

de20

John D.
Chaeles

<1

Spring and Congress sts,

be sold at a
Apply to

and Cross Streets.

$13,000>000.00J

The only Shawl Strap made with metallic top.
Silver plated, with cross and end straps. Acknowledged by all who have seen them to be the neatest
shawl strap ever invented. Just the thing for holiday presents. We also manufacture Shawl Straps 6f
all kinds.
Sole Manufacturers of Broad’s Patents, 27 i Market
Street, Opposite P. O.
G. B. BROAD & CO,

d 1 m-eod 11 m »Jfe wG w

dcl2eod2w

Payson,

HAVE YOU SEEN
Patent Sliawl Straps.

THE PEESS.

janlO»lw

W. H. H. Mootts, 2tl VIce-Prest.
J. D. Hewlett.3d Yico-Prest

dee 12-d3w

THOMAS II. TALBOT,
(Late Arabs taut Attorney General, U. S.)

Edward

toTeTT-

uulil B'edeemed.

eaae*t

story

HIE.

E. P.

iliau

are more

Bisks.

The Profit* of the Company revert to the a**nrecl, and are divided manually, npoai
the Premium* Icauiiaiatril duriia" the uur, ciatifUute* for n hich nr< x»Hued, lx-oi-iug in

TIIE

year.

TERMS «..o» PER ANNUM, IN ADVAN(

---

Tavern Stand for Sale.

jan8d2\v

Exchange

of William, New York,

Marine

Against

Its Assets for the Security of its Policies

Tavern Stand at Upper Gloucester Corner,
three miles from Railroad Station, and two
miles from Danville Junction;
consisting of a 2J
house—16 rooms; stable with 15 stalls; largo
garden. Will be sold cheap. Apply to W. R. SAWYER, South Auburn, or GEORGE R. DAVIS & CO.,
Real Estate and Mortgage Brokers, Portland, Me.

88 EXCHANGE STREET,

95

corner

1842.)

and Inland Navigation
And will issue Policies making Loss payable in England.

buildiug can also be accommodated with loans.
fiKO. R. RAWS & CO.,
Real li'state & ^Mortgage Brokers.
sep24tf

Law !

aud Counsellors at

Insures

sirous of

CLARENCE HALE,

Attorneys

51 Wall st.,

sunin

any amount

to

class

BUSINESS CARDS.

VAT

(ORGANIZED IN

Coinp’y

PR! SS

1872.

H,

Broad’s

Insurance

Loan 111

JANUARY

__CHRISTMAS.

ATLANTIC

desired, on first
mortgages in Portland, Cape Flizn;
Westbrook,
or
befit,
Beering. Parties de-

Advertising: One inch of space, in
Rates
length of column, constitutes a “square.”
$150 per square daily first week; 75 cents per
week after; three insertions,<-or less. $1 00; continui rig every other day after lirst week, 50 cents.
Half square, three insertions or less, 75 cents; one
week, $1 00; 50 cents per week after.
Special Notices, one third additional.
Under head of “Ami'smkmknts,” $2 00 per square
per week; three insertions or less $1 50.
Advertisements inserted iu the “Maine State
Press” (which has a large circulation iu every part
of the State) for $1 00 per square for first insertion,
and 50 cents per square for each subsequent insertion.
Address all communications to
PORTLAND PUBLISHING CO.

PORTE. HID,

to

prepared to loan money In

ore

$100

from

of

Counsellor .A.t

MISCELLANEOUS

B UL LET LIS'.

THE MAINE STATE PRESS
Is published every Thursday Morning at $2 50
year; if paid in advance, at $2 00 a year.

MOHN1NG,

—

fieo. R. Davis & Co.’s

POBTI.AND PIBLIMHING CO.,

THURSDAY

PORTLAND,

REAL ESTATE.

published every day (Sundays excepted) by the i

Is

VOI.. 11.

DAILY

between calls. Drank more, Drank ever;
where. Young ladies more beautiful. Wau .-

I

ently a week’s growth. He" was accompanied
by a lady of distinguished mien, w hose features were carefully concealed by a thick vail.
The passports they bore gave their names as
Mr. and Mrs. Smith. They were, in truth,
Ex'King Louis Philippe and his Queen Marie Ainelie.
Their son-in law, the late King of the Bel-

gians, presently placed at their disjiosal that
charming retreat which has been the scene of
so much royal joy and sorrow—Claremont, in
Surrey—where the Princess Chalotte of

Waifs, the nation’s fondest hope, had breathed her last, after passing a few months of unalloyed happiness, and where Lord and Lady
Lome lately spent the first blisslhl days of
their honeymoon. This haven the old King
never abandoned, and here he passed jieaeefully away. Since their exile his sons have
been scattered.
The Duke of Montpensier,
who married the sister oftjje hapless Isabella,
of Spain, lias resided almost entirely in that
county, while the l>nke d’Aumak tuw piade
t.:_ia*_.

id_i; .i__

..

acquired large property jn Worcestershire,
and, tieing greatly given to faulting, ttxds his

Uc

hounds there, and has been one of tlie jjiost
popular men in the district.
By the will of the last Condo, the ill-fated
father of an ill-fated son—tlie first Napoleon’s
victim, the Duke D'Enghien—the Duke D’Aumale inherited Chantilly and otlier large
When,
estates, and is extremely wealthy.
after the revolution of 11148, the Orleans es>
tales were subjected to a forced sale, the
Duke, through Messrs. Coutts, the great Londou hankers, bought in this estate in their
name, and lias now re-entered on its occupation. He has lately sent for his hounds from
England, and is following with ardor that
sport for which Chantilly .In the days of the
Comics, was world-famous. He bears the
reputation of being an accomplished, able
man, and is a thoroughly good fellow to boot,

but unfortunately tor himself, seems to he
smitten with tlie ambition which has proved
disastrous to *e many of his race.
If an Orleans is once more to assume the
chief place in the government of France, the
but
man,
Duke D’Aumale Is the best
his doing so would create a ftesh Legitimist
claimant in the person of the nephew of
Count de Paris, unless that Prince should
choose to withdraw all claim.

That the younger branch of the Bourbons
should any more than tlie elder, desire to sit
on that Damocletian seat, the French throne,
is to use Dundreary’s phrase, what no fellow
girted at least with ordinary sense, can understand.
——

_A squad of Indiana volunteers, out scout-

came across a female in a log cabin in
the mountains. After the usual salutations,
one of them asked her:
“Well, old lady, are
you a sccesh?” “No,” was the answer.—
“Areyou Union?” “No.” “What are you,
then ?” “A Baptist, au’always have been,
Tlie Hoosiers let down.

ing,

—The latest

thing

out in New York is

gas—aceonling to the

Golden Aye,

th

THE PRESS,

Thieves.

The Doom of

prosperous and apparently secure a gentleman as America conHe bore liis blushing honors thick
tained.
won in a field where, in
upon him—honors
addition to the prestige of great success, he
gained the applause due to him as a pioneer.
as

Tweed, Connolly, Garvey, Ingersoll and Hall Were pursuing their business
of stealing the public money and buying votes
and legislatures as quietly and as peacefully
as other men sold flour or gambled in stocks.
These men had made stealing respectable.
Instead of getting themselves imprisoned,
they got themselves elevated to the highest
political positions and were in excellent standing socially. Young men all over the country were beginning to mark out a line of conduct like theirs, hoping to attain like wealth
Jim Fisk, bedight with
and distinction.
glittering jewelry, clad in uniforn, dwelling
in palaces, leading regiments, the owner of
railroads and steamboat lines, flattered by a crowd of devoted followers
instance of the

ing

|

has concluded that crime pays is sure.
The
moral is a trjte one, but it is not more than
in

century that it receives so forcible
enforcement as it has from the inroads

once
an

made

a

by death

and the law upon

masters of the American
That

class of

corrupt

politicians

Mr. Cole into the State Senate from

who

stead of Mr.

Thompson.

Mr. Cole

York,

on

Thompson had once had the good
sense to be a Republican, but from some
cause went over to the enemy and accepted
its honors. Not only the Republicans but the
Democrats pronounced their condemnation
upon this seeming apostacy by giving Mr.

pears to like that name no longer, and applies
to the committee. Now let us suggest that

Keegan, who is the only unmarried man
committee, make some one of these discontented ladies happy by gallantly offering
Mr.

to make her the Princess of Madawaska!

The Ohio Legislature balloted for a SenaStates Senate, on Tues-

ator to the United

day, with the following result: Senate, Sherman 17: Morgan, dem., 18; Schenck 1.
House,
Sherman 57; Morgan 47; Cox 1. It was one
of the regular brilliant nou-achie rements of
the Boston agency of the Associated
Press,
that we did not get this information by telegraph.
A dispatch Wednesday says that the Assembly in convention elected Mr. Sherman.

pusu

Military Commit-

tee is not that kind of a man.
The New York Post says the friends of the

President are not the only persons who will be
heartily glad to learn that there is not a word

principal

temper in aspersions of this kind would act
retract them at once.

very respectable quarters, and by
some very excellent gentlemen, the
“irresponsible Press” has been severely denounced; but
strange as it may seem, it never had so many
subscribers as to-day, and during no similar
length of time, except perhaps the first few
weeks of its publication, does its subscription
lists show so great an increase of subscribers as
since January 1, 187‘J.

loaning money

notes of individuals without
any other security. Has such legislation proved
injurious? But I believe that the State should
have control of the savings’ hanks in the matter of their investments, and exercise it, if for
no other reason, than for the
safety and protection of the depositors. Are the twenty-two

Earthoi’ake.—Our Waterville correspond-

writes that at 8 o’clock Tuesday
the shock of an earthquake was very

felt, lasting nearly
parently

east

one

minute,

evening
sensibly

the motion ap-

and west.

Boston Post, who was never guilty of
writing
n dull line for the
papers in her life. It will be
the first of several letters written specially for
the Press by that lady during the session.
ItalKeck.
Gen. Henry W. Halleck, whose death was
announced in yesterday’s issue, was born about
the year 1810 in New York, from which State
lie was appointed a cadet at West
enterCScn.

Point,

ing in

1835 and graduating in 1839. He was a
classmate of several men since distinguished in
the army, Gens. Stevens, Ricketts,

.Ord, Hunt,
Canby and Rurton among them. Graduating
third in his class and serving at the
Academy
ns Assistant Professor of
Engineering one year
and on the Board of Engineering
another, he
in 1845 promoted to 1st Lieutenant of Engineers, and served through the Mexican war,
being part of the time military governor of Mazatlau. Under the military government of California from 1847 to 1849, he was
of
was

Secretaiy

«

mcuiuct

ui

i/ue

vxmsiiuitiouai

Convention in 1849. He thence served on engineering and lighthouse duty on the Pacific
coast up to the date of his resignation in August, 1854. He was meantime brevetted captain, May 1,1847, for gallantry in Mexico, and
received the full rank of that grade
July 1,
1853. On leaving the service Gen. Halleck began the practice of the law in Sah
and

Francisco,

the head of a prominent firm at the
breaking out of the war. He held the Presidency of the Pacific & Atlantic Railroad, from
San Francisco to San Jose, from
and
was

at

Major General

1855,

was

of the California Militia from

I860 to 1861.
Soon after the breaking out of the
rebellion,
Gen. Scott bethought him of Halleck, and sent
for him. On the loth of
he was com-

August

missioned Major General U. S. A., and placed
in command of the Department of the Missouri, which he held till March of the following
he took
year, when where
he
Mississippi,

the Department of the
remained till July nth.
From that date to March 12, 1864, he was General-in-Chief of the Annies of the. United
■States, with headquarters at Washington; at
the latter
date, Grant having been commissioned Lieutenant General. Gen. Halleck was
relieved at his own
request and was assigned to
duty m Washington as cliief-of-staff. At the
close of the war he was
appointed commander
of the Department of the
which post he
filled at the tunc of his death.
Gen Halleck
was m command
when Fort Done’lson was
taken by Gen. Grant, then Brigadier
General
commanding. His famous General Order No
relative to the purpose of the war and forbidding the harboring or stealing of slaves
or other property, was
issued on Feb 23d
of that year. For the capture of
Springfield by
Iren. Curtis, Halleck received
Secretary Stanton s warmest thanks.
Gen Halleck’s civil history includes the
authorship of several works on military and le«al
subjects, and the translation of several others
He received the degree of A. M. from Union
College, N. Y., in 1843, and of LL.D. from the

West,

dome

college in 1862.

ing,

>

to be left entirely in the matter of investments to the discretion and management of
Boards of Trustees and Directors, no matter
how respectable and of how high standing they
may he in the community? Financial irregularities are getting to he quite common among
those who occupy the highest positions of trust
and confidence. It is too great a temptation
to any men to have the exclusive control of
such large sums, without being under any respousi unity.

111 some

eases

in iuis

otate

sav-

ings’ banks are closely connected with National
banks’ having the same officers and both having the

place

of business.

In others,
bank officers are among the trustees and manaThe depositors of savings’ banks have no
gers.
votes in the election of their officers, or control
in the management of their officers. Tlieysimply place their savings in the hands of the directors, confiding in their honesty and integrity, and I am happy to believe that so far their
confidence has not been misplaced. But there
should be a responsibility somewhere; under the
same

present system there is none. It is a duty that
the State owes to its citizens who make Savings Banks the receptable of their earnings by

judicious legislation to control them in such
a manner that
depositors, small and large, who
place money there will be secure. How is this
to be done; simply by
designating by law the
class of investments that they shall invest in.
The security of the investment the first thing,
the rate of interest

being

the secondary cousideration.
Massachusetts in her care for her
children has done this years ago. She says to

savings banks under her control, you may put
your money first into mortgages of real estate
in Massachusetts, then United State bonds,
bank stock, bonds of New England States and
of cities and towns in Massachusetts, looking
at the same time, to security and to keeping
the capital at home to develop the resources
and business of her own State. She does not allow

savings banks there to become brokers’ shops,
loaning money on call for stock jobbers to speculate with.

What is the result under such a
state policy as quoted by “D” so approvingly.
The little savings of no appreciable value.
when in the pockets of each depositor,—and
too often a temptation to
dissipation or extravagance, become when aggregated in the banks
the great sums, which
out through the
flowing
channels of enterprise, dot our
country with
happy, frugal homes, or fill our cities with costly and elegant structures, and our streets with
the activity and din of business, and each de
positor, whether his part be 810 or $100 reaps
liis full share of the advantage and is entitled
to his full allowance of the credit.”
But it is said that these investments should be
in such a class of securities so as to be inunediately available to meet the demands

of. deposi-

tors, &c.
There is but little

danger

in this community
of a run on any well conducted and
regulated
savings banks. The only cases in which they
occur are

where the depositors

are

led to be-

Journal says

an

light

as well as the demand.
The recent
abled our dealers to
all the wants

supply

are

Morton Block, Old Stand Pray & Smith.
Jan 6-dtf

P. M.

H'. T.IT.ra-

CABLE
Comfortable,

and

are

Water-proof,

GOLD

boy,
{ ian Island, had
his leg broken

new

on

sepSdtf

BOUGHT

32
dcl8

Bn

Only

M.

PAYSON,

* un sets.4.47

NUZZLE

GUNS !

C3P* Sign of the “Golden Rifle.”

BURNETT’S

nogfeodtf bn

GROWTH

OF

AND

BEAUTIFYING THE HAIR,
RENDERING IT DARK

AND

GLOSSY.

Rev. Atherton Clark, died in South Dover,
J innary 4th, 1872, aged 87 years.
Mr. Clark
is one of the
pioneer Baptist preachers in
irk county;
preaching the Gospel without pay
a] id earning lus
living and supporting his family bv the labor of his own hands. He was the
tlier of the late Hon. W. G. Clark of SangcrUe, and liis remains were carried to that place
r interment.
S.

]

osesses

SOMERSET COUNTY.

e

ait the various conditions of the humau hair.
For sale by all Druggists.
no29
eodly

The COCOAINE holds, in
j roportion of deodorized

^

a

liquid form,

COCOA-NUT
PREPARED EXPRESSLY

NO

OTHER
the

put in

a

large

OIL,

FOR THIS

| High

all

and

one

The

DATE

the

same

Best

rO
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%

OP

HAD

For

and. Belisli!

ALL

FIRST

USE.
CLASS

Sc

WR. H.

PURPOSE.

COMPOUND

peculiar properties which

so

exactly
su

NB,

MERCHANTS EXCHANGE.
Ar at New York 9th. brigs Abbie C Titcomb.
Hall,
y alaga; Machias, Jounson, Seville; sch E H Cook,
ft ora St Michaels.
Sid fm Halifax 9th, steamer Hibernian, Watts, (fm
L verpool) for Portland.

P\

Sch Bramhall, Hamilton, from Portland for New

close out

WHITE SHAKER,

our

BLANKET FLANNELS,

STOCK!

Twilled Flannels in All Colors !
OPERA FLANNENS,

a

EI1VE1V

Napkins

TOWELS !

CO.,

DOMESTIC

No. 6 Free Street Block.

NEVINg.

AYERS,

EXCHANGE STREET

These Bonds are issued for internal improvements.
The Sedalia City to pay for introducing water into
nn«»»
the
"ttoiiy j.Un,- and the Liring*-

and Business Suits !

VINTER AND
SPRING OVERCOATS

restings, Tailor’s Trimmings, &c.,
At Lowest Prices.

ALBION PRINCE,
■
a

•ong and favorably known as one
« f the Best Cutters in IVcw
Eng.
■
»
»nd, will be employed in the cut-

iI
1

department, thus insuring
.utest Styles and good
fitting Garments to the large number who
sure to call.
is
4w

jn2

General Insurance
ESTABLISHED

Phoenix,

Exchange. of Boston.

Beef!

Capital A Surplus,
D.

Chicago Extra Mess Beef,
JUST RECEIVED,

New

&

National,

CO.,

International,

9500,000

of New York.

Capital A Surplus,

9950,000

GEO. W. SAVAGE, President.

BTJRNKTT’S

Hoffman,

STANDARD FLAVORING EXTRACTS!

Capital

FOR FLAVORING

&
M.

Syrup., Ice Creams, C'u.tard., Pics,
mange, Jellies, Sauce.,

Snaps, Oravics,

of Hartford.

MARK HOWARD, President.

159 Commercial Street.
Jan 10, 1872.
()3w

Blanc

9230,000

H. 8WEETSIR, President.

New Cash Capital,

SALE BY

FLETCHER

S*d«

SI,400,000

HENRY KELLOGG, President.

Mess

AND FOB

of Hartford.

Capital A Surplus,

dis3w

NEW

Extra

Agency,

1843.

Office. No. 491-2 Exchange Street.

28 Exchange .(reel.

January 10,1872.

IN

Co>

Now representing the following first-class
Companies
viz;

CHARLES HI. HAWKES,

of New York.

Surplus,

9250,000

P. HODGES, President.

Orient,

etc.

of Hartford.

New Cash Capital,

The superiority of these Extracts consists in their
PERFECT PURITY AND GREAT STRENGTH !
There is no subject which should more
at-

CHAS. T.

9500,000

WEBSTER,

President.

engross

tention

than the purity of the
preparations which
used in flavoring the various compounds
prepared
for the human stomach.
These Extracts are warranted
perfectly free from
the poisonous oils and acids which
enter into the
composition of many qf the factitious fruit
flavors
now in the market.
They are not only true to their
but
are prepared from fruits of
names,
the best quality, and so highly concentrated that a small quantity

These companies are
among the best now doing busin Maine. Those that have
passed through the
Fierv Orueal are now in first rate
condition for
tow or damage by fire.
Ihe NAT IONAL and ORIENT are nf.w
Companies*
organized with clean Capitals.
Merchants, Traders. Builders and others, wanting
large lines with reliable offices,may be accommodated
with ns at mods.hath bates.
Dwellings and
Vnrna Property, insured fur
on,THUS or point
tears, on highly favorable terms.
ja5isd3w
mewt

are

^inst

recently

enly need be used.
They have stood the test of eighteen years time and
competition, and are pronounced unrivalled by the
mo/t eminent connoisseurs, proprietors of the leading
hotels, and prominent dealers in the United States
and Canada.
They are neatly put up in flve sise
—unpaneled bottles, holding more than paneled
sizes appearing much
larger. They are the. best
and cheapest Fruit Extract the market
affords
Their Standard quantity and
quality will be strictly

€OYELL
One
One

All Wool Plaids 43 cents
4
Ratines 65
44
44

20

23

44

44

44

44

Poplins
Serges

Thibets

75
37i
75

Formerly
*«

**

44

Flannels

40 cents.

Reduced,
Formerly

.6-»
J.W
Cotton and Wool Flannels 25 cents.

For sale by first-class Grocers and
Druggists gen-

“

“

is

BLA

Slip Down!

50 cents.
«
75
#71 *«
•«
*y

jfoo

Shirting Flannels

erall-v-____dc3sNeod

"

5f cents
«

la

Kinr ,eriy a, cts.

i!

«

::

jNfK E'TB!

Those 10-4 White Blankets far 83.00 are
chean
A- W> B1■*,,ket■ f°r
*•

00Ch^'pair,

GOOD ASSORTMENT OF

COTTON
FOOT

$•> >o
85

at

DRESS GOODS NARKED DOWN'.

JOSEPH BURNETT & 00.,
Sole Proprietors, Boston.

A

a^valpey.

more case Seamless Pelt Skirts at
more case Black Twilled Velveteen

Tycoon Repps (some styles)
Tycoon Beeps, best styles,

maintained.
Ey It is necessary in some cases for persons desiring ‘Burnett’s Superior Flavoring Extracts,- to insist upon obtaining them in order t
avoid many of the factitious brands
offered, becaus
of their larger profits.

HOLBS,

ja6eodis 3w

for Jleudc Women,

HI. «.

Twelve

BATTING.

Rolls, $1.00.

y *i,PKY.

PALHER.

ALLAN LINE!

WANTED!

Montreal Ocean

Steamship Co.

carrying THE

OPEN

for

man as

an

engagement, about Feb. 1, 1S72, a
for a Grocery House.

traveling Salesman
experience,

Has had eight years
and past

employers.

Hotel

Property

s

for Sale.

The undorsigned offers for sale the
“New
Hampshire House,” situated in the pleasant
city of Dover, N. if
The

XSSA&P'iWi
furnished;
Llightfull)
located, with fine shade iris's sind1
a,ul has«ceUent
wniil®
stabling
\V
U1 be sold with or without
furniture
Inquire of, or address,
A TI’pkpt?
Jaioeodtf
Conductor on B. & M. R. R.
wel1

M. C. M.

uerry
Liverpool.
Ticket*
i^V.rn
Wt Reduced Kates.
K^P^k'd
wm
Tho

jaBdlw

and prosperous
“

CmmmMmmmm* Vsitrd St.,,,
Hsll.,
Bookc<1 “» tomwnand

and refers to present

Address “ACTIVE,” this office.

de-

A.

Maine Charitable Mechanics’ Association will
hold the next
meeting for debate at the Library
Ltooni, on Thursday evening, Jan 11th, at 7J o’clock.
Question for debate:
Resolved, that the National Banking System is iniurious to the best interests of the country.
J. W. MANSFIELD, ad.
GEO. C. LITTLEFIELD, neg.
GEO. A. HARMON, Sec’y.
jalOdtd

Steamship

NORTH AmiiRK'Alt, Capt.
Mill.,,
will leave this port for
Uveri>ool on
Nainrtlaf, Jan. 13th.
mmediatelv after the arrival of the Train or
♦ »,«
nf tne
1 irevious day from Montreal.
To be followed by the steamship

MORAVIAN, Cnpt, GSrnhnni,
Saturday, January 20.
Passage to Londonderry and Livernool c.M,,
c srdlng to
accommodations)...
Payable In Gold or its equivalent
For Freight or Cabin
Passage, am.lv to
H- & A. ALLAN,No. 1
India St
9

THE

FB1 *UARY 1st,

ing

a re

STREET.

d&wisd3w_w51

W. I>. Little &

investment will do well to examine them.
The Sedalia City Bonds bear 10
per cent, interest,
have semi-annual coupons which, as also the princiare
pal,
payable at the Bank of America, New York.
Particulars furnished on application either in person
or by mail. Government Bonds received in
exchange.

ALSO

f

BY

Reliable Insurance.

County Bonds for Bridge improvements
County, and like all the Bonds which I
offer are purely BONDS of the
City and of the County respectively. Parties seeking both a safe and re-

FOR

1

CHEAP

MIDDLE
dc!9

complete.

Suits,

GOODS

J. R. COREY & CO.

Livingston Co. Mo. Bonds.

CLOTHS,
J I'ine

SALE

FOR

Sedalia City Mo. Bonds

AYERS

continue their liberal patronage
at the same store,

nent

Towels,

OF ALL DESCRIPTIONS

lw

GROCERS

Ldditions to the Stock will lie
1 nade at
once, making the assortl

and

TURKEY RED DAMASKS,

J. H. RNER &
jnlO

DAMASKS.

small lot of

Of the late firm of

j 30

MEMORANDA.
Sch John P Collins. Thurber, from Portland for
oston, with lumber, is undoubtedly wrecked and all

®Jj

Flannels in Stripes and Checks.

PRICES !

At 132 Middle Street.

FROM

h aids lost. Portions of wreck with her name on it,
boat, and a quantity of lumber have been picked up
h Ipswich Bay; also a seaman’s chest, with
books,
m pmoranda, Ac, indicating that it belonged to Chas
M illiken, of Ellsworth.
A dispatch to the Merchant’s Exchange states that
tl e brig Mountain Eagle, Capt Jarvis, from Elizah< thp<#t for Portland, with coal, was abandoned 8th
io st, lat 40, Ion 66, in a sinking condition. Crew all
m Fed.
[The vessel registered 224 tons, was built at
■emont in 1855, and was owned at Castine by Capt
irvis.
Brig Shamrock, Leighton, from New York for Gea, is reported to have gone ashore near the latter
n,( ice
and probably would be a total loss.
Crew savThe vessel registered 475 tons and was built in
>9 at Millbridge, where she was owned by Sawyer
U os, and others.

l^LA.TsTN'ELS !
6-4 SACKIIVCrS AIVD SIIIRTIlVCiS,

EXTREMELY

Also a large stock of Rubber Boots and Overshoes,
for Men, Women and Children.

o

Blanket*,

stock of

PAISLEY SHAWLS !

ClfSTOME RS
,

!

Long Woolen Mkawla,
Striped and Banket Nhawls,
(Cents’ Nhawls,

200 PAIRS, at LOW PRICE.

ALSO,

Would Invite their

load Ma-

Brig Eudo-us, Cummings, Cardenas—Phinney &

our

STOCK!
COOK &

Bargains

&■ .Vlixed

AND

Don't

PORTLAND.

J ickson.
Brig M B Nickerson, (Br) Kilpatrick, St John,
J ilin Porteous.
Sch Powlona, Webber, Lubec,—N Blake.

weeks

WINTER

Sale in Portland by
RISE

NEWS.

to

few

a

▲T

essen-

SAUCE

FAMILY

Clone Centres,

BLANKETS,

munerative

Made in any part of the World
FOR.

nnd

Superior Extra California

DRESS GOODS!

time.

Sauce

Open

within the

Having Bought the

Newbu^port,

Plaid

A

water.11.30 AM

CLEARED.

STREET,

the stomachics and alteratives at present

TABLE

Wednesday, Jan. 10.

lias.

Aud

White and Grey Blankets tery Cheap.
We offer for

STREET.

advisable, in fact

Square,

At Great

Winter Dress Goods !

condition to withstand the effects of the
miasma, and the subsequent depressing heat
it is tnereiore

nnd

In N tripes,

PORTLAND, ME.

a

summer,

Long

fetf-Ottice hours from 8* A. M., to 11 P. M.
jnl0*insldelm

LEICES T-E RSHIRE

ARRIVED.

COCOAINE,

THE

FOR

Steamer Franconia, Bragg, New York,—passenger*
a ad mdse to Henry Fox.
Sch J C Roker, Taylor, Boston.
Sch Jerusha Baker, Johnson, Boston—iron to A E
S tevens & Co.
Sch Emma, (Br) Pitt, Boston, to load for St John.
Sch E H Pray, Crossman, Boston, to load for Pem-

LOADING

"

AND

PORT OF

c

UAILEV, 48 Exchange 8t.

PROMOTING

S’a

.Liverpool.Jan
.Liverpool.Jan

ArAIlIXE

Sh Montano, Sawyer,

lot ot fine English

Just received per steamer, to be sold Very Low!
O. L.

York.
York.
York.
York.

In

tirely cured.

HALFORD

\ roke,
Sch Linda, Smith, Boston, to load for Pembroke.

GUNS.

DOUBLE

Toledo,.

Miuiuturc Almanac.January 11.
un rises.7.29 I Moon sets. 6.05 PM

Good Sauce.”

Agents, New York.

BREECH AIVD

FROM

Cashmere & Paisley Shawls

Where he will treat and cure all cases of Hesitation
of the speech, or Stuttering, in from 30 to 60 days.
The Prof, will take no pay until the patient is en-

Silk, Velvet and Plunk Hatn 45 eta.
Sets Collars and Cuffs 50 cts. to $1.
LADIES’ ROMAN TIES ONLY 50 CU.
Ladies’ Cotton-and-Wool Hose only 40 cts.
Ckildren’n Wool Hone from lOc to 04 ctn.
Gents’ and Boys’ Wool Hose 45 cents, worth 62 cts.
Metn Collars and Culfh 50 ctn to 91.
Hemstitched (Linen) Handkerchiefs, 20 cts to 75 cts.
JLinen Switcken and Brnidn oaly 91.00.
Silk Switches $2. Jute Switches 15 cts.
And all other goods at low priees.
At Mm. C. C. WELCH !, 79 Middle Street,
Third door from Exchange St.
ja6eod2w

DEPARTURE OF OCEAN STEAMERS

Exchange St., Portland.

augl2suGm

new

7’a

\

It ini roves appetite and digestion,and it is unrivaled lor its flavor.
We are dire’ted by Messrs. LEA & PEBRINS to
prosecute ad parties inakingor veudiugcoiinterleits
JOHN DUNCAN’S .SONS,

A

|

CALL AND SEE

Jan. 7, Miss Adaline H. Dresser,
54 years 11 months.
In Biddeford, Jan. C, Mrs. Eleanor
T., wife of
Frank Swain, aged 41 years.
In Saco, Jan. 4, N. Clarence, son of Horace B.
ituart, aged 15 years.
In Bath, Jan. 8, Mr. Jacob Emmons,
aged 80 yrs.
In Hartford, Jan. 1, Leonard S., son of Beni. F.
rod Sophia Cary, aged 11 years 9 months.
In Wells, Dec. 31, Mr. James Hatch,
aged 83 years
; months
In Boston, Mass., Jan. 9, Samuel T.
Hooper,
aged
j hi years 11 months.

LEA A PERRINS’ SAUCE,
Pronounced by Connoisseurs

The

Chicago,.

at

Cape^Slizabeth,

NAME

SHAWLS!

23d,

CONGRESS

209

BY

H.

; TOR

sn

In this city, Jan. 1, by Rev. P. Luce, Andrew L.
Cram and Lizzie E. Coffin, both of North Yarmouth.
In Alfred. Jan. 9, by Rev. J. Kvte, Capt. Melville
H. Walker, of Kennebunk, and Miss Abbie
Tripp, of
Alfred.
In Avon, Dec. 27, Edwin S. Poor, of
and
Andover,
Flora V. Taylor, of Avon.
In Woodstock, Dec. 28, George E. Davis and Delia
A. Ricker, both of Auburn.
In Saco, Jan. 1, John A. Fellows, M.
D., and Miss
Mary L. Sawyer, both of Minot.

<

igomst. Judge Hathaway, willing to enjoy a
li ttle sport, but with a view to getting the be-

Enquire on the premises
J. A. TENNEY.

MARRIED.

tged

Alpaca*,

-AT-

regular habit of body, a healthy
and natural flow of bile, an active digestion, a good
appetite, pure blood, and a vigorous circulation of
that fluid, are among the blessings derivable from a
persistent use of Hostetter’s Stomach Bitters, which
not only more than supplies the place of the best
tonics, cathartics and antiseptics prescribed in their
separate forms by physicians, but perform the threefold work of invigoration, regulation and
purification,

10
daho.New
10
Columbia.New
.Havana.Jan 11
lauhattan.New
.Liverpool.Jan 12
forth American.. ..Portland_Liverpool.Jan 13
Jritannia.New York. .Glasgow..Jan 13
< >ity of London.New York..
Liverpool.Jan 13
«
;amaria.New York. .Liverpool.Jan 13
( lolorado.New York.
.Liverpool.Jan 17
1 Russia.New York.. Liverpool.Jan 17
1 lissouri.New York. .Havana.Jan 18
iberi i.New York. .Liverpool.Jan 20
lerri n
.New York. .Rio Janeiro. ..Jan 23
rogl. i.New York. .Glasgow.Jan 20

COUPO NS,

oor

7’a

ternal viscera.

two story French roof house just finished
THE
Cushman st.; house piped for Sebago, and all
the
or

Drap Be Etc,

LIBBY,

JANUARY

These must be guarded agaiust, or there is no security for health. The effect of a course of the Bitters
is to give vigor and tone to the entire organization—
the superficial muscles and nerves, as well as the in-

Young

Algeria.New

JANUARY.

j1

Marriage.

For Sale.

while their first cost is not
in excess of sewed or pegged work of a like
grade,
their Durability is far greater, they preserve their
Shape much better, and the metalie fastening iusures
a more Equal Wear.
Equally applicable to light and heavy work.
The immense demand having called forth imitations, consumers should be sure that every boot or
shoe bears the Patent Stamp.
no28sn7w

Rochester R. R.,.

of

Relief for
Tim from the effects
of errors and abuses in earlv life. Maubood restored.
Impediments to marriage removed. New method of
treatment. New and remarkable remedies. Books
and Circulars free, in sealed envelopes.
Address
HOWARD ASSOCIATION, No. 2 South Ninth St.,
Philadelphia, Pa.
novlsnd3m

modem improvements.
No 23 Emery st.

SCOTCH AND GALA PLAID,

Canhiuere*,
Thibet*,
Crape*,
Alepine,
Brilliantine,
Cretonne,

Late of the School of

known, Hostetter’s Stomach Bitters is the most
powerful, the most harmless, and the most agreeable.
The temperature of winter wiould be in itself a glorious tonic, if it did not, unfortunately, bring with it
a volume of chilling
moisture and unwholesome
winds, which have a bad effect on the skin and lungs.

sn

On

POPLINS IN ALL SHADES !

DBS. WHITE AND OATMAN,
Will open a School,

sential, to tone, regulate and invigorate the digestive
and secretive organs at this period of the year, and

Great Bargains during the Holidays.

Happy

more

Sold by Dealers Everywhere.

6’a
6’a

spring

Under Falmoth Hotel.

warranted

are

!(. R., Gold,.

Portland 6c Ogdenaburg R. R. Gold,..

oi

l‘M MIDDLE STREET,

WIRE!

and

6’a

be

A

Also HOSIERY and GLOVES,

In

Rip or Gape.
CHEAPER—Because,

^

EVEN A CHEAP PRINT I

_DIED.

Pliable,

PROF.

Warning Words.
strength and nervous energy of the human
body ought to be increased during the winter, for two
reasons: In the first place, diseases of the most
deadly character may be generated at this season;
and secondly, it is of the Utmost importance that
during the cold weather months the system should

CHEAP WOOLEN.

WITH

more

Rockland aid R.R.,.

Milk.,

CURED.

The

RICH PAISLEY SHAWL

CHEAPER

SCREW

6’a

100 MIDDLE
oc23sn mwf

ANY OTHER

BETTER—Because they

St. IkOuin,.

t'lotb..

Cyan, bilk,

STUTTERING !

SWAN & BARRETT,

FROM A

dc21

Brume 1.

Home re-

ton

SERGES

All at

Empre*.
Velour Hrpp,

—OR—

:

ALPACCA,

1U

Kpiuglinr,

trade,

stTmmerin (f,

Bankers and Brokers.

OR

Crfluan,

VERY CHEAP!

6’a

POP I. IN,

BOOTS AND SHOES:

“

vs-UTTDS

SalliM,
Diagonal.,

Black

HUCK

6’a

& N.A.

Preach Thibet.,

.

LV' Good references given if required.
Address
H. G., Portland P. 0.
Portland, Jan. 5,18T2.
dlw*

To

State of Maine,r.

SILK,

SPECIAL NOTICES.

Commercial says Geo. Devou, a
whose father is living on IuTuesday, while
£ t
work for Messrs. Dillingham & Wing at
* heir steam mill in Milford. It was done by the
1 oiling of a log.
The Whig hears it stated of a young gentlet lan of
Bangor, that he started with a horse
a ud sleigh to go to Dexter last Saturday afterr oou and mistaking the
road—having no “guide
with him—drove till ten o’clock that
! oard”
itter cold night before he fairly ascertained
y is whereaboutsIt is safe to say that he was
r ot in Dexter all
day Sunday, much to soniet ody’s disappointment.
The Bangor Commercial tells the following
ood story of^’a negro’s bearding Judge Hatliaay: Everybody recollects Uncle Van Meter
t le colored
philosopher of Barkersvillc, who
(l ied some mouths since. Van was a character,
was summoned on one occasion as a witness
? le the
Supreme Court, on a cow case, at the
t me the benevolent
Hathaway presided,
'I he counsel on eitherJudge
side, who are still living
this city, out of sheer fun, racked their brains
> olifusticate the veteran African
boy by plyj, ig ajl manner of questions
pertaining to every
o her topic but the cow.
The experiment was
8 icdessful, and poor
befogged Van answered as
ildly as a blind pugilist strikes out at his an-

AS-

m.».i_ikjra

A T^r«—

command

can

Connect Himself with

to

GOODS!

liable Honor In Porllnnd.

NO.

6’«

-in-

hence to Porto Rico and back to Balti-

THOSE FASTENED

Wlihw

ult, ship Cyclono, King, New

Portland aid R. R.,.

Portland 6c

FROST’S,
—SDCH

some

AIV D

And

i^ai-

Portlaud Municipal,.

Cloakings,

DRUMS

Grocery Business,

LOW

European

—AT—

$4 50 for molasses and 50c for sugar: brig
Mechanic, hence to Havanna, at $950 out, or $800 if
to Matanzas; Br. brig Victoria Amelia, hence to Havanna at $1000 out; sell Margie, hence to N. side of
Cuba at $1100 out. In coastwise freights there is
nothing offering for Charleston, Savaunah or Mobile.
Some lumber freights have been taken at $2£ to Boston and $3 50 to New York. One vessel is loading for
Philadelphia at 5c per pair for beadings.

THAN

Flour and

sn

USEFUL HOLIDAY GOODS !

at

BETTER

rrencn,

Plush

Velvets

FANCY CLOAKINGS IN ALL COLORS,

of

A Man well acquainted with the

And

CO.,

Heavy

Cieuoa

BLACK SILKS,

WA NTED

BONDS!

line of

fil'd

a

NELSON &

Cuba freights offering but no vessais here at present, though many are
on the way, detained
by head winds. The engagements during the week are bark GlenalladaJe, hence
to Buenos Ayres, at $17 gold for lumber;
brig D. W.

The Bangor
French

DAY

Mu per.

reasons

Dec 6, off Cape de Gatt, brig C F Eaton, ftn Messina
for New York.
Dec 18, lat 38 ID, Ion 51 26, brig S P Smith, from
New York for Malaga.
Dec 25, lat 25 15, Ion 52 30, barque McGilvery, from
Leghorn for Boston.
No (late, lat 40 41, Ion 70 45, barque Norton Stover,
from New Orleans for Boston.

Seasonable Goods!

and

arrivals enof the form-

PENOBSCOT COUNTY.

meeting [ield in Norridgewock,

New

an

]

town

Also

WOOL—The market is active and buoyant, with a
demand for all grades of wool at full prices,
quotations are advanced and the prospect is that
they will go still higher. Holders are not disposed to
throw their stocks upon the market, anticipating
higher prices in the course of the month.

FREIGHTS—There

given for selling; rare opportunity.
TAYLOR & C|J., 20 State St., Boston, Mass.
jnll-3t

('loth.

Astrnchnu,

Black

no

a

Comprising man}

Our

more

THIS

a

SPOKEN.

NEW AND BEAUTIFUL DESIGNS.

good

The Lewiston Journal says on Tuesday afterloon a freight train, Portland
bound, was descending a steep grade, four miles above South
when
the
train
ran
off
the track.
Just
Paris,
n
the rear of the freight train was a special
feight, and a flagman was hurried back to
varn the approaching train, but that train was
1 •lready thundering
rapidly down the grade in
o near Droximitv that the alarm was too late.
'lie special plunged into the rear of the freight
i rain with fearful violence, telescoping and de1 nolishiug several cars,
throwing the locoinoive “end for end” and practically ruining it.
fortunately the engineer and fireman jumped
( roni the locomotive just in season to save their
1 ives.

At a

OPEN

Cserinau Bearer

Goods Store For Sale.

leading thoroughfare; small,clean stock,
ONbonus;
good place to make money; best

of sails.

LADIES!

Ladies’ Cloakings,

Toy, Stationery and Fancy

V

An Elegant Assortment of Seek Ties !

SUGARS—The market is a little firmer than it has
been, and the demand is good for the Forest City Refinery products which are selliug at 12J@12§c for
granulated and ll£@12c fdr coftee crushed, according
to grade. Raw sugars are firmer than they have been.
SPICES—There has been a good demand for all
kinds of spices. Prices are firm.
TEAS—The market is quiet with no change in
prices.
TIN—The market is very firm both for pig and
plate tins, and our quotations are fully maintained.

not to

^

WE

ers.

woman, after

Correspondent.]

and

TO THE

is firm at our quotations.
enquiries.
Round hogs are selling at 6}@7c per lb.
RICE—The market is quiet, with a moderate demand. Prices are unchanged.
SALT—There is no change in prices. Stocks are

OXFORD COUNTY.

our

ESTABLISHED

Liverpool.
Sid 30th, brig Selma, Richardson, Savannah.
Ar at Sagua 23d ult, brig Emma, Smart, Liverpool;
28th, barque S W Holbrook, Polleys, Portland.
Sid 23d, sch Kolon, Jasper, Fernandina.
Ar at St John, NB, 8th inst, schs Mary E Staples,
Dinsmore, and Virginia, Small, Eastport; Marysville
Portland; Gold Hunter, Seoord, do, with loss of part

Card.

Ladles’ Toilet Articles.
Latest New York Styles Ladies’ Hair Work, constantly on hand and made to order. All work warranted. No. 3 U. 8. Hotel Ruilding,
(lecl2-eod&wlm sn
Portland, Me.

Beef

more

lated.

[From

w2-4

MRS. DAM has added to her fine stock of Ladies’ llair Work, a very choice assortment o

genuine
Perfumery

Aiucn,

18th

CLOAKINGS.
Bine and Scarlet Pelisse Cloth,

many year.; centrally located;
doing a snug paying btnlnem; and will bear
thorough investigation; one of the best chances ever
offered of the kind; good reasons for selling.
TAYLOR & CO., 20 State St., Boston.
jall-3t

§350.

Chiuchillus,

LADIES’

...

trv

Padang

Blue

Fish Business For Sale.

Barker, Rogers, Charles-

...

Fancy Doeskins,

HALF

Mallard,

CHRISTADORO’S HAIR PRESERVATIVE.

PRODUCE—Potatoes do not come in so freely and
prices have advanced to 50@55c. Onions are in good
supply at $2 50@2 75 per bbl. Eggs are higher and
have been selling at 32&38c per dozen in large lots.
Poultry is in light supply at J.5@18c for chickens and
16@20c for turkies. Cider is selling at 25@27c per
gallon.
PROVISIONS—The market is firm for pork, with

•eplenisliidg the fire in a coal stove, the other
■voning, forgot to replace the cover, and startid for prayer meeting.
On returning from her
levotions, she found the house filled with gas,
ind her children, who had retired, nearly suffo-

ildered philosopher back to a rational standI1 lint, turned lienignantly towards him and put
This was more than the il? simple question.
11 strious voudoo could stand; a magazine never
Lifting both hands above
? iploiled quicker.
s head and with a countenance
beaming with
“I sez now, you ole gray-1 tarred geni1 , ispair:
11 an up dar on the
bench, ilohit you interfere
Ive just as much as I can do
" id dis matter.
tc take care of dese two chaps down here.”
PISCATAQUIS COUNTY.

more dangerous than the lead compounds in
the market, and that the Excelsior Dye contains no
lead.- As a dressing after dyeing, use

STORES—There has been another slight
tui'i>entine.
OILS—Portland kerosenes arc in good,
29®34c. Linseed imri nn—.—wflenunged. On
Por6tc un mere lias been a sharp advance.
PAINTS—There is no change iu the market for
leads. The demand is fair.
PLASTER—Our quotations are advanced to $2 75
for hard and $3 00 for soft, i>er ton. There have beon

COUNTY.

Augusta

9th

Ar at Marseilles Glh Inst, brig Tubal Cain, Stone,
New York.
Ar at Liverpool Dth Inst, sldp Alex
Marshall, Gar(liner, New York; barque La Plata, Matthews, Savannah; 8th, ship Ironsides,
Savannah.
Ar at Havana 1st hn»t, schs Marion Gage,
Heather,
Philadelphia; 3d, Nellie Bowers, Stackpole, St John,
NB; 8th. barque John Griffin, New York.
Sid 20th ult, brig At&laya, Cole, -New York.
Ar at Cardenas 1st inst, brig L M Merritt,
Gilkey,
Liverpool; sch Old Chad, McClintock, Charleston.
Ar at Cienfuegos 29th ult, barque Gertrude, Carlisle

is not

A

T

Cloths,

Tricots, Broadcloths,
Cannimeren,

Business Opportunity
For Sale.
interest in a first dan. manufacturing bu.iness; safe, reliable and yielding large profits;
goods staple as flour, audalways reauv sale; references exchanged.
TAYLOR & CO., 20 State st., Boston.
jall-3t

FOREIGN PORTS.
at

^Ar

Remember the Sword

jan5-eodlm

«

run

excellent

Boston; J P Mm lam, Clark, and Traveller,
MltflhfsIL Bouton for Belfast; Huntress, Hoberts, do
for \ malhaven; Clarissa Story, Clifford, do for WInterport ; Wiuslow, Burns, do for Portlaud; Billow.
Ames, do for Rockland; M A Wytuau, Thurston, do
for Tremont.

respects the very best.

NAVAL
advance on

Hennessey,

nr Airm,’C'nm

Goods !

WOOLENS,
Bearer nud Cantor

tirst class paying
ousiness; best location in Boston; all appurtenances
to carry on the business;
long lease, low rent; satisfactory reasons for selling,
jall.3t
TAYLOR & CO., 20 State St., Boston.

via Portland.

iT
als for

fair demand.

clude from lOd to 60d. For sizes smaller than lOd
advance from 25 to 75c is charged.

KENNEBEC COUNTY.

The

all

LIME—There is a moderate demand for Rockland.
Prices are firm at $1 25@1 30 per cask.
LUMBER—There has been some demand for shipping lumber, and the enquiries for domestic purposes
are increasing.
Prices are firm.
MOLASSES—The stock in first hands is small.
Grocers have a fair supply. Prices are firm.
NAILS—Nails are steady at the recent advanced
rates of $4 65 per keg for assorted sizes, which in-

The Lewiston Journal says a team loaded
with logs became fast upon the railroad crossng near Oak Hill station on Monday, when the
engine Brunswick, with the construction train,
earne along at full speed.
The logs were promscuously scattered about, and the sled stove into
but
the
team
splinters,
escaped injury, Charles
LJurgin, a brakeman on the train, seeing the
situation of affairs, jumped just before it struck
;he logs, and was somewhat injured.

millions of money now deposited in the sav"
ings’ hank of this State and constantly increas-

Saturday morning we shall publish a letter
from Augusta, written by “Percie,” of the

DYES—The business is very firm

IRON-AThe tendency of the market is still upward,
and prices are firm at our quotations.
LARD—Lard is in fair demand at our quotations.
The market is a little firmer than it has been.
LEATHER—The market is very firm for sole

NEWS.

CUMBERLAND

or

35 per ton.

so

n_

Christadoro’s Excelsior Hair l)ye
Let the wise and prudent stick to that, It imparts
shades of color that are perfectly life-like, and is in

HAY—Dealers are now paying $32@33 for prime
baled hay. On the stand, loose hay is selling at $30@

The Lewiston Journal says the lad burned at
the Androscoggin Mill, Monday, is in a critical
condition. Doubts are felt as to his recovery.
The Journal says on Wednesday afternoon as
the freight train from Bangor was coming
around the curve just north of A. Cushman's
ihoe factory, in Auburn, a two-liorse team, beonging to Mr. Dunn, and loaded with lumber
for A. Cushman, got stuck on the track.
The
lriver saw the train and had just time to unhitch the horses from the load, w’’en the train
struck it and dashed the sled to pieces, scattering its load in every direction. The engineer
lid not see the team in time to stop the engine,
but reversed steam and leaped back upon the
cars.
The fireman leaped off the locomotive.
The locomotive was somewhat damaged, but
proceeded with the train. Fortunately no person was hurt.

on

—

soldiers face the bayonet they take the cliance
death; but when private citizens, deceived by
the pretences of unscrupulous dealers, apply poisons
ro their heads to change the color of their hair,
they have no idea of the terribie risks they run. The
first analytical chemists have endorsed one hair dye
as “free from everything deleterious to health,” viz:
of life

per ton,

a

Washington street.

TV-oat

When

as
were

leather, with

bring
night;

it does not

FACING THE BAYONET!

freight

doing.

AND

wealth,

Corner of Beach and
Rabtav

supply

ANDROSCOGGIN COUNTY.

rection, nearly ever since their commencement.
And in those countries and states where the
most care is exercised in that direction, they
have prospered the most largely. And in this
State even, the legislature of I860, upon the
recommendation of the hank commissioner,
enacted a law (“restricting the hanks in a
choice of investments”) prohibiting them from

In some

ent

STATE

WITH
ly established; regular

PROVIDENCE—At 0th, schs Santa Maria, Harding. ami Manatiekl, Achorn, Hoboken.
VINEYARD-HAVEN—Ar 8th, schs E Arcularius,
Gregory, Hoboken for Boston; Samos, Howes, Baltimore tor Portland, leaky;
W H Mailer. Crowley, tm
Elizabethport for Portland; Laura, Robert*, Bucksport for New York; G M Wentworth, Robbins, Calais for do; draco Cushing, Bailey, Bath for do; Herald, Hall; Trade Wind, Ingraham, and Corvo, Hall,
Rockland for do; Bramhall, Hamilton, Portland for
do; L A Johnson, Mahlinan, St John, P^B for do.
Sid, sells Ringleader, L M Warren, Grecian, Anna
Frye, Mary Louise, Col Eddy, Waterfall, Wm Freeman, ami K Areulanus.
BOSTON—Ar 9th, sch T W Allen, Carter, Dennysvllle for New York, In distress, both masta gone.
Cld 9th, sch David Miller, Toothaker, Trinidad.
Ar
Soo1o°* Hutchinson, ftn Manila; ‘brig
10a*»
Helen, Furbish, ['ink slslamis; schs Quoddy, Fanning, New Bedford; A G Brooks, Smallage.
^ Mt
Desert; Elizabeth, Walls, Bath.
Cld 10th, schs Harry White, Hoi,kins,
Fernandina;
Montebello,Waters, anil Earnest,Quinn, St John, NB

Will these secure, ‘<but doing right.”
But Boys, when they desire new “Clothes,”
Coat, Pants, Vest, Hat and Shoes complete,
Can find a “Suit” at George Fenno’s,

steady, though moderate.

The demand is

have

Them peace by day, nor rest by
Nor Is there any other thing

GRAIN—Corn is in light supply, though there is
plenty of it en route. Prices are very firm a at 88@
90c for mixed and 90@92c for yellow. Oats are steady
at 57@<>0c. Fine feed is $36 and shorts $32 50@35 00

road between Boston and Gloucester.
The citizens of Cornish, N. H., have organized to take measures for a survey for a railroad
from Claremont to White River Junction, Vt-

Banks in their investments to certain
classes of securities, it is said by the opponents
of the measure that as no privileges are granted by the State to Savings Banks except grantiug them a charter, that the State has no right
to exercise any control over them, and any law
restricting the hanks in a choice of investments
would he “injudicious and perhaps ultimately
ruinous.” This statement is gravely put forth,
notwithstanding the fact that savings’ banks
in the matter of their investments have been
under governmental control and legislative di-

Though some

Desirable

liestaurentnnd Ladies’ and Geuts’
Dining Saloon For ^ale.
a good Lodging House attached ; thorough-

Baltimore.

So prone to evil are mankind,
The way to it they •ften miss;

light.

The stocks are not large but there is
way.
FRUIT—Raisins are lower as will he seen by our
quotations, Lemous are selling at $4@5 per box.
and selling at $2 00@2 50
Oranges.,are in good
per .box far Palcrmo.and $8 50 per case for Valencias.

Eastern Railroad asking for a reinstatement of
Conductor Nowland, who was suspended at the
time of the Revere accident. The petition is
signed by about 950 residents on the line of the

Savings’

HARD TO FIND.
Search the world through, ’tis hard to find
A place of perfect happiness;

descriptions.
plenty on the

The previous year 5350 cases were made, a gain
of 1383 cases.
A petition, fourteen feet long, has been presented to the President and Directors of the

consideration which causes them to

are

of

1Y_

a fair demand for.Portland manuPrices are very firm at pur quotations.
FISH—There is no change to note in prices. The
business, as usual at this season lias been very light,
and we know of no large transactions. There lias
been considerable enqniry for small cod, for shipping,
but in the absence of supplies there have been no
transactions. Sealed herring are lower,
FLOUR—There is more animation in the market,
and prices have advanced about 25c on nearly all

The Messrs. Wallace, of Rochester, N. H.,
have manufactured 6733 cases, or 453,940 pairs
of shoes from January, 1871, to January, 1872.

put their small savings in the Bank.
As to the second proposition the restriction of

of evidence which tends to implicate Mr. Grant
in any of tlic scandalous transactions with
which he has been charged by partisan opponents in connection with the Custom House.
There is proof that he was imposed on in the
matter of the General Order business; there is
proof that his name was used to impose on others; there is some reason for suspecting that
<ine or two of his intimate associates connived
at this use of his name.
Rut the evidence affords no excuse for assailing his personal integrity, and journals which have indulged their

108$@109.

were

general

assortment

on

Guna, Fishing
Sporting Gooila,
G. L. BAIIjEY, 48 Exchange St.
jan6eodsN
a

factures.

much of late as
to render it necessary for him to be absent from
the office for a week, and perhaps longer. It is
uenexaHy thought that he will not return to
City Hall again. Gen. Cochrane, President of
the Board of Aldermen, will perform the duties of the office.

The persons of small means who deposit in our Savings’ Banks do not do so
with the wish or expectation of receiving large
dividends. The security of the deposit is the

The

desirable styles.
DUCK—There is

one of the editors of the Boston Advertiser, and is at present a member of the
Massachusetts Legislature. He has also been
Consul General to Egypt.
Mayor Hall announces in a card that he has

to f illow.

S

OF

SMALL

BALTIMORE—Ar 7th. schs Maggie D Marston,
D B Webb, Gross, Bangor.
28th, sells W D Hilton, (new) Weaver. Bath; A
Pitman, Lambert, Boston.
PHILADELPHIA—Ar 8th, sch Annie E Martin,
3uel, Boston.
At Delaware Breakwater 8th, barque
Daring. McDonald, from Philadelphia for Portland; brig Keydone, from Malaga.
NEW YORK—Ar 8th, brig Eva N Johnson, Johnson, Savannah 12 days; schs Hermon Curtis, Curtis,
Brunswick, Ga 15 days; Carrie Heyer, Poland, Norfolk 3 days; Jas Crosby, Boston.
Ar 9th, ship Nimbus, Kelley, Antwerp; barque
Kedron, Hewitt. Shanghae.
Cld 9th, brig Clara Jenkins, Coombs, for Caibarien;
ichs Uncle Tom, Huntley, Jacksonville; Kate Robinson, Pendleton, Galveston.
Passed through Hell Gate 8th, schs Alligator. McGregor. Hoboken for Boston; Catawamteak, Lord,
[lo for do; Benj Strong, Gullifer, Elizabethport for do;
Win H Mailer. Crowley, do for do; Bertha Souder,
Wooster, New York for do.
NEW HAVEN—Ar 8th, sch Nellie Belle, Keen, ftn
Alexandria.
BRANFORD, CT—Ar 8th, sell Garland, Lindsey,

This superb Hair Dye is the best in the world—perharmless, reliable and instantaneous; no disippointment; no ridiculous tints or disagreeable odor.
Cne genuine Wm. A. Batchelor’s Hair Dve produc:s IMMEDIATELY a splendid Black or Natural
3rown, leaves the hair clean; sof,t beautiful; does not
:ontain a particle of lead or any injurious compound,
iold by all Druggists.
Factory, 16 BOND STREET, N. Y
SN
D&W
Jyll

the rates are comparatively lower than
a year ago, when middling cotton sold at
15$@15$c and standard sheetings sold at 12$. Now
with cotton at 21c standard sheetings are selling at
13$c. Woolen goods are very firm for all choice and

formerly

Will a slight tax by the State have the
effect to cause any diminution of the deposits
in the Savings’ Banks in this State? We have
the result in Massachusetts as a safe precedent

Wednesday, 10th,

transactions

they

Charles Hale, recently nominated by the
President for Assistant Secretary of State, was

verse.

Wanted.

GALVESTON—Ar 2d inst, barques Sarah Hobart,
Lincoln, Hutchins, and Eva H Fisk,
York; sells Mary E Rankin, Falkor,
lostou; David Babcock, Colcord,and Maud Webster,

barque Jennie

HAVE RECEIVED

A fine assortment

upright Boiler.
LINCOLN & PETTENGILL,
8 Market st.. Portland.
janll*3t

lichols,

on.

fectly

prices,

Items.

re-

on

DRUGS

Speaking of the work of the Senate Investigating Committee, the New York Post says:
As far as its work hr.s gone its members have
shown, without distinction of party or faction,
an honest desire to learn and to make known
the whole truth; and if their report should contain but little information it will be because of
the want of preparation of a case for them,
and of the unwillingness of merchants to testify, rather than because of any “whitewashing”
purpose in the Senators themselves. At present they seem constantly to be on the brink of
a very ocean of testimony, but to be
examining
drops and cupfuls of it without getting a
of
the
whole.
glimpse

wuiiMug classes,
of the most offvotive meth-

PICKED

Vallace, Nason, Rio Janeiro.
Cld 4th, ship *J J Southard, Bishop, Liverpool.
PENSACOLA—Ar 2d, barque John Bunyan, Gibbs
4 llasgow.
SAVANNAH—Ar 8th, sch Whitney Long, Hayes,

Batcluilor’s llair Dye.

for the season, Prices are unchanged on any article.
DRY GOODS—The advance on the raw material
has sent up the prices of all staple cotton goods, and
The marour quotations are advanced accordingly.
ket is very firm and the tendency still is to higher

them, when it was found the two
men had been blown almost in pieces.
The explosion was caused by gas in the mine coming
in contact with a light. Both men leave families.

iiiuusluuus

port for this year shows that it is quite the

backbone.”

The Calais Times credits an article taken
from the Portland Star to the Portland Steam-

to

inr

up in the street one gold chain, with
charms attached. The owner can have the same
by calling at this oilice and paying charges. jalld3t

yhite, Cardiff;
New

Ioston.
Cld 8th,

I. R. COKEY A CO.

Found

DOMESTIC PORTS.
SAN FRANC IS CO—Ar 28th, ship Hermon, Minot,

Ventworth, New York.
Ar 4th, ship Vigilate, Whittemore, Martinique;

Tackle and

COFFEE—There is an upward tendency in prices
for Rio, and transactions are rather limited.

ance was sent

As to the hulk of deposits in the Savings’
Banks in this State being held by pcrsons of
small means, &c: The Bank Commissioners, re-

Clergyman, opening a recent temperance meeting in that city, said:
“We pray thee, O Lord, to give our municipal

wisely

an

Llso

open until next month.
not quite bo tight as it has

quotations

but little business

have reached their destination when a violent
occurred. As soon as possible assist*

and liave proved one
ods ever devised for the benefit of the poorer
classes.

A Biddefobd

The chairman of the

iui

Jan 11-dlw

]
t tiree days out. She had eight feet water in her hold
t iree different times. On the 20th shipped a sea
hich started deck and stove companion way.

3

GOODS !

ORY

DRESSER,

old plaoe of business No. 229)
Congress st., next to new City Hall.

Brig Kitty Coburn, Wilson, from Btirrard Inlet for
hanghae, put into San Francisco Dec 28. in a very
)aky condition, having took a heavy gale on the Gth.

1

mkbbv,

Can be found at liis

tfarston, Bosotn;

Live minnows for Winter Fishing constantly
on hand, and supplied In any quantity, j

a.

►pettier

BAITl

LIVE

g.

HA I R

s u<p.

New York.

] tonds of the Portland & Ogdensburg R R
sn
jn3

CORDAGE—The transactions are light. Manila
has shaded a trilie.
COOPERAGE—Tbe demand is light and there is

Men Killed in a Coal Mine.—A

neglected his private affairs

or

DEALERS in Government and other Investment
g ecurities and in Gold and Silver Coin.
STERLING BILLS drawn on Englnnd, Scotland
nd Ireland. Sight d-aftn on Paris, Berlin and other
1 luropean cities, Montreal, St. John and Halifax.
( rold and Currency Drafts on Boston and New York.
APPROVED Commercial Bills purcliased.
FACILITIES aflorded for the transaction of the
S pecial as well aa the General Business of corresponC ents.
Agent* for the sale of the

1872.

high

explosion

“The growth and development of the Savings Banks of Massachusetts is one result of
our institutions of which we may feci proud.
It is without parallel in history, that such a
spirit of economy and thrift has been stimulated among a people and such large sums of
money have been cared for by men under the
pressure of no responsibility, except that of
public opinion, at SO small an expense aifd with
such almost unexceptionable integrity. Nearly
one third of all the population are to-day depositors, and there is not a woman, a child or a
foreigner, however ignorant, that does not understand our Savings Banks, their advantages,
their security, and their liberality. They have
become the chief, almost the only place of de-

ortland,

Boston

COLLECTIONS of Notes, Drafts, Coupons, and
i •ividends made in all parts of the United States and
anada.

rates of
COAL—In consequence of the
dealers have advanced the prices for coals to $9(® 10
for the best qualities. The latter is the asking price
for it delivered where wanted. Oq the wharf it is
selling at $9,

bottom and James Finnessey, were sent into a
shaft in one of the Vermillion Coal Company’s
mines about 4 o’clock.
They could scarcely

language of the report quoted by “D,”

the

10,

Gold has been steady at 109@109i.

qualities.

Scranton, 111., dispatch states that Tuesday
morning a fearful accident happened in that
place. Two laborers, named Samuel Higgin-

in those towns, and the amount of their deposits over $200, and a State tax of one-fourth per
cent on the amount of deposits is imposed besides.
Notwithstanding these taxes imposed
upon the “poor and industrious, benevolent societies, widows and children,” the savings
banks deposits continue to increase and now
amount to the sum of $163,000,000—an increase
during the last year of $27,000,000, and in the

l

BEANS—Prime hand-picked Eastern beans are
Western beans
scarce and command full quotations.
can be furnished at lower rates.
BOX SHOOKS—There has been but little denu.«i
aud prices are not quite so firm as they have been
There is not a large amount of them in the market.
BREAD—There is a steady though moderate demaud for all kinds of hard bread.
BUTTER—The market is largely supplied with
Vermont and Western butter, and priees are shaky
for every thing but the choice grades, which have
sold at
Common to fair grades sell at 25@30c.

fill our cities with costly, elegant structures,
and our streets with activity and din of busi*
ness.”

But

point.

{

credited monthly.
CERTIFICATES OF DEPOSIT issued bearing inb irest as by agreement and available at
maturity in
Test

]

securities.

ness

savings banks,quoted so admiringly by D.,shall
be adopted in this State, “That the aggregate
deposits of savings banks in this State, shall
dot our country with happy, frugal homes, and

a

^

t< rest at the rate of Four per cent, per annum allowe i on all Daily Balances.
Accounts rendered and iu-

APPLES—A few prime Maine apples have been
brought to market, which readily sold at $5@5 50 per
bbl. Dried apples are higher and we quote Western
at 10@120 and Eastern at 13@14c for sliced and corod.
ASHES—Our quotations are unaltered. The busi-

All that Is asked by the friends of restriction
is that the Massachusetts policy respecting

Two

THIS HOUSE is established for the transaction of
General Banking Business.
DEPOSITS received subject to check at sight. In-

The money market is
been for a mouth past, and less trouble is experienced
in obtaining loans at fair rates of iuterest on good

sided.

notwithstanding the adverse
report, Massachusetts does tax depositors and
deposits in their savings banks, much more
than it is proposed to da in this State. The directors by law are required to return to the assessors of towns, the names of depositors living

The very able committee on change of
names, containing as it does poets, statesmen,
generals and editors, already have the petitions of several ladies who have become discontented with their names. Miss Long ap,-

er.

whom

of his

Cole every vote.

more

the purchasers were to pay the saving banks
in installments. A safe operation, and a good
investment for the hank.
A benefit to the
mechanic who purchased them, giving them a
home, and to the community in which they re-

tax however slight would prove a
burden, &c.; and quotes from the report of a
committee of the Massachusetts Legislature
who reported adversely to taxation iu support

had al-

while Mr.

officers

“had money to let” on good security
at 6 per cent. Mortgages were a favorite security with that class of persons; their neighbors,
farmers, mechanics and traders were often accommodated by them. But now all such class
of small capitalists deposit their moneys in sav.
ings banks, relieving themselves from care and
anxiety respecting their investments, and receive their dividends regularly. It is where
their neighbor, the assessor, cannot discover it;
and the bank managers give no information

fully

The business will not

favorably located for
constructed twenty houses

whicli he sold to mechanics and operatives at
82,000 each; they cost with the land 81800, 8500
was the first payment required, the balance in
installments, The savings bank furnished the
money to build the houses at 7 per cent, interest to the amount of two thirds their value, and

to the best interests of our State.
In the communication from “D.” it is argued
that any taxation of savings banks different
from the present (which is none at all) will opHe aserate injuriously to their interests.
sumes that the hulk of depositors are of a class

in-

Week Ending Jan.

town

poorer classes, the larger amount of deposits
are from those who use savings hanks as places
of investments. Ten or twenty years since in
almost every country village or farming town
in this State there were to he found more or
less individuals of moderate means, who, as the

injurious

ways been a Democrat—had always adhered
with blind zeal to the Democratic organiza-

on

ill a manufacturing
building purposes,

SONS,

ANKERS,
PORTLAND, MAINE.

The general tone of the business markets is healthy,
and there is a tirrn feeling in all departments. The
wholesale grocery trade has been very fair during the
past week, and the sales have been larger than was
anticipated, The prospect for a good spriug business is yery promising. The stocks In the country
stores are not large, owners having cautiously purchased from time to time as their wants demanded.

A
I admit Massachusetts and her policy.
few lessons from her in this, as in other matI will give an
ters would be of benefit to us.
instance, one of many, of how savings banks of
that State benefit the community in which
A party owning some land
they are located.

The competition among saving hanks
to attract this class of depositors, by the payment of larger dividends, in its results is very

avenge themselves upon their party by leaving it and placing themselves in the front
ranks of the enemy, may learn something by
a careful consideration of the cause that put

Review of Portland Markets.

full

are

J. B. BROWN &

a

MISCELLANEOUS.

a

Sch Venus, of Pembroke, bad all her sails blown
way on Saturday night, and came to anchor in the
icinity of Eaatport. The captain and three men
line ashore for sails and on
returning found the ves® d gone.
It is supposed she broke from her anclior?e and drifted away. Two men and a passenger
ere left on board.
Sell Albert, (of Jonesport) French, from Calais for
I ioston, with lumber, lost jib and mainsail in gale of
umlay, off Cai»e Ann, ami was obliged to send deck
►ad adrift to ease the vessel. She was towed into
loucester 9th with 3.J feet water in her hold.
Barque Deborah Pennell, of Brunswick, from Balt more for Rotterdam, before reported wrecked, was
" :randed on the Banjaard 19rli ult, and is a total loss,
with the cargo. The crew are supposed to be

Ar
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about it.
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A hoy named Albert Hutchinson, whc was
in the spinning-room of No. 3 mill of
the Manchestester Print Works, was crushed to
death Monday forenoon while passing upon an
He was twelve
elevator to the room above.
years old, and recently came from Maine.

emplyed

as good?
Whether the loauing
if portion of the deposits of savings banks of
this State, in home investment of undoubted
seourity, would not bo more beneficial to the
interests of the State, and the security of the
deposits, than the present system, winch allows
the managers of savings banks to use their deposits as they see fit, being under no restrictions, and under no responsibility,

fered

saying is,

that one may as well defy gravitation as the moral law.
There may be some
delay, but the ultimate ruin of the man who

IN GENERAL.

laid at home. The savings banks of our State
tave done a large portion of it, and the ques.
lion at this time to be considered is, whether
;here is not enough to do in that direction
lere where, to say the least, the securities of-

Savings banks now have far outgrown their
original purposes and designs. While continuing to receive deposits from the frugality of the

It is now seen

Luther Smith, on trial at Biddeford for
shooting his two sons in a quarrel about two
quarts of rum, has been sentenced to ten years
imprisonment at hard labor in State Prison.

The western prairies
dotted with towns and villages, and their
ireadtli spanned with railroads built from eastern
lapital loaned at higher rates of interest than is

to suffer.

once more

Kittery.

hey loan that does it

securities which promised
high rates of interest were dabbled iu. When
reverses came, however, the depositor was sure

the young man whose imagination
impressed by the substantial glories of Fisk’s
equipage or the gorgeous wedding of Tweed’s
daughter.
But the pageant has faded. Tweed is ruined and disgraced. He has been under arrest,
and his utmost ingenuity has just sufficed to
keep him'out of jail. Nemesis has overtaken
Connolly, too. He has been in jail and is
now in hiding.
Hall is still Mayor of New
York, but he is no longer the object of any
man’s envy.
The Ingersolls and Garveys
are fugitives from justice.
And Fisk is dead,
foully murdered, it is true, but still the victim

YORK COUNTY.

The Grand Jury found no bill against Miss
Rebcca Staples of Eliot, who was recently committed to jail to await trial on charge of setting
fire to the store of Messrs. Ireland & Sweat, in

ire

jnercantile
plass of questionable

was

f the

1 iable for the public indebtedness?
But it is said that savings banks “do not conider themselves under obligations to build facories or railAiads,” but it is the money that

system in this country have been in tho experiments in finance attempted in some of our cities by the organization of what was termed
“joint stock savings banks,” the deposits of
which were used in the most apparently profitaide speculations which offered, fancy stocks,
paper, railroad bonds, and all that

grieved, to be sure, but their homilies in the
newspapers and magazines had little weight

solvency.

no
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—
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The Macliias Union calls for the repeal of
the act providing for holding a term of the S.
J. Court at Calais, on account of the increased
expense.
The Union says Henry F. Foster and Charles
Voung. while at work near Taylor’s Branch, on
Columbia Iiiver, aroused three bears and drove
them to their den one day recently. They tried
in vain to dislodge the animals. Mr. Foster determined a la Putnam to enter the cave, with
musket in hand. He fired and killed one. He
retreated, reloaded, re-entered, fired and killed
another. Again he retreated, and waiting for
the smoke to clear, he entered again and shot
the third and last living bear!

parties, who issue them, or their corpor; ,te property, preferable in this respect over the
1 ionds of the cities and towns in our own State,
i n which the private property of individuals is

(

As institutions for the deposit of the
savings of the poor and middle classes they
have heen remarkably successful both in Europe and this country. The only failures in the

Fisk and his associates on the moral tone of
the country was tremendous. The judicious

teir

^

—

■■

WASHINGTON COUNTY

But are the securities that the savings banks
c f this State have been largely invested in, pref irred for the reason that they can be made
As the fluctuating
vailable at any time?
onds of western municipalities which are
1 lased on no oilier security than the good faith

1819.

The influence of

of his own dissolute courses;

are
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NOTICES.

SPECIAL

land dollars of the first mortgage bonds of the
company.

1 weed, Connolly and other municipal thieves.
1 ,nd the more that is done by the State in limii ing there investments the greater will be the
c mfidence that the community will have in

for the depositors in these countries seems to
be the principal requisite,not high rates of interest. The average rate of interest paid is about
four per cent. The first savings banks in this
country commenced in Philadelphia iu 1816, in
Boston iu the same year, and in New York in

lessness and crime.
the proper tiling to swagger, to carouse, to
steal, to keep mistresses and to defy the moral

Monday, the town voted 172 for and 50 against
tiding the Somerset railroad to complete the
ine to West Waterville by taking thirty thou-

;ve

il vested,

CASE.

required to be invested in national
securities. Similar regulatious exist in France
and other continental governments. Security

posits

was a seem-

on

WHOLE

restricted to, servants, mechanics, &c. Earliament in England first made savings banks a
subject of legislation in 1817. They are now
under the control of the “commissioners for the
reduction of the national debt,” and their de-

complete triumph of reckIt began to be thought

sentiment of the world.

THE

worthy
sideration.
founded in HamSavings banks were first
burg in 1778, in Switzerland iu 1787, and in
England iu 1799. They were intended for, and

A year ago

and not disdained by women,

OF

Mr. Editor,—One of the important questions which it is hoped will engage the attention of our Legislature, is that connected with
savings hanks, the taxation of their deposits,
their management, &e. It is hoped that these
and
questions will receive candid investigation, to
that judicious legislation will he of benefit
I read with inthem, rather than the reverse.
set forth in the
as
matter
the
of
view
terest the
to
editorial in your columns; and also the reply
which
the same under the signature of “D.,’
of careful perusal and candid conwas

THURSDAY, MORNING, JAN. 11,18?2*

A year ago Fisk was

REVIEW

that the funds of the bank are not. safely
and are being used for speculative
witness the cases now in New York
p jrposes; as
c ty; where it was supposed that the funds of
t le savings banks were under the control of

li

S«TinB* Bank*.
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take account of stock, previous to which time
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at lower prices than ever.
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CITY AND VICINITY.
——

New

Advertiat'inemla To-Baf.

AUCTION COLUMN.

Sleighs at Auction—R. K. Hunt.
Horses, &c—F. O. Bailey & Co.
Furniture, &e—F. O. Bailey & Co.
NEW ADVERTISEMENT

Henry Wnr«l Beecher.
The closing lecture of the regular M. L. A
course was delivered last night by Rev. Henrj
Ward Beecher. The audience was the larges;

ism.

Wanted—H. G.
Business Chances—Taylor «ft Co.
Wanted—Lincoln & Petteugill.
Hair Dresser—Geo. A. Merry.
Found—^Gold Chain.

results

and

STATE HOUSE GOSSIP.

[Special to the Press.]
Augusta, Jail. 10.—The knowing ones assert
that Mr. Stacy, Secretary of State elect, will
upon the duties of his office for several weeks, at which time Col. Drew' hopes to be
transferred to the Augusta Pension Agency.
It is asserted that one member of the Legisnot enter

by

lature is holding another State office clearly in
violation of the Constitution. At least there
has been no announcement of his resignation.
The Maijie Central “Amalgamation” bill was
presented in the Senate to-day and referred. It
is needless to»add that its provisions amount to
the same as those embraced in the bill defeated

hands of the police. In addition to the above
it now appears that several months
since he hired a horse and top buggy, valued at
$300, from .1. M. Davis, of Cornish, under a
pretext of going to Wolfborough, N. H., but

charge,

better than those of any other goyA monarchical government has its
advantages; but after all is said, the govern- neither
horse, buggy nor Ranisdell have been
ment by the whole
people works out in the long
Supreme Judicial Court.
run more
virtue, more happiness and more gen- seen since by Mr. Davis, until Ranisdell was
JANUARY TERM, WALTON, J., PRESIDING.
eral prosperity.
It develops a wealth of
identified by Mr. Davis on Wednesday. InforWednesday.—Charles W. Jones, libellant, vs.
thought and action, and creates that greatest
mation was obtained as to the whereabouts of
of known powers, an
Mary H. Jones. Libel for divorce. A more remarksentiintelligent public
the trunks and their contents, and Ranisdell
able case than this rarely comes before the Court.—
ment, out of which springs government, and
by virtue of which the forms of government was held to await a requisition from the GovThe parties were married the 14th of February, 1867,
can be administered.
There is a grandeur in
ernor of Maine.
and went te board with the wife’s father, who was a
the aroused public sentiment of a nation. The
truckman by the name of Jones, and resided on
Ranisdell was put before the Court in Boston
great rebellion of the public mind from the
North street, in this city. The plaintiff testified that
habits of the past generations is an I yesterday morning. He alleged that he took
drinking
after a brief honeymoon of three days he went to Halinstance of the sanative power of an aroused the trunks as the property of one Brown, who
lowell to work at his trade, which was that of a stone
The tremendous uprising
public sentiment.
was indebted to him and was trying to smuggle
that carried this country through the war and
cutter. He returned in March and in April, remainthem away with other property, and the affair
destroyed slavery is a still more remarkable in
ing one or two days ?at each visit. He discovered
stance of the power of an awakened public senwas somehow
arranged and Ranisdell was disnothing nor did he mistrust but that everything was
timent. Our business is to arouse this public
But Deputy Sterling, of this city,
charged.
pleasant and satisfactory between himself and wife sentiment for the
suppression of political
was present and took the man on a warrant for
and her family. In May he again returned, and on
evils. We are not to stand theorizing, but to
going to the house found it vacant—his wife, her press forward to the entire emancipation of the horse stealing, and brought him to this city last
father and all the family were gone. He immediatepublic from the hands of evil doers, and brush evening.
ly made inquiries, and has siuce made diligent search, down every web and destroy every machination
which puts the public property in peril. Now
To-Night, the escaped Nun. The well-known
but could not learn where they had gone, nor has he
is the time to spread abroad a knowledge of
and accomplished Miss Edith O'Gorman has
beeu able to find the slightest trace of his wife or any
The public
government among the people.
arrived in this city, and will deliver her startmember of the family, although nearly five years have
mind is like an open furrow. Let us put the
ela}»sed siuce lie missed her. His wife was able to
seed therein.
ling and thrilling lecture on “Life in a Conread and write so that, had she wished, she could
In our government the will of the people govvent,” at City Hall, this Thursday evening.
erns.
That is the theory. How shall that will
have communicated with him. If there is no apShe was confined at SL Joseph Convent,
be
ascertained
and rendered efficient? There
Hudson City, New Jersey. She is possessed of
pearance of the llbellee during the term a divorce will
were two
in
which
this
could
be
done.
ways
fine personal appearance, is young, sprightly
undoubtedly be decreed.
The one by the direct vote of the
people them- and smart; and a fine elocutionist, one of the
Motley.
selves and the other by their secondary vote
best now in the field.
Miss O’Gorman will
through their representatives. The first meth- give some revelations that will startle the pubSuperior Court.
od
was
available
in
small
communities.
JANUARY CRIMINAL TERM, LANK, J., PRESIDING.
only
lic. She has had a personal experience of the
It mi^ht be done in a township; it could not lie
most thrilling character, some chapters of which
Wednesday.—Nelson Leighton pleaded guilty to a
done m the county. So the dignity of the balshe
will relate. She has great talents and powcomplaint for search and seizure and was fined $50 lot was the unit of the
government. It was .er as a speaker, and has created a great sensaand costs.
the initial force.
There was no other part
tion in the various cities she has visited.
She
Annie Leighton pleaded guilty to disturbing the
of the government that could not better suffer
always draws out the very best class of society.
than the ballot, for it was the point where force
peace and was fined $5 and costs.
We can only urge our readers to attend and
centers and takes on executive form, and where
Richard K. Hunt and Charles E. Dutton, each
hear for themselves.
Her appeals to Rrotessubordinate forces began to clash themselves
pleaded nolo contendere to an indictment against
parants are powerrul and convincing. Sue
into decrees that carried with them success.
will be sure to have a crowded house in Portthem for keepiug a gambling house, and was fined
The judiciary might be torrupt, yet other porland.—Exchange.
each $25 and costs.
tions of the government would go on; the LegSee advertisement in amusement column.
State vs. Moses Maxwell. Indicted for an assault.
islature might be corrupt, and other portions
still go on; but when the ballot was stricken
Nelsou Thurlow, the complainant who, with the deWestbrook Horse Cars.—Like Dr. Johnfendant. resides in Grav. testified that be
unm in a
I with disease it was a heart disease, for there
was no other
to Portland with a load of charcoal, one night last
part of government so full of life son, we have an admiration for a good hearty
or death.
spring, anl on arriving at a lonely graveyard about
growler; such as our correspondent “H.” of
The dangers which the ballot were liable to
half a mile from defendant’s house, the defendant
Deering, who complains bitterly of the managewere then
the
first
of
which
was
considered,
grabbed his horse by the head, and swinging a club
ignorant voting. Every man voted more or ment of the Westbrook line of horse cars. We
which he had in his hand,threatened to kill
them,say- less ignorantly. When, said Mr. Beecher, they are unable to print his letter because it is quite
suuic
ing that he was going to kill every charcoal merchant
long; but he says in substance that there are
or thirty names.
he could catch ; that, although he did not touch
Perhaps one or two I not cars
him, twenty
am acquainted
enough run for the accommodation of
the rest I take on faith.
with;
he detained him half an hour,
during which time he And it is faith. We do
the patrons of the line; that at the most immany things in this
continued his threats which, to some extent, frightenworld ou faith. We know very few tilings perportant periods of the day there are intervals of
ed the plaintiff, who is 23 years old. Defendant desonally. The voting itself is substantially an
more than an hour between trips, and that too
nies that he had met them by the graveyard, but
education. The man who has voted for forty
much time is consumed on the road; eighty
years and taken pains every time, has got a
says that about 11 o’clock in the night he was aroused
better education than if he had gone
by a stone being thrown through his bedroom winthrough a minutes being required for a round trip. He
university, and with more profit than many do
dow ; that he immediately jumped out of bed and
alleges that the patronage of the line has fallen
who go through such inst itutions. He was in
rushed out, saw this complainant with a little
boy on favor of a wide extension of the
off one-third within two years; and suggests
and was
ballot,
a coal-cart and called to them to
stop, and ran up
opposed to the reading and writing qualifica- that an increase in the number of trips and a
«ide of them, but they refused to stop and drove on;
tion of virture.
It gives men eyes and ears,
permanent time-table would distribute the
don’t remember whether he touched the reins or not.
but it does not give them virture.
business more evenly through the day and inHe considered the danger of ignorance in this
Defendants says three charcoal boys of Gray have
duce people to build houses and take up their
been in the habit of hallooing, groaning and
very slight with an advantage of edumaking country
cation. The second danger was in passionate
residences along the line of the road.
undue noises when passing his house nights; that
voting, and it was to guard against this that
they have defaced his house by drawing charcoal imthe system of double voting or by representation
The work on the Marginal Way is progressages upon it and heaping other indiguities upon him.
was devised as a mere mechanical contrivance
to keep men cool. The third
Arguments on both sides concluded.
danger was in ing very encouragingly. Trains of oars filled by
wicked voting, or using the ballot to accoma steam-digging machine now run
Mattocks.
Vinton.
regularly
plish personal ends, which he severely condemnfrom the northern side of Washington street
Brief Jottings.
ed. The fourth danger was in insubordinate
a
About 25,000 volumes have been added to the
voting, or with a predetermination not fo abide through temporary cut across the street, and
down a railway into the Cove.- On account of
the result. A notable instance of this was seen
Public Library, within the past ten months.
in the election of Abraham Lincoln, when onethe ice it has been found impossible to drive
For the next season’s course of entertainhalf the people went into the Presidential elecpiles for the last few days. It is worth one’s
ments, the Army and Navy Union have ention determined to renounce the decision if it
gaged the Thomas Orchestra and Miss Starbird, was not as they wished. The success of that while to witness the operation of the machinenterprise, Mr. Beecher said, was such that he ery, and brings back to mind the days when the
who is now pursuing her musical studies in
trusted the attempt would not be repeated durpresent made land in the Cove was filled up by
Italy with so much success.
ing the present century. The fifth danger was a similar
operation.
A witness in the Superior Court the other day,
in venal voting, making merchandize of the
vote. Now, said the lecturer, we are getting into
in describing a location said the road ran “so,”
Steamships.—The
water.
steamships North Amerithis
he
was
deep
Upon
point
specially
and this was paralyze to it.
severe upon those men who attempt in an imcan and Moravian, overdue at this port from
The newest conundrum is whether or not the
proper way to influence men’s votes. If, said
Liverpool, have been heard from at St. Johns,
city of Portland was affected by an earthquake he, you oblige the men in your employ to vote, N. F., where they put in for coal after
long
not according to their judgment, but yours, you
Tuesday night. A small one would be a good bribe them. There are multitudes of men who and exceedingly tempestuous passages.
thing for some parts of the city.
the
denounce
The Hibernian is reported to have sailed from
open sale and purchase of votes
as a crime, who do not hesitate to give the
Mr. Stone, principal of the High School was
porHalifax for Portland on Tuesday, but we unter
to
understand
that
if
he
does
not
vote
in
acrecently presented with a beautiful work of art
derstand from the agents that her cargo is
cordance with their wishes his place will be
by the young ladies of fhe first class in school.
filled by some one else. There were, perhaps,
chiefly for Baltimore.
There was a perfect trotting carnival on Portvery few who would take money for their votes
at the polls, but men just as good as they had
land street yesterday, fairly rivalling the scenes
Temperance \l eeti.ng.
A temperance
been sent to the Legislature and had sold tlieir
address will be delivered at Capisic Meeting
in Central Park on a fine day.
votes there. We called a man a scoundrel that
House in Deering, this evening at 7 1-2 o’clock.
The trial of Simon Lovett for the manslaughtwould sell his vote for $5 or #10, and there was
er of Leonard F. Swett, in the Superior Court,
nothing in nomenclature too bad to be applied A select choir will furnish the music. This is
to him: but he who in the Legislature sold his
to be the first of a series of
ai formally assigned for
meetings under the
Friday the 19th inst., vote for #20,000 is a meaner
scoundrel by so
direction of the Ladies Social Circle of the sobut it may be begun as early as Monday, promuch as #20,000 was greater than five.
He
ciety.
viding certain business in the Supreme Court that procures legislation bv money, by corrupting the fountains ot law, is striking a^ me vth j
'will allow the counsel to engage ?n it at that
Personae.—The tnenns nr nr. t. it nironr
foundations of civil Government.
lime.
will be glad to learn that he is to return about
The ballot was still further in danger from
Preaching and practice.—The minister who the manipulators of the ballot boxes themselves. the 20th inst., and occupy his old store, No. 335
live when such a man as Tweed
preached at the Allen Mission Chapel last Sab- Who canAnd
Congress street, with dry and fancy goods, as
counts?
yet Intelligent people and apparbatla evening—on Monday sent to the poor of
citizens
regarded such matters laugh- formerly.
ently good
the Mission ten dollars.
ingly. There must lie a public sentiment of the
NII*GELLA5EOI!!f NOTICES.
At the annual meeting of the Eagle Sugar
sacredness of the vote which shall be like a revival of religion.
Hennery on Tuesday, John Sparrow, John
The ballot was still farther in danger from
Whittier lias just received from Prout &
Lynch and Geo. S. Hunt, were elected direc- corruption in the form of tampering—of frand
Co., London, Eng.,(the largest brush manufacbetween the voting and the declaration of the
tors; John Sparrow, machinist, president and
turers in the world) a large invoice of Tooth
The driving away of men from the polls,
vote.
managing director; S. P. Thompson, treasurer
the ballot box stuffing, and, above all, the inBrushes. These brushes were made to order
and clerk, and Geo. H. Hunt, agent.
fernal art of counting—these were a substanfrom drawings furnished by Whittier. Every
The funeral services of the late Mr Frank
tial usurpation of the ballot, and they amountbrush is silver-wired, red backs, and with his
ed to treason to the State. What counterfeitH. White, will take place at his father’s resiname on every handle, fifteen different styles.
ing was in commerce, what forgery was in pubdence 440 Congress street, this morning, at 10
lic affairs, what treason was in government,
Every brush is warranted not to annoy the
1-2 o’clock.
in
more infamous form,
that exactly, although
user by loose bristles in the mouth, and by the
Placards have been posted throughout the
is every method by which violence is done to
the ballot box. That this had taken place was
enterprise of Whittier in ordering direct from
city by some well-meaning individual, drawing
notorious; both parties have been guilty; cheat- the manufacturer, the prices are much lower
attention to what purports to be a passage of
ing had been met by counter-cheating—all
will be glad to know
Scripture, but what really is a common mis- these facts had become familiar to honest men than usual. The public
the above facts.
and
in
he
would
the
not
cities,
“Come
unto
all
great
although
me
that
are
weary.
quotation,
ye
say that both parties were equally guilty, he
The Oxford Normal Institute, at South Paris,
Inks.—For some time past we have procured
would say that these acts had been practiced by
his
full
lias engaged Kev. E. P. Tliwing to give
our supply of Inks from the advertising Ageucy
both parties^ and as long as this was the case
all reformation was impossible.
course of elocutionary instruction to the stuof Mr. T. C. Evans, 100 Washington street,
If we are to go on as we have in some parts
dents there the coming term, which begins in
Boston, and can say that we have always found
of the country, it will be but a few years before
them to be of a uniform grade, and no better
Februaiy.
our Government will become a mockerv and a
The Board of Directors of the Portland, Banfarce. He was not afraid of the foreign vote.
ink can be got. Mr. Evans supplies Mr. G. H.
He believed it would be expedient to give them
Morrill’s Book, News, and Job Black Inks,and
gor and Machlas Steamboat Company, was orthe vote the moment they landed. The most of
ganized immediately after the close of the an- the foreign vote will be found true to liberty Wade’s colored inks. He sells as low as any
nual meetng on Tuesday last, by the election
and the Government. A greater danger lay in
one, and to Printers with whom he has acof Weston F. Milliken, as President, William
We
corporate wealth. Ever since the world began
counts, charges on advertising account.
there had b^en a struggle to obtain possession
Mr.
can
Boss, Treasurer and Clerk, and Boss & Sturdi- of
cordially recommend the Inks
government, but there was no government
Evans supplies as being equal if not superior to
vant, Agents.
the control of which gave so many advantages
The topics of prayer for to-day and to-mor"
Consider how powerful the great
as this one.
Our brethren of the Press, who
any made.
parties were. They were webbed full of the contemplate making any addition in way of
tow, are as follows:—
of
men.
has
vital interests
He that
possession
Thursday, January 11.—Prayer:—for na- of the Government is in possession of someType or Machinery to their offices, can arrange
tions, especially those recently visited with cathat touches his interests on every side.
with Mr. Evans for the purchase on very adthing
lamities; for kings and all in authority; for the
All the great commercial interests; all the inprevalence of peace in the counsels of states- dustrial interests; and when added to these vantageous terms.
men; for righteousness, harmony and good-will
were the interests of the great moneyed corporAt Whittier’s something New and Delicious,
among all classes; for the spread of sound
ations—corporations which can take a hundred
knowledge, and for God’s blessing upon special millions of dollars and throw it as they pleased Southmayd’s ’‘Cocoa-Nut Creams,” South,effort3 to resist the progress of infidelity, suinto the scale; when all this was considered the
mayd’s “Boasted Chocolate Almonds!” Southperstition, intemperance and other kinds of im- danger to which the ballot was exposed would mayd’s “Crystal Bose Bon-Bons,” Southmorality.
become apparent.
mayd’s “Imperial Creams” Southmayd’s ImFriday, January 12.—Prayer—for the ChrisHaving spoken of the dangers to which the
tian Church and Ministry; for transalators of
perial Drops.
ballot is exposed, Mr. Beecher proceeded at
tlie H oly Scriptures into various tongues; for
Societies, Committees and Authors engaged in length to give his views of its salvation, which
Atrophy Arrested.—Fellows’ Compound
was to be done by public sentiment.
The first
Christian work.
Syrup of Hypopiiosphites.—Wasting of the
must be in the household, .and next tht
step
Bemember the debate before the M. C. M. A.,
whole power of religion must be exerted in that
tissues of the body is arrested, the muscles
at the Mechanics’ Library Boom, this evening.
direction. It is not enough to teach men religmade firm, and the nerves regain their power
ion ; they must be taught how to apply it. Mei;
Miss Flora Myers will appear in the popular
by using Fellows’ Compound Syrup of Hypomust be educated into patriotism.
We musl
and exciting Irish drama, of “Peep O’Day,” at
train men to the sacredness of the ballot. Thert
janOtli-ded&wlt
phosphites
Music Hall, to-morrow evening.
She will be
are always classes hi society, and there
always
will be. It is not an evil that there are, bui
Whittier, Druggist, agent for Southmayd’s
.supported by a fine company.
the higher class has much to do with the educa
Warranted
Pure Candies. Forty-five kinds.
Grove and Mellen streets are the favorite
tion of the lower. If they so conduct themfresh and pure.
coasting grounds of the boys, and they are selves that they create an opinion that tlie bal
lot is insignificant, then the bottom of society
alive with coasters, both afternoon and evening.
A Beautiful Woman.—The perceptive facwill say, “The ballot is insignicant; I will tak<
Two nice bits of White Mountain scenery by
of women is usually keener than the same
do wbat I like with it;” and they tain
ulty
and
it
Sountag, are on exhibition in Hale’s window,
hold of it and make something out of it as the;
phrenological organ in men. Women know
which admirers of that artist will delight in.
think they have a right to do. If the upj>e
that beauty rather than genius is worshipped
Representatives of many of the largest pow- classes had made men believe that they consid
the sterner sex. A man may talk of the latby
ballot
of
then
then
the
vital
ered
interest,
der manufacturing companies in the United
ter to bis lady-love, but the keenness of the
would not have been such profanation of tin
.States were in town yesterday, en route for the
ballot as there is to-day. The excuse whicl 1
woman knows that he is thinking of the formsale of the Oriental Powder Co.’s property at men make for th’s ueglect of duty are unwor
er.
women are'tond ot admiration; hence oik
are willing enough to dirt;
of
them.
Windham
The
train
will»leave
thy
They
South
to-day.
of their longings is to be beautiful. The gram
would strip t<
themselves
making
;
they
money
the Portland and Ogdensburg depot at 9 o’clock
the shoulder to dig for gold; but for the sake o E
secret of female beauty is health, the power tc
this morning, and leave after the sale is congood laws and pure morals and good magis
eat, digest and assimilate a proper quantity o;
trates they were willing to do nothing.
The;
cluded.
wholesome food. Take Vinegar Bitters. II
would rather sit in their pleasant parlors afte r
A young man named Floyd was arrested by
will cleanse the stomach, tone the vital organs
the labor of the day was done than to go t
a
of
barrel
the police yesterday, for the larceny
work for the good of the community. It wa 1
give a perfect digestion, purify the blood,
of pork front the Grand Trunk depot.
just as possible for good men to combine as i
clear up the complexion and produce a state o:
was for bad men.
Men say they have no time
mental and physical electricity', which givei
that they have their business to attend to; bu t
A Humorous Incident.—In the Superior
should make time.
symmetry of form, bright eyes, white skin
Court, yesterday afternoon, in the trial of the they
It is a shame that men who have gathere
hair and a genuine type of female loveli
glossy
case of the State vs. Moses Maxwell, there ocwhole
wealth
under the protection of th
their
ness, which no cosmetic can produce,
curred one of those rare incidents where the lelaws of the State, should
the ballot hoi

•

are

ernment.

I---

a

itaiu

uu

in 1870.
_

of claims allowed as bounties on wild
animals.
The bill to incorporate the Kennebec River
Ice Co., had its second reading, was amended
and laid upon the table on motion of Mr.
account

Spaulding of Sagadahoc.
Papers from the House

The question was
the new Revised Statutes.
taken by yeas and nays, resulting in a vote of
13 to 12; so the order was passed.
The report of the Attorney General was referred to the Judiciary.

Bill,

authorize towns to aid in the
construction of the Knox and Lincoln railroad,
was passed to be enacted.
A joint committee consisting of Senators
■vt: .,1-1

ltr fl.n

Pniintw

A

*Vw>

*e

catiou of the prisoner for truth and verat*l<' pri*oner’s counsel, one of the
city ana
of the Cumberland Bar, proablest merab.’™
ceeded to cross-<!xa,uine- The first question
one °f tlie persons who
was a request to nani*
s reputation to be
had pronounced the prisoner
bad. When the witness replied, “That if he was
not mistaken, he had heard the counsel himself,
make such a statement.” This unexpected rebar and spectators in a
sponse set the bench,
although the counsel
roar of laughter; and
it had had its
earnestly denied the statement,
due effect upon the spectators, and could no1
It was con
easily be changed or eradicated.
all as an excellent turning of thi

sidered by
tables, and the counsel joined

:any one, in the mirth which the
.ed for answer had occasioned.

heartily a
wholly unlook

as

Week of Prayer.—The meetings at the ves
try of the Payson Memorial Church, are con
The meeting ;
tinued with unabated interest.
last evening was well attended, the specia 1
theme for consideration being the religiou
needs of colleges, schools, seminaries and otlie r

•

institutions of learning. KemarlfS upon thi
topic were made by Kev. Samuel Harrison
Bev. Dr. Carruthers, and other speakers. Tk *
two former gentlemen referred to the perniciou
influence of much of th.» daily, weekly [Hi I
monthly literature of the day, which Bliould b
supplanted by publications of a purer and moi s
religious nature in all Christian families.

an

act to

T'v:_i__.1

..

/ii_i:_

e

appointed to apportion the
address to appropriate committees.
were

1.

a_a...

Governor’s

Passed to be Engrossed—An act to incorporthe Lewiston Bleachery and Dye Works; an
act to increase the capital stock of the Little
Androscoggin Water Power Co.
ate

Referred—An act relating to redemption of
personal property held for debt; petitions to
amend sec. 38, chap. 40, Revised Statutes, relating to yearly closeing time of fisheries; to an-

nex certain islands in Cohbosseccoutee Lake to
the town of Winthrop;of the P. S. & P. R. R.
Co., for authority to locate, build and run a
railroad in York county; of citizens of Bath for
charter of a railroad from Portland to Bath.

To

The following bills
introduced:
sehomesteads to the actual settlers on public
to establish a system.of savings deposits
with paymasters; to prevent desertion and
elevate the condition of the rank and file of the
navy; to incorporate a grand international division of the Brotherhood of Locomotive Engi-

Adjourned.

HOUSE.
The mint and coinage bill wras taken up and
Mr. Kelley of Pennsylvania, explained its provisions.
Mr. Wood of New York, alluded to the position taken by Mr. Dawes of Massachusetts,
yesterday, against the increasing of official salaries. He said the people were more anxious
as to the
integrity and ability than as to the
of officers. If Mr. Dawes would devote
pay
his ability to effecting a substantial reform in
civil service, he would effect a good for which
the country would thank him.
Mr. Dawes of Massachusetts in reply to Mr.
Woods’ assertion, denied that the Democracy
commenced the reform in New York. He said
the Republicans sent their thieves to the Penitentiary, while the Democracy sent its thieves
to the Legislature. (Laughter.)
Mr. Wood responded, that if the Republicans
sent all their thieves to States Prison there
would not be prisons enough in the country to
hold them. (Renewed laughter.)
After a long debate the coinage bill was recommitted without instruction.
The contested election case in the 3d district
of Texas, the majority report favoring Clark,
and the minority favoring Giddings, were considered.
Finally the resolution for the admission of
Mr. Clark w as adonted and he was sworn in;
Mr. Sargent was sworn in as
yeas 102, nays 79.
Representative from California.

Glenwood, for

a

bounty

on

foxes; bill,

an

act

entitled an act authorizing the Maine Central
railroad to procure loans.
Orders Passed—Asking the Land Agent for
information in regard to settlers’ lots;Directing
the Secretary of State to furnish a list of property exempt from taxation; directing Secretary
of State to furnish one copy of laws of 1871 to
messenger of House for each member; that all
petitions for change of State valuation of 1870
to be referred to the several county
delegations
and that county aggregates shall not be reduced.
Passed to be Engrossed—Bill, an act to authorize the Little Androscoggin River Water
Power Co., to increase the capital stock.
Passed to be

Enacted—Bill, an act to incorLewiston
Bleachery and Dye

porate

the
Works Co.
The Speaker joined the following Committee
on Printing on part of the House:
Webb of
Waterville, Foster of Bethel, Pike of Calais,
Humphrey of Bangor, Wilson of Hallowell,
Perkins of Farmington, and Farwell of Lewiston.

Adjourned

till to-morrow.

Maine.
[Special dispatch by International Line.]
SUICIDE

IN

LINCOLNVILLE.

Belfast,

Jan. 10.—John Calderwood, of
Lincolnville. attempted tn conopit murid* today at 12 o clock M. He went into tue barn,
took the reins of his harness and threw them
over the beam and fastened both ends around
his neck and then jumped off. His wife discovered him and cut the reins. At last accounts
he was living, but it is doubtful if he recovers.

Cause, temporary insanity.
WASHINGTON.
SUMNER’S CIVIL RIGHT

THE PRESIDENT' ON MR.

RILL.

Washington, Jan. 10.—A delegation of colored men; advocating Mr. Sumner’s supplementary civil rights bill, visited the President
to-day, asking him to urge its passage in a message to Congress. The President in reply remarked that he had no doubt that the colored
men were deprived of some rights and privileges they had a clear clear claim to. His impression Was that the recent amendments to the
constitution conferred upon them all the rights
of citizenship, and he thought that the courts
would accord all the legal rights withheld.—
With regard to amending the amnesty bill, by
the addition of the
supplementary civil rights
bill, the President considered that such action
would jeopardize the passage of an amnesty
law, while from the knowledge of Mr. Sumner’s bill he believed it could pass on its merits
as a

seperate
THE

measure.

NUMBER OF CUSTOM OFFICIALS.

An official treasury communication, show
that the total number of persons employed in
the collection of customs during the year ending June 30th, 1871, to be 4,409, at a compensation of $5,457,450; revenue cutter service, $1,252,000; expenses of collection, $6,500,672; erection of custom houses, $750,359; repairs,
$135,376; furniture, $ 68,467; distributive shares
of fines, penalties and forfeitures, $245,323; rent
of buildings and rooms, $132,574, are included
in the expense of colleciion, as is also $161,474
as
compensation and expenses of 53 special
agents. The number of persons employed in
Boston is 507, at a compensation of $1,811,631.
LAND GRANTS TO STATE RAILROADS.

The official statement shows that land grants
were made by Congress to States and corporations for railroad purposes, namely the estimated quantities embraced in the limits of grants,
reach a total of 207,460,031 acres. The estimated quantity the companies will receive from
the grants is 172,739,4130 acres; number of acres
certified and patented up to June 30th last, 18,-

995,907

acres.

WOMAN’S SUFFRAGE CONVENTION.
The National Woman’s Suffrage Convention
held its semi-annual meeting to-day. Delegates
are present
from various States, prominent
among whom are Mrs. Elizabeth Stanton, Susan B. Anthony, Mrs. Joslyn Gage, Mrs. Dr.
Mary Walker, Victoria C. Woodliull, Mrs.
Sarah J. Spencer, Mrs. Matilda Meeker, of
Dover, N. H., Mrs. Isabella B. Hooper.
Mrs. Stanton in an address, said that they
*
were assembled to consult with
and solicit an
interchange of views between the first intellects
of the country. The new departure of woman
suffrage was the desire of the sex to participate
in the administration of the affairs of the
country and work with equal zeal with a view
in the free trade of great principles. She further stated that this convention had assembled
not to petition for their rights.
Such men as
NATIONAL

!

the foreign riff-raff element of the country,
while those of the women were ignored, but
they proposed to petition to the] courts. She
complimented Gen. Bntler for his recent introduction of a bill in Congress for the enfrauchisment of woman.
Mrs. Victoria C. Woodliull spoke of Spiritualism, of which she is a prominent advocate.
Mrs. Hooker advocated woman suffrage, upon the basis of Spiritualism.
Brief remarks
were made by others.
The convention elected E. C. Stanton, President; Josephine E. Gritting, Secretary, and J.
B. Hooker, Chairman of the Executive Committee.
In the Woman’s Convention to-night, Isabella Beecher Hooker announced that Senator
Trumbull had consented that the Judiciary
Committee give hearing to a delegation of the
convention next Friday.
Mrs. Hooker claimed this concession as the
precursor of almost an immediate victory of
woman over prejudice and intolerance.

jau6th-4wt

INVESTIGATION.

New' York, Jan. 10.—The Congressional Retrenchment Committee continued its sessions
at the hotel
to-day.
F. Payson testified that the books seized by
the governiqent officers last February were kept
five months and then returned without charges

being proved.
E. 15. Wheeler, importer, testified to the seiz-

of his books on alleged irregularities, and
authorized the attorney to pay up.
John B. Terry, clerk in the Custom House,
stated the charge of one Capt. Grant that he,
together with Collector Arthur and ex-Collector Murphy, connived at election frauds, was
scandalously false.
John S. Beelier, importer, testified that his
books were seized in 18155 on a charge of making false entries, $70,000 being claimed, but he
compromised at $35,000. Webster & Sprague,
his attorneys, said that they never knew a case
they couldn’t compromise in an hour.
John D. McKenzie, merchant, testified he
had knowledge that the City Weigher takes
weights of important goods and turns them
over to the
government. In the majority of
cases the Custom House Weigher is not presa
laborer or foreman. Wliile A. M.
ent, only
Quackenbosh wras a grand juror in the U. S.
Circuit Court, two years ago, the books of a
concern were seized and brought
before them,
and he found evidence of frauds on the government of over $120,000: A suit was brought and
the case was settled by the custom officials for
ure

spinal meningitis.
Gov. Baldwin, of Michigan,

announces that
further aid to the sufferers from tlie October
tires in that State is unnecessary. He returns
thanks for the whole people.

Wednesday Mr. Williams,
General, assumed charge of

Justice.

iiauica.

j.uum^uu

FOR El Gr N.

SPAIN.
GEN- SHERMAN AT MADRID—FRIENDLY FEELINGS EXPRESSED—REPORTS DENIED.

New York, Jan. 10.—A Madrid special of
the Otli states that Gen. Sherman and Lieut.
Grant arrived there on the 7th. They wor©
iucpcmcu to rvtn- Ainwipus Dythe American
Charge cf Affaires. The King is reported as
saying that he was pleased to see so famous a
representativa of the American army as Gen.

n <w wiiucvicu

Slw>n,...n

He desired the
most cordial relations as between
neighbors,
whose interests can only be in the preservation
of peace. “May it always exist between the
United States and Spain."
In the evening
there was a banquet at the United States
Legaat
which
were
tion,
present Malcampo, Minister of Marine; Topete, Minister for the Colonies; Le Bias, Foreign Minister, and others.
Toasts were drank and responded to in honor of
the King, President of the United States, and
the armies and navies of the Uuited States and
Spain. The utmost cordiality and friendship
marked the sentiments of the speakers of both
countries. Admiral Topete said that he hoped
peace between the United States and Spain
might never be disturbed. The Foreign Minister said that there was no difficulty between the
two countries that is known here but that can
be settled through the representatives of Spain
at

says that the excited feeling
in regard to the United States has entirely calmed down, and i.in that city the war
cloud was considered to have passed
away.
The announcement of the recall of
Roberts,
the Spanish Minister at Washington, and of
Captain General Valniaseda from Havana is
premature and has not the slightest official con-
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Chevenne.W.T.30.07

VESSEL FOR PORTLAND.

33
47
32

Cleveland.30.09 35
Corinne. Utah. .30.22 34

Indianapolis—30.11
Mt. Washington .29.94

30
15
Montreal....30.05 28
New London....30.09 29
New Orleans. 30.27 41
New York.30.12 34
Norfolk.30.16 32
Omaha.L»9.69 .36
Pittsburg.30.24 32
Portland.30.11 25
San Francisco .30.15 53
Savannah.30.25 45
Washington-30.16 33
30.21 42
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BUSINESS NOTICES.
Marion Sims, M. D.
By
[From me Medical Gazette of June 24th, 1871.]
For about 8 months I have been using Kennedy’s Concentrated Extract ok Pixus
J.

Canadensis in affections of the rectum, vagina
and cervix uteri, and I consider it a most valuable

remedy. I have used it diluted with water as a vaginal wash, with great success; but I
prefer to apply it to the os tincae on cotton
wool, either pure or mixed with glycerine, oi
glycerine and rose-water. Thus applied, it
should remain intact for two or three days and
then be renewed.
In this way I have seen
chronic granular vaginitis remedies in a few
days that had resisted the ordinary remedies
for weeks; I have seen granular erosions, with
leucorrlin; disappear very rapidly under its use.
I have not time to say all that I could aboul
it; but I am sure that it will soon be recognized
as a valuable addition to our Materia Medica
Knowing Mr- Kennedy as I do,I can confident

ly commend him to my professional brethren
His method of manufacturing the extract ii
such as to warrant it of uniform strength am

HALL,

O'Gorman, having beeu a

and Miss

pable of giving
an

a

institution.

Nun herself, Is cavivid picture of the Interior of such
It only occurs once in a life time

me puouc nave an
opportunity of hearing an
Escaped Nun lecture on Convent Life. She will relate how she became converted TO PROTESTANTluai

This will be

ISM.

structive

cently

lectures

one

of the most

interesting and

in-

given in this city. She has respeaking to crowded houses in other

been

ever

cities, the largest halls being filled to overflowing.
Tickets 35 cents; Reserved seats
only 15 cents extra,
Now for sale at Hawes & Cragin’s Music
Store, 71
Middle Street.
sy Be sure to get your tickets and seats in time.

_janGtd

Social

Assembly.

MB. J. W. RAYMOND,
Will commence his second

course

In connection

with

his School at

LANCASTER

HALL!

Monday Kvenlag, Jan. N.
Tickets 75c, admitting Gent and Lady.
Also will commence his third term at th#
Hall on Friday Evening, Jan 12th.
Tickets, Gents $4. Lady $2.
ja5dt 12

MUSIC HILL,
A. W.

same

PORTLAND.

PUBCELL,

Manager.

FLORA MYERS’
IVew

York

Theatre.

TWO NIGHTS only.

Friday

4c

Saturday Even’gs,
OPENING

PEEP
Flora Myers

Jan. 12 4c 13

BILL:

O’

ZD-A.Y" 1

Kathleen. To conclnde with the
Screaming Farce of MY NEIGHBOR’S WIFE!
Prices as usual. Doors open at 7, curtain rises at
8 o’clock.
H. Price Webber. Advance Agt.
as

:n-~c

n’gT"

i

MR. A. H. GEE’S
second Course of Assemblies in connection with the’
““
vc-w iro
*£?™MUs ocnooi, win commence ou
NEW YEARS EVENING,
Monday. Jan, 1st, and
continue every Monday Evening.
A

MUSIC

BY

CHANDLER.

Mr. Gee will commence Ids Third term for
beginin Dancing, on Wednesday
Evening, Jan. 3d,
at Army & Navy Union
Hall, cor. Brown and Congress sts., and be continued every
Wednesday evening.
Private Lessons each day
except Fridays. For v
pariculars apply at the Hall.
dc29tf

ners

————

_AUCTION
Real Estate k

te
vote of the Stockholders
PURSUANT
Oriental Powder Company, will be sold
LIC

of the
at PUBthe premises of the Company, at
Aeuth Windham, .Tlaine, on Thursday, Jan.
11th. 1872, at 10 o’clork A. M., all the Real Aatau,
a

nal*, Ac., all in good order, and capable of running
a large number of mills, which alone should command the attention of capitalists and others contem-

plating investing in manufactures. Also will be sold
all
the Company's Trade marks, its Magazines
throughout the country, together with a large lot ot
personal property, consisting of materials, forming
tool*, wagons, sleighs, sleds, horses, carriages, har-

nesses, oxen, &c., a schedule of which may be seeu
at the office of the Company, No, 13 Broad Street,
Boston, Mass., and No. 17 Exchange street, Portland
Maine.
The Portland and
Ogdensburg Railroad, running
directly through the premises, affords excellent facilitief for the shipment of merchandise to and from the

Works.
The above property will be sold for Cash, and a deposit of ten (10) per cent, of the purchase money will
be required from the buyer at tne time of sale, and
balance upon delivery of the deeds.
Cars leave Portland “via Portland, aud Ogdensburg Railroad, at 7.4U A. M.
Further particulars can be obtained at the office of

the

Company,

Me

9*;« 10*

dec

9 «10

13, Brsad Afreet, Boston, .Tinas.
AftTHCR WILLIAJIA,
28-eodtjanl then edts
Treasurer.

12*@15

10*all*
8*@ 9*
9 @10

FURNITURE,
AT

@22*

20

Medium,.36 inches. 12*@18
Light,.36 inches. 10* a 13*
Sheetings,.9-8. 16 @18
Sheetings,.5-4. 18 @21
Sheetings,.10-4. 35 @47

Shirtings,.27 inches. 7*@ 8.
Shirtings.30 inches.. 9 @ 9
Shirtings,.34 inches, 10* a 11
blue denims.

Heavy, (Indigo).
Medium,...
Light,.
Brown,.

25
16

@30
@20
12*@ *
16 @20

ON

Heavy,.

8*1
20

|

Pair

Blankets.

GINGHAMS.

Bates,.
Lancaster,.

@

15
15

Hamilton,.

@

Pacific,.
All Wool, all colors.

jnlltd

All Styles,.

121®

27)

Kentucky Jeans,.

J®

All

Styles,.6-4PLAID

95

Monday, January

12$@

00
50
00
50
Fancy Coatings,.3-4-1 25
Fancy CoatingH,.6-4- 2 50
Bepellants,.6-4-1 05
Union Beavers,.6-4-1 50
Moscow Beavers,.6-4- 3 50
...

groceries in
splendid
WEStore of MATUKl.
CHADWICK. 96 Exshall sell the

2 00

@ 4 00
@ 1 75
@ 4 00
@ 1 75
@ 1 75
@ 3 50
@ 1 15
a

...

ing Desk. Sitting Desk,

@

1 25
@175

R. K.

Union, per pair,. 3 50 @400
All Wool, per pair,. 4 00 @ 6 50

Heavy Brown,.

Brown,.

Medium

New York, 1st June, 1871.
For sale by W. \V. Whipple & Co., Drug
gists, Portland, and by Druggists generally.
declGth-lw

Heavy.30....
Medium,.30...

BROWN

DRILLINGS.

@ *2
JJ
12$@ 15
12$@

15

@

BLEACHED DRILLINGS.

Sateen

.30 inches. 134 a

Medium.30 inches. 10$@U J

travere

runner

Pung,

HUNT,

Commission
316

Merchant and Auctioneer
Congress St., will sell every evening a large

NOassortment of Staple and Fancy Goods.
Goods will be sold

during

the

|

at
Surchasers
eacription of goods.
1868.

February 11,

day

in lots to suit

prices. Cash advanced on all
Consignments not limited.

wholesale

__

purity.

one

goods

COLORED BLANKETS.

wicking.
Wool,.3-4....

of

nost new, 1 Grocer Wagon ami Harness.
the
The above stock consists of the choicest
market affords. Many of the lots are small, making
It for the Interest of customers to attend the sale,
BAILEY A Co., Auctioneers.
Fjaiffd

2 00

'®5 O' I

WHITE BLANKETS.
10- 4. 2 25 @ 5 50
11- 4..
3 50 @5 50
12- 4. 5 50 @ 7 50
COTTON BATTING.
134® 18
50 lb bales, 1 lb rolls,.
Cotton Warp Yam,. 27$ @ 30
36 @ 35
Cotton Twine,.
30@ 35
Cotton
F BOOKINGS.
40® 45
All
45® 55
All Wool,.7-8....
60
@ 70
Extra all Wool,.7-8....
CRASH.

stock

change street; said stock consists of a splendid assortment of English Sauces and Pickles, .Jellies,
Canned Goods, Flavoring Extracts, Pure Spices,Teas,
Coffees, Huntley ant! Palmer’s Biscuits ami Crackers, Si>erm and Parralinc Candles, Choice Groceries,
Ac.
Also a few very choice old Wines, Tobacco and Cigars, Demijohns, Jugs, Flasks, Ac. At same time
the Stove, Fountains, Show Cases, Tobacco Case,
Tin Tea Show Caddies, Coffee Bins. Large Platform
I Scale weighs 2500 lbs. Counter Scales, Double Stand-

CAMP BLANKETING.

Cotton and Wool,.7ft-1 10
137
All Wool,..,.7ft

13th, 1872

At 3 1-3 o'clock P. It!.

@;

Union Meltons,. 60 @ 62
All Wool Meltons,.
K
^ 1 S°,
®0 tr
Printed Satinets,.
62|
Fancy ... 15 ® 1 *2i
Black Casslmere,.
J @ 1 25

Fixtures !

AUCTION !

.AT
On

WOOLENS.

Tricot,.3-4-1

HOICK

Groceries and Store

LIN8KY.

Black Doeskins.3-4-1
Black Doeskins,.6-4- 3
Black
3
Blue Tricot,.6-4.
Blue Tricot,.3-4-1

__

<

@ 18
@ 18
32$@ 37]
47$

A IJC T I O N !

WE

17
17

42$@
85 ®

A CO., Aucts.

shall sell in front of office, 316 Congress st., on
Saturday, the 13th inst, at 12 o’clock M., a
large lot of single and double,trimmed and untrimmed
Sleighs. These sleighs are custom made, and warranted by the maufacturers to be first class in every
R. K. HUNT A CO., Auct’rs.
respect.

ROB ROY PLAIDS.

All Styles,.3-4-

&c„

SLEIGHS

DELAINES.
I

F. O. BAILEY

AT

12$ |
11
7
12

Sleighs,

Robes, Ac.

jalltd

PRINTS.

@
@
®

Horses,

ON

9

Medium.. 12$ a 15
White all Wool,.7-8. 36 @42$
White all Wool,.4-4.. 45 @55
Shaker Cotton and Wool,. 30 @37
Shaker, all Wool,. 45 ^*65
BLEACHED COTTON FLANNELS.
Heavy,. 20 @ 25
16 @ 20
Medium,.
10
6
11

Grey

At Auctiou S
Saturday next, at 11 o’clock, on Market St.,
we shall sell one Pair Grey
Horst's, well matched,
fine action, kind and pleasant drivers. Also New and
Second-Hand Sleighs, Pungs, Sleds, Harnesses,

@25

11$@

AUCTION.

Friday,

.Tan

@ 8*

8

8c

Jan 12th, at ten a. m, at Salesroom 18
Exchang st.we shall sell a general assortment
of Parlor, Sitting Room and Dining Room Furniture,
Carets, Betiding, Stools, Crockery and Glass Ware,
Kitchen Furniture, Ac.
F. O. BAILEY A CO., Auctioneers.

CAMBRICS.

Colors,.,High.

Common

Cheap,.
Pink, Snuff and Purple,.

on

Machinery and other property belonging to said Company, consiating in part of about 500 acres of wuU»ble Timber, Pasture and Grass Lands, situated in
the towns south of Windham and Gorham, Maine,
(about 12 miles from Portland.) two sets of work# for
the manufacture of gunpowder. Superintendent's
house, boarding houses for workmen, storehouses,
magazines, barns, wood-sheds, &c.; also an axtetisive and never-failing water-power, with dams, ca-

12* a 13*
11 *@12*

Good,.36 inches.

Best,.
Medium,.

Power ke

THE—

Oriental Powder Co.

Price.

Sheetings,.40.

Machinery,Water
—OP

Woodman, True & Co.
8HEETINOS.
Width in inches.

SALES.

LARGE AND IMPORTANT SALE OF

BLEACHED SHEETINGS.

Clear
Fair
Clear
Fair

Clear
Lt Rain

by

Sheetings,.36.
Shirtings,.27.
Shirtings,.30.

Cloudy

Clear
Clear

NUN.

entitled “HFE IN A CONVENT.*’
Miss
O’Gorman has had a personal experience of the meet
thrilling character, some chapters of which she will
relate. It is a subject ot deep Interest to thousands

A. M.—Consols at 93 for

Light Sheetings,.36.

Fine
Fine

««

.3
«

98}

recently converted to Protestantism. Young, sprightly and smart, For several years an inmate of St. Joseph’s Convent, Hudson City, New Jersey. She will
deliver her Startling- and Thrili-imo Lecture

AUCTION,

Standard Sheetings,.36.
Heavy Sheetings,.36.
Medium Sheetings,.36.

«

4>

Chicago.29.96 32

LEGISLATURE.

|
£

I

observation.

The steamship Oceanic, which arrived this
forenoon, has on hoard the captain and crew of
the brig Mountain Eagle, abandoned in a sinking condition on the 8th inst. The brig was
from Elizabethport for Portland, with a cargo
of coal. The Oceanic had a terrible passage.
She lost three blades of her propeller, sails, &c.

i*

J

97
tlitf
115

MISS. EDITH O’GORMAN,

Dry Goods Market.

Messrs.
BROWN

h

|(

j8

Corrected

Weather Report, Jfan. IO, 19 P. M.
War Department, Signal Service, U. S. Army, Divisions of Telegrams and Reports for the benefit ot
Commerce.

§

125}

IDO?
n.,1

THURSDAY EVE’G, JAN. II.

Liverpool, Jan. 10—10.30 A. M.—Cotton quiet
steady; Middling uplands 10} @ 10*d; do Orleans
10} @ 10|d; sales 15.000 bales.
California Wheat 12s lOd. Barley 3s 8d.
London, Jan. 10—1.30 P. M.—American securities

Jan. 10 (7.00 P. M.) I
The barometer will probably continue highest
on Thursday,
with pleasant weather in the
Southern and Gulf States, except Florida,
where NE. winds and rain may be experienced. The pressure will continue to fall northwest of Ohio Valley developing into an area of
low barometer, with »ain from Minnesota to
Michigan. Southeast winds and cloudy weather
will continue on the lower lakes.
Uaugerous
winds are not anticipated for the Atlantic and
Gulf coasts to-night.

Albany, Jan. 10.—The hill passed by the
bad citizen, and the higher he is the worse h e
Legislature providing for the payment of the
By W. T. Walker, 91. D.
is.
indebtedness of the city of New York, authorSpeaking of the primary meetings, M
[From the Medical Record of November 1st, 1871.
izes the raising of six and a half millions.
Beecher had similar remarks for the eminent!
I
to
state
wliat
knot
been
Having
requested
respectable people who are afraid to mix wit
CALIFORNIA.
therapeutically of Kennedy’s Concentrated Ex
the dirt of the caucus. They themselves ai e
THE PACIFIC RAILROADS.
TARIFF PETITIONS.
responsible that there was dirt in the caucusi t tract of Pinus Canadensis, and furthermore he
If they would have men at the bottom of
San Francisco, Jan. 9.—The Pacific RailNumerous petitions from various parts of the
ing requested to send it for publication in th s
roads are now receiving all the Eastern bound
ciety bright they must rub them bright wit
for the reduction of the tariff to a revcountry
of
,
columns
I
leave
t
your
briefly
journal,
beg
their own coats.
freight offering. Two hundred and seventy
enue basis, especially for the removal of duties
tax your patience and generosity.
overland paisengers and the mails from New
In regard to the excitement they were ha’
ou coal, salt and pig iron forwarded through the
York to Dccemlier 28th arrived last night.
six
I
ex
For the past
months
have used this
tax payers union, embracing about 7000 signaing in New’ York, he said it was enough to e:
THE RAINY SEASON.
pose criminals and punish them. We sha "
tract in many cases affecting the mucous mem
tures, will he presented to the Senate to-inorrow.
change one set of swindlers for another of tl
Thousands of cattle perished by the flood in
branes, and in almost every case it has givei ,
same condition if tlto public mind and pub!
Sacramento Valley and the storm still rages in
In abrasion of the os am 1
raASAACHUSETTS.
conduct exiBt: if there is the same want of coi i- entire satisfaction.
that locality and the rivers are still rising. The
now
in
affairs
which
exists.in
its
full
1
science
public
cervex uteri, when applied
DEATH OF A JOURNAUBT.
strengt
weather is very warm.
There must lie such a jieriiaiueiit spirit in tl ®
A DESPERATE FIGHT.
by means of a pledget of cotton, I have foun 1
Boston, Jan. 10.—David Leavitt, for 25 years
community that it will be impossible for anotl
local reporter of the Boston Journal,was strickSan Francisco, Jan. 10.—The latest advicei
it far more satisfactory than tannin or iodini
er set of political rascals and thieves to bebori
en with apoplexy this
morning and died this from the head waters of the Reon river, when
With this in view he protested against the ui ie
In endometritis it has proved equally satisfai
afternoon.
the fight between Charles Jones, an escapee
of money on elections except for the necessai y
I have used it with perfect success i 1
tory.
A PRACTICAL ORDER.
convict from the Nevada State prison, am
purposes of printing, circulating document
acute and chronic vaginitis, by applying it i I
Francis S. Armistead. his pursuer, occurred
In the Massachusetts Senate to-day an ordei
ball hire, &c. He stillmore stronglyprotestoi [’
first received. Jonei
against making public officials contribute f ir its full strength every other day. I have als D was adopted that committees on railways be confirm all the particulars
was hit twelves times and Ariuisteftd nine timei
to inquire into the
election purposes. If every custom house s
used it iu several cases of gonorrhea, and mui t
expediency of prorequested
rifles
with
at
ten
cars
law
that passengers in railroad
paces distance. Botl
Henry
viding by
expected to pay for political sendees then tl lC say that I vastly prefer it to the vaunted ren
died. The" tight is considered the most desper
shall be exempt from liability to pay fares in
thing becomes simply bribery, and the Gover *' edy of claret and tannin.
ate ever recorded.
ment an arch briber. Hu did not believe o Ir
It is certuinly a most valuable astringent an A the same until they are provided with seats.
pure until there was a
REVENUE CASE.
politics could become
and 1 doubt not that it will very soo II
MOUTH CAROLINA.
tonic;
civil
the
service,
He
closed by r 3"
reform in
have its place in our Materia Medica.
In the case of United States by indictment,
GOV. SCOTT’S SELF-DEFENCE.
final success of our i
121 East 33th St.
peating his faith in the“No:
vs. D. T. Mills and Samuel
C.
convictec
Land,
let no man crou G
stitutions as follows:
Columbia, Jan. 10.—Gov. Scott in his mes
| For sale by IV. IV. Whipple & Co. Portlam ■» of taking liquors from bond and shipping them
let no mail preach despair. For one, as long
sage answering the impeachment charges, de
dec23-lw
and by Druggists generally.
to
under the false pretense that the}
welfare
of
the
Brooklyn
for
counti
stand
nies flatly that there has been any over issue o p
I live I will
my
were destined for a foreign
port, thus defraud
or that any class has been issued excep t
Above everything that is on this earth, dear ir
bonds,
of
domestii
tax
on
for
government
ing
liquors
The funeral services of the late James Fis! [
in pursuance of law. He attributes the depre
to me than my own life, dearer anil nobler x)
of
The
motions
in
arrest
_I
judg
consumption.
fair
fabi
is
the
ic
Jr., took place at Brattleboro, Vt., Tuesday.ciation of the State credit to Ku-Kluxism >
me than anv other conception
ment and for a new trial were overruled to-da}
which, he says, has during the last three year
of my country. I'or though I honor and lor ve The services were conducted by Rev. Mr. Flag
in the Circuit Court.
of the N. Y. !>tli Regiment, assisted 1 y
that God looks pthink
chaplain
had tlie same effect, financially, as the civi l
never
I
our churches,
Rev.
W. I,. Jenkins, Unitarian.
The sorvic
war.
He reviews and vindicated the operation
It is upon manhood that it loo :s,
on churches.
NEBRASKA.
called
1
out
a
or
audience
from
the
surroun
of
manhood,
of Kempton, the financial agent of the Stat
large
and churches, the sejiyants
TIIE SNOW BLOCKADE.
who knew Fisk in his earlier day S.
t lie
ing
I
couM
country,
in
New
that
sake.
York, and again declares that the en
Oh,
inspire
Christ’s
with other sen ll----—
Omaha, Jan. 10.—The letest reports from tin ! tire bonded debt of South Carolina, iucludiu
young that are growing up
to
!
the hvpothecated bonds at their full face valu 3
The Grand Duke left St. Louis yesterday f >r West to-day state that the Union Pacific rail
incuts than those base ones that are blown
is but $15,759,000,
their cars, that there isuo such thing as patri it: Kansas City, preparatory for die buffalo hut t. 1 road is blocked to Creston,

J
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AT

American Securities—U. S. 5-20’s 1862,911; do 1865,
old, 93}; do 1867, 93*; U. S. 10-40’s, 92.
Frankfort, Jan. 110—11.30 A. M.—U. S. 5-20’s
1862, 96*.
Paris, Jan. 10—11.30 A.M.—Rentes closed at 56f

Portlaud

„•
s

30}

_T

ESCAPED

European Markets.

PAST

«

7A

81
138
103
117

ENTERTAINMENTS.

refining

London, Jan. 10—11.30
money and account.

War

3

j0Ja2

Central Railroad.
Union Pacific Railroad.
[Sales at Auction.]
Casco National Bank, Portland.
Canal National Bank, Portland.
State Sixes, 1878.
Bath "“"KlWre
City Sixes, 1895..
Portland Citv Sixes, 18841.
Bides Manufacturing
Company
Franklin Company, Lewiston..
Eastern Railroad Sixes
1874.7.7.77!
r.

Mackerel—Market firm at previous quotations. We
notice sales at $12 00 and 9 00
bbl for Bay l’s and
2’s, and 15 50 for Shores. Shore mess held at $18 to
$22
bbl, accordihg to quality.
Smoked Halibut—12c
lb.
Oil—60
gal.

METEOROLOGICAL.

VARIOUS MATTERS.

35*

Railroad
Extern
Michigan

will shortly send an ultimatum to the RoCatholic bishops who have not accepted
the dogma of infallibility.
| quiet and steady.
Liverpool, Jan. 10—1.30 P. M.—Cottoa quiet and
MEXICO.
steady; sales 15,000 bales, of which 5000 were specuTHE REVOLUTION.
lation and export. The sales yesterday reached
20,000
bales.
Matamoras, Jan. 10.—Gen. Costina reLondon. Jan. 10—4.30 P. M.—Consols closed 92} for
crossed the San Juan river.yesterday and halted
money and account.
in front of Mier, where the revolutionists are in
American securities—U. S. 5-20.1862, 91*; do 1865.
force. The revolutionists held a council of war
old, 93*; do 1867, 93*; U. S. 10-40’s 92.
in which it was decided to enforce a loan of
Liverpool, Jan. 10—4.30 P. M.—Cotton closed a
shade easier; Middling uplands 10} @ lo}d do Or$50,000 from the citizens under their control to leans
sales estimated at 15,000 "bales, of which
purchase arms and ammunition, the want of 4,000 lOJd;
hades were for export an speculation.
which prevents an advance.

The officers of the Manhattan Bank positively ueuy mat uaKtey nan ever nau a cem, ueposited there.
Acting Mayor Cochrane held a levee to-day.
There was another heavy run on the Third
Avenue Savings Bank to-day.
The officers
claim to be able to meet all demands.
The statue of Franklin has been placed on its
pedestal in Printing House Square and veiled
with the American flag.
Xhe Staten Island ferry-boat Castleton has
been seized and libelled for non-comyliance
with the laws of Congress in not having a steam
recording gauge.
The railroad trouble at Hempstead, L. I., is
ended, the attacking party showing no disposition to renew the war.

....

30*7

[Sales
9.]
American Gold.
Union Pacific Land Grants 7».
Vermont Central 1st Mortgage 7s.
Boston and Maine Railroad.

For the week ending Wednesday,
January 10.
George’s Codfish—Market unchanged. We notice
sales at $5 50 ^ qtl; held higher.
Bank Codfish—We notice sales Saturday at $5 per
qtl.

man

Albany

88

loo.S

Beaton Ktork l.iat.
at the Broker’s Board, Jan.

Gloucester Fish Farket.

Pope

GRAND JURY.

Bomb,100.

S°Lt

Savannah,Jan. 10.—Cotton quiet; Middling up20* @ 2UJc.
Mobile, Jan. 10.—Cotton dull; Middling uplands
at 20*c.
New Orleans, Jan. 10.—Cotton quiet; Middling
uplands 20} @ 20 Jc.

Rome, Jan. 10.—It is announced that the

The Commercial is informed that it is the intention to place the Tammany Society distinctly on a reform ground.

THE

«& FVrm’gton R. R.

S

XT

00
Portland & Ken. R. R. Bonds,,
77 w
Portlaml & Ogdcnsburg R.R.
Bonds, gold, 88
90
Rochester
R.
R. Bonds, 7b,... 93*
oil
iUU! ^
Portland
& Rochester R. R.
Stock,.
Portland & Forest Av. It. R.,.. 100.50
55

7c.

THE

S

lands

DISOBEDIENT BISHOPS.

SYNOPSIS OF WEATHER REPORTS FOR
TWENTY-FOUR HOURS.

g
7**

■

LawreCT/H\

Receipts—4,000

ITALT.
THE

TAMMANY NOTES.

A

Spain

-BIO}

75

."...llS*

Domestic market*.

firmation.

jury.

LOSS OF

Washington.
same special

The

in

that Stokes is already indicted is
probably untrue, though it is understood that
the case is under consideration by the grand
It is believed that Tweed will go to

l.„ ..1..

ship for the American people.

rumor

to-night.

FRANCE.

IN

Paris, Jan. 10.—A dispatch from Dijon says
that Cremer, who was summoned to trial for
the execution of a supposed Prussian spy having refused to appear, has been arrested and
brought before the Court, where his trial for
murder is proceeding.
%

Conventions, Adjourned.

BEFORE THE

Merchants’National frank

New York, Jan. 10—Evening.—Cotton
)c lower;
sales 2538 bales,and closing strong; Middling uplands
at21»c. Flour dull and scarcely so firm; sales 6808
«
State
00 @ 7 45; round hoop Ohio 6 90 (a) 7 55;
bbis;
Western 6 00 @ 7 60; Southern 6 95 @ 9 75. Wheat
heavy and about lc lower; sales 64,000 bush; No l
Spring at 1 59 @ 1 60 in store and afloat; No 2 at 1 54
@157 in store; Winter Red Western 1 63@165;
W hite Michigan 1 70 @ 175. Corn
heavy; new 1 @ 2c
lower; sales 112,000 bush; new Mixed Western 76
@ 76)e afloat; old 78 @ 79c in store. Oats heavy and
lower; sales 46,000 bush at 54) @ 56)c.
Beef steady.
Pork dull and heavy; newmess 14 00 @ 14 12; old do
13 00 @ 13 12. Lard steady at 9@ 9)c. Butter
steady.
steady at 92). Rice firm at 8) @ 8)c. Sugar is firm; Muscovado 9) @ 10c;
9 @ 9)c.
Coffee firm; Rio 19) @ 21 )c. Molasses firm; New Orleans 45 @55.
Naval Stores—Spirits Tur;»entine
quiet and unchanged at 67)c. Rosin heavy 4 80 @
4 90 lor strained. Petroleum dull; crude 13 @ 13)c;
refined 23) @ 23)c. Tilllow steady at 8| @ 9)c.
Wool quiet and firm; pulled 61) @ 67)c.
Freights to Liverpool without decided change;
Wheat, i>er sail, 6)d; do steam 6) @ 6|d; Corn, j>er
sail, 6d.
Chicago, Jan. 10.—Flour in fair demand and firm.
Wheat a shade lower; No 1 Spring 1 26)^ 1
27; No 2
do at 1 23); No 3 do at 1 13; rejected 1 03 @ 1 04.—
Corn opened and closed dull; No 2 Mixed at
@
41)c: rejected 38) @ 39c. Oats dull and shade lower;
No. 2 at 32|c; rejected 29 @ 30c. Rye in fair demand
and a shade liigbert; No 1 at 67) @ 68c; rejected 60c.
Barley quiet and weak; No 2 Spring 62) @ 63c; No 3
do at 49) @ 50c. Pork dull and a shape lower at 13 15
Lard dull and drooping at 8)c; seller Feb@ 13 20.
ruary 84c. Hams in pickle 84 @ 9)c. Bulk Meats unchanged; green meats ssteady. Hogs moderately active at 4 15 @ 4 60 dressed;
hogs firm. Whiskey
firm at 88c.
bbis flour, 16,000 bush wheat, 122,000 bush corn, 28,000 bush oats, 2,000 bush rye, 2,000
bush barley, 25,000 liogs.
Shipments—4,000 bbis flour, 1,000 bush wheat,17,000
bush corn, 11,000 bush oats, 0,000 bush rye, 1,000
bush barley, 5,000 hogs..
Cincinnati. Jan. 10.—P«rir dull and droopiug at
13 25.
Bulk Maatn nominally; shoulders 0)c; sides
® 6)c. Live Hogs dull and lower at 4 30 @ 4 60;
receipts 8000 head. Whiskey in good demand at 88c.
Green meats quiet and weak; shoulders 43; sides 53c.
Hams 8 @ 8)c.
Toledo, Jan. 10.—Flour quiet and unchanged.—
Wheat easier; extr Michigan 1 60; No 1 at 1 55; Amber Michigan 1 47, 1 429; No 2 Red at 1
42) @ 1 43;
No 3 Red 135. Corn dull and a shade lower; high
mixed 489c; low* do
48) ® 48)c; no grade 47c. Oats
steady; No 2 at 40); Michigan 41 )c.
Charleston, Jan 10.-Cottonquiet; Middling up-

Whiskey

»»

■

National Traders’ Biuik,
"too.,?9,■
*®“®d National Bank,...'.loo.!.
Portland Comi*uiy..
loo
KK
Portland Gas Company,.7.. 50. ’*7
Ocean Insurance Company..
100
’on
Atlantic & St.
A.& K. K. K. Bonds,.......
X
Maine Central K. R. .Wk,-... 100..
S
Maine Central R. R. Bonds,
7’s,. .‘.7 98
Leeds

41#

FRANCE.
THE GERMANS

had complained of him to Gen. Grant as an enemy of hie administration, he went to Washington to see the President, but General Porter
threw every difficulty in his way.
The first
time Gen. Porter sent out word that the President could see no one that day but John Russell Young and Col. McGee. The next day and
the day after it was the same. The fourth (lay
Secretary Boutwell got him an audience and he
told the President that the charges were untrue.
He said that the reason the charges were made
was a rumor that he was a friend of Mr. Fenton. Tne President told him to have no fear of
of removal, and assured him that there was no
charge against him as an official, and if there
was
any repetition of the charges he would
give him a chance to be heard. Three weeks
after the witness saw his removal in the Evening Post, and that was the first he had heard of
it. Gen. Palmer attributes his appointment to
the notice taken of him by Secretary Boutwell
while acting as a lawyer in the case of Blatchford frauds, a combination between brokers and
excise officers to cheat the government. Blateliford was a deputy collector. He was indicted a
year ago and is now at liberty. In reply to
Senator
Bayard, witness said that the gentleman behind him handing a written question to
Senator Howe was Col. Bliss, who was interested in sustaining one side of the Republican party. Senator Howe remarked somewhat Tartly
that the Senator might put Bliss on the stand if
he felt any curiosity, without making an attack
upon himself.
Mr. Bayard said there was no attack and no
curiosity, but he preferred to made it publicly
known what the gentleman was who was putting in questions.
Senator Casserly complained of the officers of
the government sustaining one side of the investigation more than another. He believed
the committee able to get along without such
active interposition of officers jof the Custom
House and their friend and followers.
Senator Stewart thought it fair libt only that
the Custom House side should be heard but that
should come and hear the charges.
they
Mr. Caserly admitted that it was so, but condemned the intermeddling conduct they had
witnessed of so many Custom House officers.
Gen. Palmer further stated that it was a well
established fact that Custom House officars
were
employed to control the two last State
STORES

Department

of

nesday.

wUh internal revenue.
removal of parties in tlie Custom fiouse for political reasons, and being informed that parties

The

Attorney

Robert W. Mackey was elected State Treasby the Pennsylvania Legislature Wednesday, in place of Stanton, deceased.
A battalion of Spanish riflemen has arrived
at Nuevitas from Spain.
A large demonstration was made yesterday in
Limerick, Ireland, against the home rule of the
present government. The procession numbered 30,000.
The difficulty between the Wilkesbarre (Pa.)
Coal and Iron Company and their miners lias
been adjusted. They will resume work Monday with wages reduced 10 per cent.
The Georgia Legislature re-assembled Wed-

Horace B. Clarke, commission merchant, testified that in 1870 his books, stock and premise,
were
seized by Deputy Collector Thompsons
and he was next day arrested on a warrant and
saluted by Thompson as a thief.
Word was
sent to his brother that the thing might be compromised for $12,000. He refused to settle it
and defended himself successfully in the U. S.
Court, but the expense of doing so for fees, &c.,
was $100,000.
The stock in question not being
worth jnore than $25,000, the stock was sold by
the U. S. Marshal, and $2500 of this returned
to him.
He never knew what became of the
rest.
A. M. Elliot, brother-in-law of Thompson,
was concerned in the proceeding.
A drunken
crowd came and seized his goods and stole
articles.
him
word that
Thompson sent
many
he would ruin him unless he compromised.—
Witness had heard of many similar cases and
luiuioii

new

urer

$50,000.

i>au

the
the
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Bank,..1J0..5.’

6’s.!...!!!!115)

NEW YORK.

R.

Bangor City

Bonds,'20'years. *f
Callus City Bonds,.
W
'Ji
Cumberland National Bank,.
4.,
S
Cimal National
First National Bank,...
loo.Casco National Bank,...'.'.joo.'. 3
••}“*!

Vkgs

neers.

,!S

." nil

1867

MahmBnnds.{»””»«*

Bath City Bonds

“j"*15

The following bills were
passed: To prohibit
the retention of soldiers* discharges by claim
agents and attorneys; to authorize the discontinuance of certain grades in the military service, namely: company articificer and wagoner,
and quartermaster sergeant, also extra lieutenants, as fast as vacancies occur in that grade;
and the house bill donating condemned cannon
for a soldier’s monument at Pittsfield, Mass.

NEW YORK CUSTOM HOUSE

Oovernnit,nt 5-20’s, July,

m
?SS».JU,I'lm.::
State of

bagyags,

land;

HOUSE.

Petitions anck Bills Received and Referred—
Of Jas. Withce, for deed of lauds; of Hiram
Morse for same; of Will. Haskell and others,
asking to be incorporated by the name of the
Pemaquid Monumental Association with bill
accompanying; of P. W. Hyde, for lot of State
laud; of Samuel Bryant of Rockland,for regulations of the rates of the Rockland Water Co.; of
Greenville P. Clapp and others, for right to
erect and maintain a dam across Salt Pond in
Blue Hill; for aid to Oak Grove Seminary; of S.
Fairbanks and others, of Mt. Vernon, for
amendment of laws in relation to line fences;
ofWm. H. Quimby. for renewal of pension;
of F. M. Sabine and others of Bangor, for incorporation Bangor Insurance Co., with bill accompanying; of G. M. Buck and others of

|

been

in concur-

The following were added to the House Committee on redistricting the State for members of
Congress: Messrs. May of Kennebec, Nickles
of Penobscot, and Farrington of Oxford.
Senator O’Brion presented an order furnishing the members of the Senate with ono copy of

■

The witness upon the stand had

disposed of

rence.

_

ness.

preamble

cure

Augusta, Jan. 10.—A communication was
received from the State Treasurer, transmitting

Government 6’a. 1881 .,'??}-109
Government 5-20’s, 1862 .!™f "11S
-HO
Government 5-20’s, 1864,. .fZ*
Government 5-20’s, 1865,... .’.{fr,-;}0J
Government 5-20’s, July, 1*65,"

Idawheat*11

and resolution, setting forth that any rules and regulations taking away from the President the
power of nominating to public offices, would
be
contrary to the constitution, and said that at an
early day he w ould call it up for the purpose of
submitting some remarks ou the latest political
delusion called “Civil Service Reform/’ which
takes it from the officers in whom it is vested
by the constitution and gives it to a board of
school masters sitting in Washington.
Mr. Carpenter’s resolution was laid over.
The bill prohibiting the detention of soldier’s
discharges by claim agents and attorneys was
a

adopted.

SENATE,

—

gal skill and acumen of an able attorney is
than equalled by the native wit of a wit-

Carpenter offered

Portland D.uy r„M Slack j.,,,
For the week
ending Jan. 10 1872
Corrected by W. E. Wood,
Broker, 67 Exchange S,
^ Va,UtGold,

T., ,^

MR. CARPENTER MAKES CnEAP TALK.

Mr.

AND

lOO^r^

committee to investigate the charges
against Mr. Clayton, of Arkansas.
A bill from the Foreign'Committee authorizing the admision of six Japanese youths to
West Point without expense to the government
w as introduced, occasioning a long debate as to
the precedent set by such a proceedeut, and
finally it went over.
a

were

_

more

LEGISLATURE.

MAINE

m

neglect

SENATE.
ed

FINANCIAL

COMMERCIAL
¥HB NEW ORLEANS QUARREL.
New Orleans, Jan. 10.—Early this mornForeign Exports.
ing a large number of Metropolitans armed
Br'g Eudorus 5000 box
with rifles took up a position on Royal street,
shooks, 29,
from
Canal
almost
the
entire
street
occupying
Beceipu by Knilro.d. and
to Custom House street, and preventing the asH|faMbo„„
Grand Trunk Railway—250
cans milk 200 111
sembling of the Carterites.
flour 1 car potatoes, 1 do
The morning papers publish the names of
sundries, 1 do laths'
i
car
furniture,
corn, 1 do clapboard*, 29 lulls l,-„
several citizens who witnessed the shooting of
1 car bark; for Lower
Provinces—:ioo bbls
Wheyland yesterday, and who state that the 5®“”?*:
itt'aUU'rH 1 car “Los, 2 do
provisions,
shooting was done by policemen.
The statements regarding the killing of WheyCity
from
Boston—id
SiT,E„A,“?B
,Forkst is
cases
land are contradictory. Capt. McCann testified
and
10 bales domestics,
cases shoos, lo bars steel
before the coroner’s jury, so the Republican
5 bbls oil 19 pcs marble, 50 bbls beans and
onions, 5
tcs
2
casks
oil
that
lard,
50 bars Iron, 12 bdls
states,
McCullough acknowledged he shot
paper, 2
kegs lead, 11 bdls chair stock, SO do pasteWheyland in the discharge of his duties as sleighs, lbboxes
tin, 15 ton pig iron,50 bbls sugar 15 bdls
Sergeaut-at-Arms of the House of Representa- board,30
pipe, 3 horses, 9 bdls shovels, 100 pckgs to order for
tives. The Republican says that upon this eviCanada and up country—15 bales cottou, loo Ulls
dence the jury agreed on the verdict, “That
11 plates iron, 15 bbls soap, 02 bales wool 4
leather,
Wheyland came to his death at the hands of
10 bdls leather, 17 car wheels, 75
pckgs’to
certain persons at present nameless.”
This morning Coroner Creagh promulgated
Steamer Franconia from New York—19 tons
another verdict in the same case, charging Mc- eJjery stone, 86 hhds tobacco, 30 do molasses, 4 do
half chests tea, 227 bales rags, 17 do buffalo
Cullough ami two McCormicks with the murder skin*, 600
miles, 5 do do robes, 4 do furs, 128 rolls leather, 2 do
of Wheyland, and George W. Carter with beloo lulls paj*er hangings, 22 do
carpeting,
wire, 70 do
ing accessory to the fact, The Governor says
35
r°pe, 150 boxes sewing machines, 130
coiJH
that in consequence of this verdict he lias sent
do tobacco,
60 do bitters, 160 do tin plate, 150 do raisa policeman to Royal street to arrest Carter.
,» 50.do ,H<*P>, 30 do drugs, 25 do hardwaie, 50 do
The Tillies says the most lawless and repredo *luteM>
do window
25 do
USzJirJl,
hensible of all acts yet done was done this
cheese, 6 do skins, 171 bbls cement, 20 do glass,
glass ware,
Jo aaltpetre, 20 do
in
the
with
morning
ware. B do
occupation of Royal strict
glass
Metropolitan police armed with Remington oysters, 5 do oranges, 5 casks w, lead, 40 kegs soda, 15
|IU1U1'’ ‘“Lags rice, 3 piano*,
rifles.
200
sundries.
The Bee says that the Federal Government
would not only be justified in putting down the
flfew York Nloek and
Honey Harkel.
administration of Gov. Warmouth, but it is
New York. Jan. 10—Morning—Gold loo.
bound to cause such a rule to cease.
7 per cent. Sterling Exchange 1094 a mi. Money
stocks
Gov. Warmouth to-day issued another proclasteady and dull. State StockB firm.
mation ordering the Carter faction to desist
The following are the forenoon quotations of Southfrom further proceedings, and commanding the
ern securities;
members to return to their seats in the General
Tennessee 6’s, new. 33,
Virginia 6’s, new.
Assembly.
] 35*
The Picayune says:—“Our merchants were Missouri6’s cx-int.951
Louisiana 6’s, old..
oblige to close their doors against the mob at Louisiana
mid-day. Incalculable loss is suffered by our Alabama C’s, new.!!!!.*!!!!!! 55
5’s...!!.!!!!!!!! 60
citizens in this manner. Application for an inGeorgia 7’s.
80
junction restraining the Carterites from further North Carolina 6’s, new.
*,
15
action has been postponed till Saturday. There
South Carolina 6’s, new. 24
is no material change in the condition of afThe following were the quotations for Pacific Railfairs to-day.
Very few ladies appeared on road securities:
Canal street and there was no business in doors
Central Pacific bonds.ion
as the men
Union Pacific do.’
geuerallp were out.
yQ?
Union Pacific stock.!.!!!!!.*!!!!!!! 301
A SHOOTTVfi AEEATO
Union Pacific land grants.
793
A shooting affair occured at the St. Charles’
Union Pacific income bonds. 84
this afterhoon, in which two
New York. Jan.
persons not implifirm
at
7
10—Evening.—Money
cated in the row were shot, one dangerously.—
percent. Shortly before the close of bahk hours
The Picayune opposes martial law.
large amounts were loaued as low as 4 per cent., but
there was not a true guide to the condition of the
RECONCILLIATION IMPOSSIBLE.
market; the banks receiving liberal remittances from
A committee called on Governor Warmouth
the West. Sterling Exchange w eak at 1084 ai 1094.—
and asked him to appoint a committee to meet
Gold heavy at 108} @ 108}. Some of the
foreign bankers were
a committee
from the Carter faction for the
heavy sellers In connection with the recent
bond negotiations in Europe;
of
rates
all
of
difference.
carrying
@3
purpose
settling
questions
The Governor replied that he could hold no percent.; clearances $39,000,000.
The Treasujy paid $65,000 for redeemed 5-20’s and
communication with Geo. \V. Carter whom he
•400,000 January Interest.
Governments dull and
regarded ns a fugitive from justice.
lower and closed
steady. Southern State bonds heavy,
Missouri alone being firm. Stocks were higher ami
strong.
TELEGRAPHIC ITERS.
The following are the closing quotations of Government securities:
A shock of earthquake was felt Tuesday eveUnited
States coupon 6’s,
H51
ning at 7.45 at Lancaster, N. H.
United States .:-_/s 1862.109}
The father of James Fisk has gone crazy
United States 5-20's 1864.1104
from the assassination of his sou. He did not
TTnitwl Ktnt»o *_‘>n» ion* .0.1
attend the funeral Tuesday.
United States 5-20’s 1> J5, new.1W|
United States 5-20’s 1867.!!! 1114
The Brooklyn supervisors commenced an inUnited States 5-20’s
vestigation into a number of sinecure offices United States 10-40’s.,1868..! !!lllj
eoupon.109)
Tuesday, finding thirty-three officers attached Currency
to one Court.
The following were the closing quotations of
Stocks:
A boy 15 years old named Hedgespeth, near
Western Union Telegraph Co. *.
704
Mount Carmel, 111., killed his mother Tuesday.
Pacific Mall.
.. 55
The boy was committed to jail.
N. Y. Central and Hudson River consolidated_95
N. Y. Central and Hudson River consolidated sep 91
If is stated in a Columbia (S. C.) letter that
the defence in the Ku Klux cases are
3r>
entirely Erie.
Erie preferred. [ 65
broken down and those implicated are
fleeing. Harlem.115
The Klan is almost effectively broken
Harlem preferred.116
up.
A report is current that the bank account of
Reading.114
Central ex-div.116)
Mayor Hall has at last been found in the Man- Michigan
Lake Shore & Michigan Southern. 904
hattan Bank, and that a prosecution based upon
Illinois Central.132
it is about to be made by Attorney General BarCleveland & Pittsburg.
90)
low. It is stated that be will soon resign.
Chicago & North Western. 68)
Chicago & Northwestern preferred. 911
Gov. Wliyte, of Maryland, was inaugurated
Chicago & Rock Island.Hm)
Wednesday.
Milwaukiejfc St. Paul. 54
In the Wharton trial, Dr. Ballzell testified
Mihvaukie & St. Paul preferred. 80)
that
& Fort Wayne.
Gen.
Ketchum
died
of
cerebro
Pittsburg
95
Wednesday;

—

Eamsdell’s directions
the trunks were carried to Pleasant street.
Ranisdell at once disappeared, but on Tuesday
he came to the surface again and fell into the

going to Maine,

are

lOusiaiva.

XLIID CONGRESS-SECOND SESSION.
Messrs. Wright,
Washington, Jan. 10.
Morrill, of Maine, and Norwood, were appoint-

AUGUSTA.

Kailroad depot in charge of a truckman. Theii
intentions were known to a young man named
Charles Ranisdell, also belonging in Cornish,
who intercepted the truckman and informed
him that the ladies had abandoned the idea of

cultured, monarchy must prevail
where a part of the people are cultivated, aristocracy, or the government of the few; where
the whole people are intelligent, democracy, oi
the republic or representative government.
There is no kind of government, however,
which is free from practical objection. A republican government is by no means perfect
All that can be truly said is that its practical

COLUMN.

BY TELEGRAPH.

Arrest for Larceny and Horse Stealing.—In October last two young ladies belonging in Cornish, but at work in Boston, desiring
to visit their home, sent their trunks, containing all their wearing apparel, to the Eastern

of any of the course, if we except that on tin
occasion of the opening lecture by John B
Gough. We append a synopsis of Mr. Beech
er’s remarks:
He began by saying: “I shall speak to yoi
this evening on the Redemption of the Ballot
Government is an organic institution. Tin
form of government is not Divine, but the in
stitution of government is. There are three
kinds, and they may be said to answer to three
stages of civilization. Where none of the peo

pie

It is not so. You should have but one
and that to love disinterestedly the
which you dwell.”

thought,
land m

dtf

BANKRUPTCY.—District Court of the United
States for the District of Maiac. In the matter
of JABEZ C. WOODMAN. Bankrupt.
Pursuant to an order of the Court, the second general meeting of the creditors of said Bankrupt will bo
held at Portland in sail District on the twenty-seventh dav of January. 1872, at 9 o'clock A. m. at the
office of James D. Fessenden, one of the Registers iu
Bankruptcy in said District, for the purposes named
in the twentv-seventh section of the Bankrupt Act ot
\ March 2d, 1867.
1
Dated at said Portland, January 6th, 1872.
GEORGE F. EMERY,
!
jay-16-w 12
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Assignee,

MEDICAL.

THE PEES8.

MISCELLANEOUS.

Wholesale Price* Currrul.
Correcte<l for tlio Press to Jan. 10.

Portland

AJipirn.

.....

-AT-

85 in
$4,000
A

'oik,

6

NEW

Hake,. 2 00 @ 2 25

Herring,
Shorei-pbhl
Scaled,t>bx

PORTLAND,

No.

1,.

@
@
@

■Jaleratus, pib,

New Brunswick.
Eg*”a gents wanted In every town in the State,
L has been about

2,. 10 00 @ 11 00

250

_

•

Iron.

Common,_

4
6
6
19
14
16

German Steel

Eng.Blis Steel
Spring Steel..

@
@
@
@
@

6}

21
15
20
11

7£@

iron,

English,....

16 @
Tobacco,
rives and Tens,
Best Brands 65 @
Medium,_ 60 @

4$
4J

4J@

Refined,.

Swedish,.
Norway,.
Cast Steel,....
Sheet

Antimony,...

@

brands,.

Russia,.
Belgian,....

20
22
littril.

Kegs,

lb,..
Tierces, p lb.

@

@

Pail,.
Caddies,.

10J

ill
13J

How

MRS. WM. J. LEWIS.
Old Town, Sept. 17, 1870.

Complete History

of

Chicago and its Destruction
40,000 copies sold.

SETH MORSE.
past lour

In

English and German. Price §2 50.
CAUTION:—Since issuing this work, smaller

For Htty years 1 have been troubled with Scrofula
Some fifteeu years ago a fearful ulcer broke out onmy leg. Three months ago it had extended Irjm
the ankle joint nearly to the knee. I could not
move witnout great pain.
In this condition I commenced faking the University
Medicine,
A first it drove out a fearful humor all over
me.
Tn a tew days the humor began to
subside, and the
ulcer is now liealtd and 1 feel like a new being
ELIZABETH
38 Chestuut-st.
Portland, Aug. 30.

MONTH to sell our Universal Cement
fJJJO 4 fJ Combination Tunnel. Button Hole Cutter, and other-articles, Saco Novelty Co., Saco, Me.
A

Gun materials of every kind.
Rifles,
to Great

Write for Price

Western Gun Works, Pittsburg, I»a.
List,
Army Guns and Korol vers bought or traded for.
Wanted.
Agents
4w
ja8 t

$10
T
-L w

From 50

Cts.

SAMPLES sent (postage paiil) for Fifty Cents,
that retail

easily

for Ten Dollars.
I. Wolcott,

JaWw_K.

BOOK

4w
Y.

N.

long wanted novelty in the subscription
HAVE
line which will sell at sight in every
family. The
a

Pictorial Family Register
the only work extant which satisfies this want. It
beautiful and striking, combining an entirely new
and elegant Family Photograph Album, with
a complete Family History.
Full particulars

is
is

aud circulars free. Address GEO.
ftchool Htrect, Bouton, Mum*.

MACLEAN,

;l

ja8-4wf

For three
.yeats I was badly afflicted with Asthma,
Uatarrh, and a tearful consumptive cough
1 was perfectly cured with the
University Medicines m six weeks. For the past two months I
have
been coni mimlly exposed to wet and cold, without
the least return ol symptoms of the above diseases
C APT. A. CLEAVES.
Cape Elizabeth, June 3,1870.

THEA-NECTAR

JlS

A PURE BLACK TEA
With tile Green Tea Flavor.
Warranted
to suit all tastes. For
|
sale everywhere in our “trademark” pound and Half
pound
packages only. And for sale
| wholesale only by the Great Atlantib aud Pacific Tea Co., 8
Church at., New York P. O. Box
Send for Thea Nectar Circular.
jan8-4wt

5506.

COLLECTION

MUSIC.
in

«i!,T1V ,t,W

SZeZZ
Pnce in

the quality

Large' Ckar> ^ ^

olf

m

j

fSite

Clotl.

$2 50; Boards, $2 00.
Sent post-paid, on
reeeipt of retail price.
MTSON & CO., Boston,
r w nrTsmPKi?1*

CZ-12DdTw0^tr&C°-NewYorkMill for Sale

or

Lease.

SITUATE

““j'MmtMWnt.
Zl

behold

X Xlr Stv si-1 sfwm
for'

«i with
For further

myllwtf.

partfcuTar^ful^^
CHARLES

BARTLETT,

0,k'r

ASS;?—.sm
.."dirrSfij;
|*rtk

Wood !

Wood

and SOFT WOOD for
coin street. Also

HARD

1 have been afflicted tor
twenty year-- with Chronic
Rheumatism. 1 have spent hundreds otdollaislor
medical treatment without
benefit, Ten dav»ago.
[ commenced taking the
University Medicines, aud
has been more benefit to me tli n
8ay
h
ill otucr tieaimeut I ever
received. My p ace of
imsineps is 137 Pearl stroet. 1 shall be
pleased to
mswer all enquiries.
JOHN

aI,\,r

TURNER.

as Coughs,
Colds,Whooping Cough,
Bronchitis, Asthma and Consumption.

such

THE FEW Compositions
which have won the confidence of mankind and
become household words
among not only one but
many nations, must have
extraordinary virtues. Perhaps no one ever secured so
wide a reputation or maintained it so long as Ayer’s

Cherry Pectoral. It
has been known to the public about forty years, by a
long contiuned series of
marvellous cures, which have won for It a confidence
in its virtues, never equalled by
any other medicine.
It still makes the most effectual cures of Coughs,
Colds, Consumption, that can be made by medical
skill* Indeed, fctlie Cherry Pectoral has really
robbed these dangerous diseases of their terror#, to a
great extent, and given a feeling of immunity from
their fatal effects, which is well founded, if the remedy be taken in season. Every family should have it
in their closet for the ready and prompt relief of its
members. Sickness,
Buttering, and even life is saved
by this timely protection, The prudent should not
neglect it, and the wise will not. Keep it by you for
the protection it affords in sudden
attacks, and by ts
use.

PREPARED BY
DR. J. C. AYER & CO., LOWELL, MASS.,
Practical and Analytical Chemists,
And sold by druggists all round the world.

docl8-d&wevery3dwly

HASTINGS,
ORGANS
—AND—

WM. HUSE.

&

ROOM,

ST.

Received the HIGHEST
PREMIUMS in the New
England and State Fairs in
1869.

All Instruments Warranted.

mail.

sel* *® *»e paid for in Install-

v

ments.
lalso have the

state for the

A^c^for

McPhails

Pianos,

The leading instrument manufactured in the
United
States.

Remember 144 1-2

Exchange

"47__dc20

St.

itherwfse.
.rimf”*
ues

baviug U<mbt8

wi"

to
wi

T'lensfl

be gcuuine
find them

Consolidated

GAMMON AT HIS OLD BUSINESS
Undersigned has returned to his business, at
Painting, Glazing and Paper Hanging, at his old
stand, No 3£ Union Street, where he hopes to see

THE

former

above.

E.

dc!3

Machine is itortable,
always ready, cannot get out

the

of order; harm less to life and
sudden outbreak of lire invalua-

Boston, Dec. 6, 1871.
D. Miles, Treasurer :
Afire took this morning,
caused by a drop of
ignited alchol failing upon 000
was a

sheet of

ail

from

flame; your Extinguisher was brought

a'jlisastrous conflagration.
E. W. BUS
WELL, Treas.

and

Circular address

b^

■

«.

.iih.1 irm

.-ij

...... ■—

want of

TuThS

trust of

our'

Fevers, Inflammation of the

Liver, Dropsy, Sluggish Circulation of
the BJood, Abscesses, Tumors,
Jaundice, Scrofula, Dyspepsia, Ague and Fever, or
their Concomitants.

offered to the public

great invigorator and rem-«
of the blood, or for organic

as a

edy

for all impurities
weakness with their attendant

tf

For the fore-

JVRVBEBA
is confidently recommended. to every
family as a
household remedy, and should be freely taken in all
derangements of the system. It gives health, vigor
and tone to all the vital forces, and animates and fortifies all weak and lymphatic temperaments.
JOHN Q. KELLOGG, 18, Platt Street, New York.
Sole Agent for the United States.
Price One

jnl

Dollar per Bottle.
4w
f

Send for Circular,

PROFITABLE

EMPLOYMENT.

desire to engage a few more Agents to sell the
World Renowned Improved BUCKEYE SEWING MACHINE,at a liberal salary or on Commission.
A Horse and Wagon given to Agents. Full Particulars furnished on application. Address W. A. Henderson* & Co., General Agents, Cleveland. Ohio, and
St. Louis, Mo.
jnl f 4w

WE

WELLS’S CARBOLIC

NO FAMILY

CAN AFFORD TO
BE WITHOUT
THIS
VALUABLE

MEDICINE.
tem,
Impurities of

the

■

Blood.

relieved and statements
constantly being sent to the proprietor of relief
in cases of Throat difficulties of
years’ standing.

Caution.
Don’t be deceived by worthless imitations. Get
only Wells’s Carbolic Tablets. Price 25 cts per
box.
JOHN Q. KELLOGG, 18 Platt
St., N. Y.,
Sole agent for the U. S. Send for Circular. jnl-f4w
IS NO HUMBUG !

By sending 35 Cents
with age,
color of eyes and hair, you will
receive by return mail a correct
picture of your future
husband or wife, with name and date of
narriage.
Address W. Fox, P. O. Drawer, No. 24 Fultonville,
N. Y.
4w
jnlf

THIS

height,

nntiTOBD
The old Hartford Office, notwithstanding it*
h'avy
losses at Chicago, comes out with its capital unimpared. and assets amounting to over one million
five hundred thousand dollars.
The assets ot the Hartford Company on the 1st ot
October were $2,785,877. It is estimated that
their losses by the Chicago fire will not exceed
$1,200,000 which leaves the Company in a condition
tor meeting all future obligations
and
honpromptly
orably.
The Company is now prepared under this undoubted security to take good business. Tlicre will be an
advauce of rates but it will not be excessive or extravagant. It will be such as the public will justify
in a sound and reliable office that intends to
pay
every dollar ot loss.
The undeisigued is prepared to issue policies in
this old, safe and reliable Office.
JEREM IAH DOIF, Agent,
NO.O» EXCHANGE ST.
octntf

Constipation.

ness, and all Humors and

it has

no

Sold

By Druggists throughout the World.

equal.

Price 50 cents.
dcl5

MRS. DINSMORE’S
COUGH AM) CROUP BALSAM !
This is truly the best Medicine yet offered to the
Public for the cure of

TRY
dc23d&w

For all the Purposes of

a

Cogttvencss, Jaundice,
Dyspepsia, Indigestion,
Dysentery, Foul Stomach, Erysipelas, Head-

Rheumatism .Eruptions and Skin

kt

Biliousness,

Liver Complaint, Dropsy, Tetter, Tumors and

Salt

Rheum, Worms,
Gout, Neuralgia, as a
Dinner Pill, and Purifying the Blood,
are the most congenial purgative yet perfected.. Tlieir
effects abundantly show how much they excel all other Pills. They are safe and pleasant to take, but
powerful to cure. They purge out the foul humors
of the blood; they stimulate the sluggish or disordered organ into action, and they impart health and
tone to the whole being. They cure not only the every day complaints of everybody, but formidable and
dangerous diseases. Most eminent, clergymen, most
skilful physicians, and our best citizeus send certificates of cures performed and of great benefits they
have derived from these Pills. They are the safest
and best physic for children, because mild as well as
effectual. Being sugar coated, they are easy to
take; and being purely vegetable, they are entirely

harmless.

PREPARED BY
J. C. AYER & CO., LOWELL, MASST,
Practical and Analytical Chemists.
Sold by all druggists everywhere.
janl-e3dwly-l
DR.

Chicago,)

$aso,ooo

#1,189,000
NA TH’L F. VEERING,
Agent,
PORTLAND, ME.

Loss in Chicago oniy

$120,000._'

*dGd3m

HALL’S
,

VEGETABLE SICILIAN

HAIR

RSNEWER.
WILL POSITIVELY RESTORE GRA
HAIR TO ITS ORIGINAL COLOR.
It keeps the hair from falling out. It is the best
t
Iressiug in the world, making lifcless, stiff* brashy
^ lair, healthy, soft and
glossy.
For sale by all druggists.
1. P. HALL & CO.
Naushua, N. H. Proprietors,
uco
eod&eow d
eow w w49
2m

are

mY.L ^19 26^

LVA?uC?
that sell in
▼ ▼

] urg Pa.

fo

-^Kent's

every house.
no22

to

introduce article.
Latta & Co., Pitts-

w

Penk’»

CAPT.

For Sale

by all First-class Dealers.
WHOLESALE ROOMS,
GILES,WALES & CO. 13 Maiden Lane, New Yost

no9tf

at

4

P.

M.

for Halifax direct

making dose connections with the
Railway, for Windsor, Truro. New

Nova Scotia

Glasgow andPietou. and with Allan’s Mail Steamers
for Queenstown cud Liverpool.
Returning will leave Dominion Wharf, Halifax every Tuesday, at 4 P. M.
Cabin passage w ith State
For further information

Room.
$7 oo
apply to L. BILLINGS

or

shp 13tf

JOHN PORTEOUS, Agent.

Limington, daily.

At Buxton Centro for

and Limington, daily.

WINTER

On an<l after

Thursday.
£3P"Freight Ibr Calais

PRESS for
and Annapolis, thence by rail to
Windsor aud Halifax and with the E. & N. A. Railway for Shediac and intermediate stations.
4
lyFreight received on days of sailing unt
o’clock, p.m.
Winter rates will be charged for freight after Dec
2uth.
A. R. STUBBS, Agent.
dc20
is t Sat
then os
tf

Digby

more

Passeuger

except Mondays.

Mixed train from Augusta, Bath and Lewiston, and
intermediate stations at 6.45 P. M.
Freight train from Bangor and all intermediate sta-

tions via Lewiston at 4.30 P. M.
From Skowhegan via Augusta at 4.00 P. M.
From Waterville and intermediate stations via Lewiston, at 12.20 P. M.
UST^The passenger train leaving Portland at 1.00
P. M. contacts at Bangor with E. & N. A. Railway
train for Mattawamkeag, same night.
The night express from Portland connects at Bangor at 7.30 A. M. with day train through to St. John.
JAS. M. LUNT, Gen'l Superintendent,
L. L. LINCOLN, Aaat. Superintendent.
Augusta, January 3, 1872.

BOSTON & MAINE RAILROAD.

_

1871.

any other point in the

G A

~

after Monday, Oct. 30, 1871,

pmgjjgg,

train at j 30 A jj. for
Paris, ami intermediate stations.

(stopping at all stations) for Island
Pond, connecting with night mail train for Quebec,
Montreal and the West, at 1.10 P. M.

Accommodation for South Paris and intermediate
stations at 5.00 P. M.
Passenger trains will arrive as follows:
From Strata Paris and Lewiston, at 8.15 A. M.
at

of your delighted

We will guarantee that this boiler will shew 50
per cent, more power with the same weight of coal
than any boiler of the same heating surface in the
market, and will coutinue to do so, as long as it is
used, and wc will back our guarantees with GovERNMENT BONDS.
The durability of this boiler is greater than any
other for the reason is that no cold water is allowed
to come in contact with the intensely heal eel surfaces,
the feed water being gradually heated as it ascends
from the lower to the upper compartment.
We would especially call the attention of Railroad
men to the followiug facts, that while running this
bOllerwith coal or wood the sparks are neutralized,
and none have ever left the smoke-stack or chimney,
which in itself is a most valuable advantage, novel
before realized.
Confining ourselves to practice and not theory we
invite all parties in want of Steam Boilers to give us
a call.
W. T. BROWN & CO., General Agents,
dcl8.
Cor. Middle and Exchange Sts.

HIGH OR LOW

Engineers

either of them disuses
it to fall off prematurely, and either effect is
unsightly and unpleasant to behold.
Dr.
AYER’S consummate
skill has produced an
antidote for these dei
formities which has won
gratitude for him from
multitudes of women
and men.
His HAIR
1 'IGOR sometimes
reproduces lost hair; and always
r ^stores to failed anil gray hair its natural color, with
t le gloss .and freshness of youth. The comparatively
f m MB and gray heads, that we now see. are those
rho have not yet discovered the virtues of AYER’S
1 lAIR VIGOR for renewing the hair. The fresh and
> outhfulhair we see on older heads Is often the pro<1 uct of Ids art. If you are disfigured, or made
old,
a ustere and ugly, by gray hair, restore Its youthful
c dor, and with it your features to their original softb ess and agreeable expression.
As an elegant dressing lor beautifying the
Hair, It
as no

aud

t Cross Street,

tary predisposition, all
turn the hair gray;

Fdmunds,

I,0„8 Wha.t, Ho-tou.

i
*

*

polish!

For Beauty or i-oucn, saving of Labor,
Freeness from Dust, Durability A. Cheapness,truly unrivaled In any Country.

f

Reware of Worthless Imitations, under other names
but resembling ours in shape and color of
*
Wrapoer, u
0 intended to deceive.
*
The Rising Sun Polish in bulk, for stove dealers
use at twelve cents per
pouud—twenty-flve and fifty
"Cheaper than any other liullc Polish 21
w, P°un“ boxes.
for nothing.

£

«m

MORSE BROS,,

|

*

oclldl2w

\
Propr’s,
fclASS.

CANTON,

a,

FAIK FIELD

HOUSE,

ALL’S

MILLS,

RANDALL ANDREW.,
Late of (he Gardiner HoteUhe Maine Hotel at
Damftriscotta, ami Columbian House, Bath.
good
Stable
is
connected wilh the
Livery
„BV*A
Hollsemrhd.in
BY

_

Poi'lliind Railronil.
fTNHE Annua1 meeting of the Stockholders of the
M. Portland Railroad
t'ompany. will be held in tho
Reception Room, of the City Building. Portland, on
Monday. Jan. 15, 1872, at UuJi'jmu two o'clock, P. M.
for the
election of five Directors, an«l the transaction
or any other business that
may legally conic before
tho mooting.
CHAS HOLDEN, Sec'y.
January 3d, 1872.
td
eo.l

M D.

Two Colors,

on superb Tinted Paper.Four Hundred Engravings of Flowers,Plants
and Vegetables, with Descriptions, mid TWO
COLORED PLATES.—■-Directions uml

riuns for

fHANCH FOR AKKNTN
alt agency. local or
traveling
opportunity to make $5 to SM a .lav
Wki,f " *«
T
"T
Lines
They last forever; sample fne. Send
A,l‘*ress at onee Hudson l!l,, ,
vci^Tvc
Do you want

with

AORKAT
(i(.l>»iY.,«r3WWRlrndSJ"s'{.?C^eatk'nI^’

j

Coal

|

Machinists,

Portland, Maine.

COaY

jySMtr__

1

Ox band and sawed to dimensions,
HARD PINE PLANK,
HARD PINK FLOORING AND STEP.
BOARDS, for sale by

STETSON &•
Wharf and Dock, first,

OF WIDETHE HAND
AGENTS if they take an
gency at once for our Elegant Gift Books. People
dll buy presents for the Holidays, and our inducclents are unrivaled. $IOO easily earned in three
reeks, if you strike while the iron is hot. Address
1ft. A. HrKENIVEV A 4 0..
49 1-9 Exchange ilreet,

]

uo28deod2w

48-w3w

Portlaud, Me.

POPE,
of E street.

Office, 10 State st..Boston.

Sewing Machines
ANDBCTTEKICK’S

Patterns of

H. A. McKENNEY & CO.,
42 1-2 Exchange Street, Portland, Me.
decll-deod&w4w50
IN

corner

ELIAS HOWE

VANTED. Address,

Tk

110 Commercial >t.

Hard and WhitePine Timber

mrSOeod.y

\ Jjllil/WAKE

BROKEN,'

STOVE nml CBEITNl’T
By the cargo at the very lowest market price delivered on hoard at place ol shipment, sml will procure vessels t> transport the tame when desired
ROMM A MTI KDI VA.Vf,

Statistical and Business Directory
I tlie State, 450
pages. MAP, showing Counties,
.owns, Railroads, Steamboat Lines, with Distances,
1 ares, Telegraph and
Express Stations. Full of in1 M-mationas a nut of meat. 14
complete CITY Dibectior
•UiER,
$1.50. Everybody wants it. Sent port-paid
1 *r $1.50.
Map alone, pocket form, 50 cts. AGENTS

fit

WK

steajiem,

VOW
READY
Urticial

i>

by the Cargo !

|.l,np,

oe

< -ompleU!

4

an

Cloth/,

I

PRESSURE

manufacture the best Boiler and beat Radiator
or that purpoae ever Introduced into the
market aud
.ho are prepared to contract to
successfully warm
•ny building, without regard to size.
I). W. & Son also keep on hand
every description
< t Steam, lias and Water
Pipe and fittings, at wholeale and retail, and have in their
employ lirst class
rorkiuen to put In the same; and in their
Machine
\ .hop are prepared to attend
promptly to all kinds of
imehine work and repairs.
dc2#d&wtf w52

1

making Walks, Lawns, Gardens,

&e.-The handsomest and best Floral
C>ui<lc in the World.-All for Toil
€ OlltM, to those who think of
buying Seeds.
-Not a quarter the
cost-200,000 sold
of 1871. Address
JANIliS VICK,
Rochester, IJ. V,

NETTING,

vlio

superior.

PREPARED BY
DR. J. C. AYER & CO., LOWELL, MASS.,
Practical and Analytical Chemists,
And sold all round the world.
det‘5 deod&cowd-weow-ly

yp

1 STOVE

M D

Daniel Winslow A Son

TO ITS NATURAL VITALITY AND COLOR.

heredi-

sail-

I The Rising Sun

Steam Heating Apparatus.

FOR RESTORING GRAY HAIR

pointment.

jng3-ty

FOR THE BEST

Vigor,
ana

Hahn,

_

call

years,

p.m.

lor the West by the Penn. R. R. ami South
connecting lines forwarded tree ol commission.

H
V

MANUFACTRBD II
nrM. E. HOOPER €t- soys,
ieud lor price-li«t.
Bolliuiorr, Md.
d!y
_IcU

v3ittf_O.

disap-

at 3

10 a. m.
insurance one halt the rate ot

PASSAGE, TEN DOLLARS.
For Freight or Postage apply to
WHITNEY A SAMPSON, Agent.,

timers now in use.

TWINES AND

onijietition.

ADVANCING
sickness, care,

By

FISHERMEN!

CO., 33 Court St.,
dec7-d&wtc

Hair

Wharf,

Pine Street Wbnrl, PlnUUel-

Freight

iTIcHuhniCTl.l).
HfFor sale by all Druggists aud Grocers.
Jurats A. Jackson & Co, Proprietor*.
Labratory 105 aud 307 N Second st, St Louis. Mo.
For sale ny
*
John W. Pcrkino & Co.,
july26-dCmo
Portland, Me.

for
e are pr
pere
a light, agreeable and
to engage
lne paying busincs. We will pay a liberal
salary by
he week, and pay expenses, or allow a commission
rom which any person of common abilities can csrn
: rom 820 to 810 l*r week clear.
Tlds is no catcb] >enny humbug,but is one of the most valuable inven5 ions of tlie age, patented in the United States and
iurope; 1b a great novelty, ami sells readily, and no
1
To all who wish to test the business
will send a package of the goods by mail on
receipt
if 50 cents, and those not well pleased with the busliess shall be paid for their trouble.
Address
P. HOWE & CO., Augusta, Me.

Iyer’s

...

P. H.

everybody.—yv
Employment
pared to give constant employment to any
who wislies
in

through

M A

LU'.-m mu oust, a tin 11

1 on

stopping

"■

ing Tes*sel9.

James A Jackson fXt Co—Having examiutd the
formula of the ‘‘Home Stomach bitters,*’ I hive
prescribed them in practice tor some time, ami pro-

a full assortment ef other instruments.
MUSIC and MUSICAL MERCHANDISE, also for
ale at the store of

above is an engraving of a Steam Boiler containing 1200 feet of heating surface, built upon a
new principle, luxmcly.that of
the vertical
means of two horizoncirculation, accomplished
tal diaphragms running through the boiler, and
forming three water compartments. By this arrangement there is maintained three temperatures of
water.
The smoke and heated gases pass lirst
the
tubes in the upper compartment, then descend, and
return through the tubes in the second compartment,
thence again descending they pass through the tubes
in the third
By this operation, the
smoke, and heated gases from the furnace on their
way to the smoke stack, or chimney come in contact with gradually decreasing temperatures of
water.
While doing average work, coupled with a good
engine, it will supply steam for 150 indicated horse

From
Ftom

And Hundred* of Other*
rn all parts ot the North, West aud South.
J E Garner, M D Milwaukee.
Council Binds, March 27,1871.

Cliimc Christmas,

O. U. HAINES

Line.

Jos E Lynch M D
D,
Kuiucut Phytticiaii* in l*ittAbiiruhq
B F Dake, M D,
Wm. Lowes, M I)?
W R Childs, M 0,
D H Willard, M 0,
0 Wuth, Chemist,
J H McClelland, M 0,

Not only the tinkling, sweet-toned little Music
but larger and larger ones, up to immense instruments that produce sonnds as i>owerful as those
>f a Pianoforte, and fill a house with
melody. Call
ioou at 33 COURT STREET and select one from the
arge s*ock, so that it may

[Opposite }lic Conrt House.)

Steamship

Medical Archives.

J A

It W Purnell,
Sanlord Bell, M

MUSIC BOXES ! MUSIC BOXES!

ears

PHILADELPHIA

7a il|,,a

Eminent Physicians in Cincinnati.
Nearly all of whom are Protestors in one or the
ot the Medical
Colleges.
No other Bitters have ever been offered to the
public embracing so
many valuable remedial agents.
J L Vattier M D
L A James M D
C X Simpson, M D,
SB Bouuer, M M.
S C Mutcralt, M D,
GW Bigler, M D,
W T latiia'erro. M D,
J J Quinn, M D
J H Buckner, M D,W R Woodward, M D
G A Doherty. M D,
R S Wayne, CLemist,
C Woodward MD,
G K Taylor, M D,
D W McCarthy. M D,
P F Manly, M D,
R H Johnson, M D,
SB Tomlinson, M D
Eminent Physicians in Memphis.
The Home Bitters are an invaluable
remedy lor indigestion and diseases arising lorm malarial causes.
G. B. Thornton, M D.,
Aiex. Erskiue. M D,
ia charge City
Hospital, M It Hodges. M D,
Paul Otev, M D,
ir.1',,.B?llSers'M DH W Purnell M D,
M A Edmunds, VI D,
idtU Bell, MD.
Jos. E Lynch M D,
Q B 1 horuton M D,
Alex Erkskinc, M D,
in charge City Hospital, M R
Hodges, M Df
P*ul Otev, M I),
£ ¥ Rodgers, M 1),

ESfrfffffiifSfiTrains will run as follows:

ring the New Year, in the

Commercial St., Boston.

43 O 8TOJN

If fa

other

TRAINS.

Bangor,

140

Leave eaoh port every Wednesday&SaturJav

VVoodb ry,M D
ZBI ,ev, M D,
,Mry. Bush
Medical)
,iege
JBfi'
r, M D,
TSHc oe, M D,
Tlios T Ellis. M D

DcVicar, M D
Mor’u S Barns, M D,
R Ludlam, M D,
Jas A Collins, M D,

Bangor, Me.

Gorham and

BLANCHARD, POUSLAND & CO.,

dcl8-l0t

ohe

R

ARRAN GrEMEN’T.

Quebec,

The

A1 fiist sailingSch. “AEC V©!VK9
J. A. DAVIS, Master, will have Immcmediate Despatch. For Freight or Passage, apply to
new

jnr\i

Whitehall, Esq.,

Anal j tical Jas

>, r.

GRAND TRUNK RAILWAY OF CANADA.

South

Mariner,

H<nhunJSt’
HSHabn, MD,

WM. FLOWERS, Eastern Agent,

train

From Lincoln’s Wharf, Boston.

2eAj

public.

Do not be deceived by “Old reliable
office,” or
“best routes’’ advertised by other parties, but call at
Grand Trunk Office under Lancaster
Hall,or at the
Depot and obtain prices, and see the saving in
time and distance. Baggage checked
through and
Pullman Cars secured from Portland to Chicago.
D. H. BLANCHARD’S, oppo. Preble House,
No. 282 Congress street, Portland, Mt.

Midi

WUllt'^Q

The formula ol the Home Bitters has been submitted to us and we believe tbem to be the best tonic and stimulant lor cueful use now otter d to the

GREAT WEST.

On au.l

HAVANA.
a

01

They are eitrerior to all other Stoma-h B tiers.
Eono Sanders, Analytical Chemist.
No Bitters in the world can excel'thein.
Mimou Ilirach, Analytical Chemist.
.Eminent Physicians of Chitugo.

Railway

Express Line

-fob-

__

—

Wharf, Boston.

53 Central

Merchants’

Physician City Hospital, St Louis, Mo.
Herbert Prim in, Pro/.,
A,
Practical Pharmacy, St Louis College of Pharot

CALIFORNIA,

__,_„

ITUlUen,

All’ed Heaeock, M D
Dr C VP Ludwig
C Herricks, M D,
S Grati Moses, M D
C A Ware, M D,
W A Wi'cox, M D
E. C. Piuuhlia, l?l D.
Prot. ot Homeopathy Medical College.
T J Vastine. M D,
1 G Comstock, M I)
Prof of Mldwilery and Diseases ot
Women, College
*
Homceopathic Physicians anil Surgeons.
John
I nil pic, ,»j. D.
Plot Materia Me<lica and Therapeutic, Hommopathic Meuisal College ot Missi uri.
Jno. Couzlcmau
M. », Leclurer
On Diseases ot Children, Homoeopathic College of Mo
l ha' lea Vastine. SI. tl
Prof of Physiology, Homceopathic Medical College
of Missouri.
John Hartman, M. D.,
Prot of Clinical Medicine, Cel. Homoeopathic Physicians and Surgeons.

via the

E. SAMPSON, Agent.

june2tf

Boaid ct Healto.
11. UoiMliuierr,
uisease,i 01 Women, ct Louis

1 to member
la. U.

J. C.

$5A)0 SAVED

WINTER

by
places

dent

♦Accommodation.
jFast Express.
W. MERRITT, Superintendent, Boston.
PAYSON TUCKER, Agent,
353 Commercial Street, Portland.
novll-dtf

by

j»oints

_

Efr“Freight trains between Portland and Boston

to .Washington

to Petersburg ami
Richmond, by river or rail; and by the Va. A Tenn.
Air Line to all
in Virginia, Tennessee, Alabama and Georgia; and over the Seaboard and Roanoke R. R. to all joints lu North and South Carolina
the Balt, & Ohio R.R.to Washington and all
West.
Through rates given to South and West.
Fine Passenger uccnmmocat ions.
Fare including Berth and Meals to Norfolk $12.50,
time 48 hours; to Baltimore $15, time 65 hours.
Norfolk. 48 hours. To Baltimore, 65 hours.
For further information apply to

McDowell M. D
Lute President Missouri Medical College.
E. A. Clark, M. D.,
Prot. Surgery, Medical College, ami the late Resi-

Passenger station in Bostou, Haymarket Square.
Freight station, Causeway street.

OF

“McClellan ,” Capt.

Freight forwarded from Norfolk
Lady of the Lake.
Freight forwarded from Norfolk

Steamer

Dralrr

time to connect with Shore Line at H.10 for New
York, the South and the West 9.10* A. M. train connects with the 3.00 P. M. Springfield Route and Sound
Steamers for New York and the South. 3.30t P. M.
rain with the 0.00 P. M. train for New York via Shore
or Springfield line.

ALTERATION

disomcs ui

auu

Pm'dui'a/eiil,t8-?“d

Prot.
macy,

Lawrence.”

William

“George Appold.**
William Kennedy

_

VU3MHI no

Physicians, and

Trains leave P. S. & P. R. R. Stafor Boston, *6.15, *9.10
lffft?M§§9i§f§Mtion, Portland,-■**-,
•».
m.
umimmng'
m
nil
.7.3,7, .S :JU A M, #72.15, *3. 7\ M.
For Rochester, Alton Bay, *6.15, A. M.
Manchester and Concord, N. H.. via C. & P. R. R.
Junction, jj.15* A. M„ 3.45* P. M.
Manchester and Concord, via Lawrence, 9.10* A. M.
Lowell, 6.15*, 9.10* A. M., 3.304, 3.45* P. M.
Milton anil Union, 9.10* A. M. 3.30J, 3.45* P. M.
NOTE.—The 0.15* A. M. train arrives in Boston in

sept25dtf_

_

A ivi

Steamships of this Line sail from
of Central Wharf, Boston,
Tuesdays and Saturdays at 4i\ m.
for NORFOLK and BALTIMORE.
Steamships:—
end

BENEFICIAL TO FEJ1AI.EM,
strengthening the body, Invigorating the mind, and
giving tone and elasticity to Ihe whole system. The
Home Bitters ire cum pounded with the greatest
care, an t no ionic stimulant has ever before been
ottered to the public so PLEASANT TO THE
Tas'J'E and at the same time combining so many
remedial agents endorsed by the medical fraternity
as the best known to the Pharmacopoeia.
It costs
but little to give them a fair trial, and
Every Family Should Have n Houle.
No preparation in the world can produce so
many
unqualilied endorsements by physicians ol the very
highest standing iu their profession.
tST Endorsed also by the Clergy and the leading
denominational papers
United States Mabine Hospital,
St. Louis, Mo., Oct. 8,1870.
James A. Jackson & Co— X have examined the
formula lor making the “Home Stomach Bitteis,”
and nsed them Iu tuts hospital the last lour mentlts,
1 consider them the moBt valuable tonic and stimulant now in use,
S. H. MELCHER.
Resident Physician in charge U. S. Marino Hospital.
James A. Jackson <» Co—Gentlemen:
As yon
have communicated to the medical prolession the
recipe oltbe “Home Bitters" it cannot, theielore be
considered as a patent medicine, no patent having
been taken tor it. NVehave examined the formula
tor making (be “Home Bitteis,” and
unhesitating's
say the combination is one ot rare excellence, all the
articles used In its composition are the be-t of the
class to which they belong, being highly tonic Stimulant, Stomachic, Carminative, and slightly Laxative. The mode ot preparing them is sti telly in accordance with the rules of pharmacy. Having used
them, seen itseBcds iu our private practice, we take
pleasure in recommending them to ail perrons desirous of taking Bi'ters as being the best i onic aud
Stimulant now offered ro the public.
Frank G. Porter,

Afternoon passenger trains for Augusta, Bath and
Lewiston via Danville, and all intermediate stations,
at 5.15 P. M. Mixed train for Augusta, Bath and intermediate stations at at 6 A. M.
FREIGHT TRAINS.—Through train for Bangor
and all intermediate stations east of Waterville, via
Lewsston leaves at 3.00 A. M., taking freight of night
previous from Bostou. For Waterville and all intermediate stations via Lewiston, at 4.00 A. M. For
Skowliegan via Augusta and all intermediate stations
including Bath and Lewiston, at 6.00 A. M.
trains will be due in Portland, from
Baugor, Dexter, Belfast, Farmington, Bath, and all
intermediate stations on this line at 2.55 P. M., connecting there with through trains to Boston. From
Augusta, Ba h and Lewiston, and all intermediate
stations at 8.40 A. M., connecting with morning train
for Boston. Night express with sleeping cars from
Bangor, via Augusta at 1.00 A. M., every morning

Or

PREVENTIVE

They are particularly

night except Mondays.

Trunk

Norfolk and Baltimore and Washington,
1). €• Steamship Line.

They are

use.

NlIRE

For Fever and Ague, Iotermittents, Biliousness and
all disorders arising tiom malarious causes.
'J’hev
are highly reconum -nded as an
Anti-Dyaprplic,
and iu cases ol Indignation are Invaluable. As
an Appetizer and Recuperunt, and iu eases ol
General Debility they have never iu a single instance tailed in producing tl.e most happy results.

only

Grand

in

now

A

and all trains from this line will arrive at that Depot
in Portland. Passenger trains for Bangor and
all intermediate stations, via Lewiston and via Brunswick will leave at 1.00 P. M. Night Express with
Pullman Cars, at 12.30 A. M. via Augusta, every

13,

and prescribed bn
leading Physicians than any otherTonie 01

endorsed

Are

Stimulant

ARRAN GEMENT.

Nor.

Andrews, shipped

Eastport by sailing vessel.
Connecting at St. John with the Steamer EM-

RAILROAD.

Arrangement,

and St.

from

On and after November 13th, current, the new line between Danville
md Cumberland will be open for use.
and passenger and all other trains will
be run to all j>oints of this line from the Depot of
&
Portland
Kennebec R. It. Co. in Portland only,

Winter

MONDAY, Dec.

^Railroad Wharf, foot <»f State St.,
•'every Monday, at 5.15, p. in., fur
East port and St John.
Returning will leave St. John and Eastport every

WILLIAM H. TURNER, Superintendent.
Dec. 15,1871.
decl6-tc

WINTER

ARRANGEMENT

25th, the Steamer New BniHswiek, Capt S. H, Pike, will leave

West Buxton, Bonny Eagle

CENTRAL

John, Di|fby,

Ml.

ONE TRIP PER WEEK !.

Portland,

MAINE

and

Wind nor and Halifax.

At Centre Waterboro* for Limerick, Newfield, Parsonslield and Ossipee, Tuesdays, Thursdays and Saturdays, returning alternate days.
At Centre Waterboro’ for Limerick, Parsonsfield,

daily.

Calais

Eawtporf,

BostonT

[lirect connection at Rochester with trains for
over Boston & Maine aud Eastern Railroads.
Also
connect at Rochester with Dover aud
Winnipiseogeo
Railroad for Alton Bay, and with Portsmouth, Great
Falls and Conway Railroad for Conway.
Leave Rochester for Portland and way stations at
7.30 A. M., and 12 M.
The 7.30 train connecting with down trains on Dover and Winuipiseogee, and Portsmouth, Great Falls
and Conway Railroads, and the 12 o'clock train maklug direct connection at Rochester with trains from
Boston, leaving Boston at 7.30 A. M., via Bostou &
Maine, and at 8.30 A. M. via Eastern Railroads.
Leave Portland for Saco River at 5.30 P. M.
Leave Saco River for Portland at 5.30 A. M.
Stages connect as follows:
At Gorham for West Gorham, Standish, and No.

MENTSL&nd

au

The favorite Steamship CAFLOTTA will leave Galt’s Whaif
SATURDAY
every

IVEK.

Atlantic Wharf,

amily!
VIOLINS, GUITARS, FLUTES, BAND INSTRU-

»

Scuii3:

INTERNATIONAL STEAMSHIP CO.

ir

8HACKFORD lias removed to No 70 P ark
School House,

Ok

Winter Arrangement.

Boxes,

OFFICE OF

Orummar
Dll.next 2door above 3m

8.

as

run

LINK.

WEEKLY

je23dtt

PORTLAND & ROCHESTER RAILROAD.

Blanchard Maine State Boiler Co.

REMOVAL.

Halifax, Njva

For

Will leave the Wett side ot Portland Pirr, daily toi
Peak*’ ImIrui? at 8.45 A M. and 3.15 1’ M.
Returning v t' leave Prako’ I«dnud 9 15 AM,
mtl 3.45 P M.
B3P“Private parties* can be accommodated by applyicgto the Captain on board,
Fare flown and l»ack 25 cents, children ball pr;ce.
Portland,June 23, 1871.

by

Portland, November 8,1871.

A.

Franconia

May 9-dtf

EXPRE SH,

The 8.45 A. M. train from No. Conway, arrives in
Portland iu season for early afternoon traiu for Boson and $>asseugers
the 1 P. M. from North Convay can take the Portland steamers arriving in Boson early the next morning.
Tickets for sale at the ticket office M. C. R. R.
J. HAMILTON, Superintendent.

passenger ior every *500 additional value.
t. J. BEYI>GES, Managing Director.
H. BAILEY, Local Superintendent.
Portland, Oct. 26, 1871.
oc26islw-ostf

them.

power.

favorable terms

on

■•laud (Steamboat Compauy
8TBA9KBH

$Via 7.40 A. M.
If Via 3.15 P. M.

in BA'S

by

Return Tickets

at id

follows:
Ijeave Galt’s Wharf, Portland,
^rev< ry MONDAY ai.d THURSu
_m
and
leave Pi. r 38 E. It., New York,
4
P.
at
M.,
DAY,
jvery MONDAY and THURSDAY, at 3 1*. M.
The Dirigo and Franconia are fitted up with fino
lccommodations for passengers, making this the most
•onvenient ami comfortable route for travelers between New York and Maine.
Passage in State Room $5. Meal* extra.
Goods forwarded to ami from Montreal, Quebec,
Halifax, St. .John, and all parts of Maine. Ship|>crM
are requested to send their freight to the Steamers as
Ljarly as 4 P. M.,on the days they leave Portland.
For Freight or Passage apply to
HENRY FOX. Galt’s Wharf, Portland
J. F. AMES, Pier 38, E. R., New York.

Jersey

♦Tuesdays, Thursdays and Saturdays.

compartment.

IVet Assets,

told, additional.

Dirigo

Steamers

will, until further notice,

\

For Peaks’ Island.

me

see

NEW ABRANOKJIENT.

JAMEDALKXANDKK, Agent.
jn2dly

CS*“Sleeping Cars on all night trains.
The Company are not responsible for
baggage to
my amount exceeding *50 in value (and that person>1) unless notice is given, and paid for at the rate of

Ask your Jeweller to

lOjJAVA,

Co.

SEMI-WEEKLY LINE!

24.

PREPAID STEERAGE PASSAGE,
from Liverrstol, Glasgow, Queenstown or Derrv to
loston or New York,
CIJ11li Pi>7 <7 Y.
Passengers booked to all parts of the United State*.
Drafts issued on Great Brittain and Ireland for Cl
ind upward*. For Freight and Cabin passage apply
it the Company’s OBice, so State Street. For steerige passage, at 90 State Street, Boston.

Accommodation from So. Paris arrive at 8.45 P. M.

THE

at

|

Wed., Jan.

___

SteaniNliip

ITIaiiie

hissage Mouev.tincludingfiu-efroxn Boston toN York,
'a!'in, $80, $100, $130 gold—according to accommodate"; Steerage, $30 Currency. Tickets to Paris, $13

At Brownfield for Denmark and Bridgton.^
At Brownfield for East Fryeburg.
At Ffyeburg for Lovell.lf

From Montreal,
1.45 P. M.

Best in the world.

May 1,1869-dtf

}abln, $80 Gold. Steerage, $30 Currency

LLGERIA, Wed., Jan.

SlRges Connect
At South Windham for North Wimlham, Casco,
] taymond, Naples and Bridgton.t
At East Baldwin for Sebago aud Bridgton.*
At Baldwin for Cornish, Kezar Falls and Porter.H

Piles,

#400,000

(Incliujin i those

R.

Deck.*.

Steamers appointed to sail
FKO.TI nmv YORK.
LBYSINIA, Wed., Jan. 3 RUSSIA, Wed., Jan. 17.

; .ttached.

CURING

Cash Capital,

Liabilities,

■

-FOB

Diseases,

R.

—-—

^eavlog

totiton.

1

A. M.
P. M.
i€ave Portland,
7.40
3.15
A;ave N. Conway,
1.00
8.45
The 7.40 A. M. from Portland and 1.00 P. M. from
Jo. Conway will be freight trains with passenger car

Family Physic,

ache,

Steamers appointed tc sail

allows:

Byjpnrchasing tickets

Company,

Assets,

OGDENSBURG

&

The new and superior wa-goini
steamers FOREST CITY, and
MONTREAL, having been fitted
up at a great expense with a larg
nundter of beautiful State Rooms
will run the season as follows:
Atlantic Wharf, Portland, at 7 o’clock,
uni India Wharf, Boston,
every day, at 5 o’clock,
l\ M.. (SundayH excepted.)
Cabiu tare...$1 50
l ud
Freight taken as usual.
L. BILLINGS, Agent.
*

DIRECT Hit Oil ROSTOV
BATAVIA,Saturday, Jan. 0.
*
AMARIA, Sat., Jan. 13.IALEPPO. Sat.. Feb. 3.
> IBERIA, Sat., Jan. 20. PARTHIA, Sat,, Feb. 10.
] IECLA,
Sat., Jan. 27.|SAMAUIA, Sat., Feb. 17.
Passengers embark at the Cunard Wharf, East

SOn

Ayer’s Cathartic Pills,

BOSTON, October 14th, 1N7I.

Insurance

I

IT!
3m

w52

at Queenstown, Cork liar.

and after Monday, Nov. 13th, and
intil further notice, trains will run as

Cough, Croup, Asthma aud Cold*.
We challenge the Medical faculty to produce anything better.

TABLETS,

immediately

cures

ING FOlt LIVERPOOL,

re-

As ^medicine for Children

THESE

are

Brain,

It cleans the

lieves the Burdened Sys-

TABLETS present the Acid in combination with other efficient remedies, in a popular
form, for the Cure of all THROAT and LUNG Diseases.
HOARSENESS and ULCERATION of the
are

Office.
Man.

Street, Boston,

For Coughs, Colds and Hoarseness*

'T

as

Dec 5th,

evils.

going complaints

Street.
CIBCULAB.

County Of Cumberland, deceased, and given
{JLIJ®
IwndR
the law directs. All
persons having dei
vMimTn,tIle estate °| saM deceased, required

Portland,

junlhllyr

mayCJly

Dr. Wells’ Extract of Jurubeba
is

Exchange

Administrator of the estate of

M

61 Hancock

Consulting

v/UlllI uum/mnimw

or Abdominal Organs,
Blood, Intermittent or

STATE

SEND FOB

Dr. Jourdaiii'S

tines, Urinary, Uterine,

HENRY~TAYLOR,
AGENT,
dclt

!

It is not A physio—It is not what is popularly
called a bitters, nor is it intended as such. It is
a South American
plant that has been used for
many years by the medical faculty of those countries
with wonderful efficacy as a powerful alterative
and unequaled purifier of the blood and is a
Sure and Perfect Remedy for all diseases of the

men”

14

treatment of diseases of the
reproductive system, with remarks on marriage, and
the various causes of the loss of manhood, with full
instructions for its complete restoration; also a chapter on venereal infection, and the means of cure, be:
ing the most comprehensive work on the subject ever
yet published, comprising 150 pages. Mailed free to
any address for 25 cents. Address,

JURUBEBA!

——

Anatomy, Boston,

causes, consequences

AMERICAN PUBLISHING CO., Hartford, Conn.,
or GEORGE N. SMITH &
CO., Boston, Mass.
dec9t4w

Supt.

nated with Carbonic-Acid Gas
is used as the pvtin
gu shing element,
U.OHo manufaauml
Company, or others duly licensed and authorized bv
1>am ‘°f mme(liate prosecution for
infringe-

except

of

a new

NEW
or

Gallery

on

Book is ready for canvassers. It is a companion volume to Innocents Abroad. Don’t
waste time on books no one wants, but take one people will stop you in the streets to subscribe for.
“There is a time to laugh,” and all who read this
book will see clearly that time has come. For terri-

tory

OF THE

edition of his lectures,
just published
HAScontaining
most valuable information
the
and

3m

>

MARK TWAIN’S

instant the whole

bear upon the flames, and
they were extinguished
at once, and no other
poivcr could have saved us
to

D. GAMMON.

#1.430,000

Mass. Horticultural Society
Rooms,

yards of painted canvass; in

Parisian

“TO BOOK AGENTS.”

The

■■ ■

PROPRIETOR

customers.

numerous

BOSTON, MAS3.

EXTINGUISHER

—7"1
and at

Dr. It. J. IOIIBDAIN,

Being connected with no"other business or concern
he intends to devote himself outirely to liis trade, as

FIRE

address the

ap2tld2taw&weew3ui

_____

Manufacturers9

DAVID T. CHASE, late of Portland,

oue

NOTICE.

eod&wtf

AMERICAN

Portland.

,'erti,1(’afe9
wU?fflrtei|ej!|t(iraiatn0Ie
* 000 t0 a">'
that

dec9-4wf

Fire Insurance Com’y

144 1-2

Price 11818 sent

TO THE LADIES.

whose disclosures are thrilling
Agents are taking from 10 to 20 orders
It
is
the
best
day.
selling book published. Send
for terms. CONN. PUBLISHING CO., Hartford, Ct.

his

DR. J. B. HUGHES,
172 Cumberland St., Portland.
Stamp for Circular.

a

I
I

_no9tf_Su].t,

be

will

DR. HUGHES particularly invites all Ladies, who
need a medical adviser, to call at his rooms, No. 1
Preble Street, which they will find arranged for their
special accommodation.
Dr. H.*s Eclectic Renovating Medicines are unrivalled in efficacy and superior virtue in regulating all
Female Irregularities. Their action is specific and
certain of producing relief in a short time.
LADIES will find it invaluable in all cases of obsttuctions after all other remedies have been tried in
vain. It is purely vegetable, containing nothing in
the least injurious to the health, and may be taken
with perfect safety at all times.
Sent to any part of the country,
I full directions,
L .HUGHES,
by addressing
janll865d&w No. 172 Cumb
Mutt,Portland.

FOREscaped Nun,

».

strictly confidential and

Eclectic Medical Infirmary.

a

SALES-

EXCHANGE

S3P*Send

and startling.

MELODEONS
MANUFACTORY

Address:

“Convent Life Unveiled,” by Edith O’Gorman,

THROAT

W .P.

All correspondence
returned if desired.

Agents Wanted

ly&w51

Disease* of the Throat anti J^angs,

timely

forwarded immediately.

Co., Roston, Mass.

L. P. CROWN &

or a
Poverty
Remittent

is hereby given, that the subscriber
lias
J NOTICE
been duly appointed and taken upon himself
the

r

sale at No0*4J
4'1 Lm
Tin

Jk C!o.-

Ayer’sCherry Pectoral
For

Hamilton,

(which all possess) at will.

interesting and valuable work.

A very
dec7-4w

AGENTS.

deod

Soul Charming,
B. A, How to

or

1

I can warrant a perfect cure in such cases, and a
full and healthy restoration of the urinary organs.
Persons who cannot personally consult the Dr. can
do so by writing, in a plain manner, a description oi
their diseases, and the appropriate remedies will be

4w

FOE

PORTLAND, MAINE.

t

witllout benefit. Some lour
weeks a,o HhyS,C,aU8
I commenced
using the University Medciiiei.r At the tuue my tu-head aud hea
cm
jred with sores and scaliness m the
skin; also mv
.ongue was covered with small ulcers. 1 am to-day
ree from all the above troubles, and
can heartu
*
eeouimeud these medicines to ihe affleted
^ CheStnu’t Street-

this power

21 MARKET SQUARE,

STATE

Economy.

Divination,
Spiritualism, Sorceries, Denonology, and a thousand
other wonders. Price by mail $1.25, in cloth: paper
covers $1.00.
Copy free to Agents only, $1,000
monthly easily made. Address T. W. EVANS, Pub.,
41 S. 8th Street, Philadelphia, Pa.
dec9-4wf
Agents Wanted
“Eminent Women of the Age.” 45,000 sold.
A very attractive book selliug rapidly. Also for
“Old and New World,” by George Alfred Townsend.

DRUGG1NTN,

with Scrotula°anr7esJh'flBeeum’
vears,' liave suffered
hundr«daSm
,1R|
,0,r leucr-) Have paiil out
r,e 01'dollars, and been treated bv several

1

Dry Edging?.

sale by all Druggists.

YY. YY. Whi|tiklf>

™w«re

Mauled.

Oor

wishing to

decl6

equalled for
and

V...

Leave Boston for Portland at 17.30 A. M., $8.30 A.
[., 112.15 P. M., $3.00 P. M., *8.00 P. M.
Biddeford for Portland at 8.00 A. M., returning at

PORTLAND

ROSTOV.

roil

of

some

though they had
f.A_1..

There are many men of the age of thirty who are
troubled with too frequent evacuations from the bladder, often accompanied by a slight smarting or burning sensation, and weakening the system in a manner the patient cannot account for.
On examining
the urinary deposits a ropy sediment will often be
found, and sometimes small particles of semen or albumen will appear, or the color will be of a thin, milkish hue, again changiug to a dark and turbid appearance.
There are many men who die of this difficulty, ignorant of the cause, which is the
SECOND STAGE OF SEMINAL WEAKNESS.

J. II. WICKES,
1)0 Maiden Lane, New Vork.
JT.X. CIIKIVERY,
Agents for Portland.

£fflicted with

use.

For

8

Wilton.

And cannot be

disease,

Middle-Aged Men,

U1

purchase from their druggist

property,

Fiuailv

IW.UUIIUCUUCU

are as

r.^,1

HUDSON RIVER OIL WORKS.

as-

auy of the above difficulties,
call upon tlicir physician,, can
one or two dollar packages of the medicine, with physicians full directions
and nut

Portland, Aug. 2d, 1870.

in Wilton, near the Wilton Depot one
Mill with never failing water js,wer.
The UuiJd* 1b 64x10,
tqrec stories. Suitable for woolen or
The building, wheel and shaftc“ n^v ™ “bout 00 horse
power the
e„Hre v, ,, T’
The property
will
£,°vrou,ble fro,u freshets.
U
A saw
shinjrle

UI.U

men with the above
weak and emaciated as

young

to have it. All such cases yield to the proper aud on
ly to correct course ot treatment, and in a short time
are made to rejoice in perfect health.

intended lor use in ordinary kerosene lamps,
good light and perfect security from accident are required. It is prepared carefully at the

tonic remedv.

{"St S

whom

wherever

EXTRACT

Prescribed by the medical profession with signal
and uniform success iu the treatment of Chronic Diarrhoea and Dysentery, Night Sweats, Uterine and
Pulmonary Hemorrhage, in Cough attended with
profuse Expectoration, and as an injeotion in Leucoroea or Whites, Ulcerations of the Os
Uteri, and other
vaginal diseases; in Catarrh, Piles, Fisures of the
Annus, Burns, Scalds, Excoriations, obstinate Ulcers
and in all cases requiring a powerful
astringent aud

T

This may certify.: that I had been
suffering with
the “Rhumati-m” lor five months, and at
it seized my right Inn and leg, downTo
the loot
This the physicians called “Sciaiic.”
I tried manv
kinds ol highly recommended medicines which
I
took lor the blood. Still I got no relict lor seven
months more, all the time doing my best, with as
good advisers s we have in our city.
1 called at the New York University Branch,and the
proprietor said be could help me. Sol commenced on
his medienc, aud in lour weeks I thought I lelt relief. aml In eight weeks I was able to leave my cane
at home, and have been well
up to ibis time, three
months have passed.
DAVID KEAZER

C

is

Fascination

nature.

welhty

t,

SACRED

...J.v.v.vo.

-,

every
HENRY D. TODD, Tolman Court
ur1.
Portland, Jan. jotli, 1871.

way

—OF—

Many ThonanndH Can Testify to This
By Unhappy Experience!
Young men troubled with emissions in sleep,—a
complaint generally the result of a bad habit in
youth—treated scientifically ami a perfect cure warranted.
Hardly a day passes but we are consulted by one or
How

O I E !

PSYCHOLOGIC
400 pages by Herbert

highest medical authorities in the country as an
UNFAILING REMEDY
in aU chronic diseases of the mucous
surface and a
specific in the removal of morbid discharges,
of what*

ami

HAUMiiACH’S

NEW

o,

em£’ia“d

8 O'CLOCK.

Publishers,
John Street, New York.

more

use

Extract, possessing superior

A REMARKABLE CURE!—I have been
troubled
with a bad Scrofula Humor all
my life. A fearful
sore broke out on
my neck. For six months I was
under treatment of the best medical advisers
I could
hnd in Portland, but all the time
grew worse; mv
appetite failed and I became so weak ami
that I could walk but a short
distance without help.
In this condition I commenced
the University
Medicine. In one week lny taking
appetite
was good
the deathly sinking pain in my stomach
vanished
In two months my sore was healed.
1 have since
P0UndS in weigbt aml am 1,<JW

—

——-

A pure, aqueous

1 had the Catarrh so bad for seven
years that m
head became con I used and painful. 1 was
obliged
to get up several times in the
night to k-iep from
choking. 1 employed some of the oest physicians in
the country without beuetit. I was
perfectly cured
with the University Medicuies in three weeks.
A. M. MORGAN, 224 Cumberland St. Poriland.
Conductor on the Portland & Odgenshurg Railroad
February 18, 1870.
Since giving the above certificate, I have been
perfectly free from Catarrh, through 1 have been continually exposed to wet and colds.
Oct. 15,1871,
A. M. MORGAN.

Impure

E L E C T I

(lc6

ordinary

MUNSEY,

AGENTS

Cavaliers for

WICKES7-

w2wl

and then be renewed. In this
way I have seen
chronic granular vaginities remedied in a few
days
that have resisted the
remedies for weeks;
and I have seen granular erosions, with
leucorrhcea,
disappear very rapidly under its use, I have not
time to do more than call the attention of
my professional brethren to this new Extract, which 1 am sure
will soon be recognized as a valuable addition to our
materia medica.
267 Madison Avenue,

As certain individuals have
reported tha the
above certificate is false and my disease as bad
as
evei, 1 wish to say, at the lime 1 .gave the above certificate, the story was not had told. In addition to
the above, my leg and back were covered with sores
I am now well and iee*l at least
twenty years younger than I did before taking Lhe remedies.
My advice to tie afflicted is to give the medicine a
trial and not to be deterred by the
cry ol humbug.
Itcuied me, it has cured many others. 1 believe
the extract of cancer plant wili enre
any blood disease in existence.
^ C
27 Chestnut street,*
June 7,1870.

shot-guns, revolvers

&

"

days,

CHAMBERLAIN,

fw4w 2

ANTIDOTE IN SEA80N.
The Pains and Aches, and Lassitude ami Nervous
Prostration that may follow
Coition,
are the Barometer to the whole
system.
Do not wait for the consummation that* is sure to follow : do not wait for unsightly Ulcers, for
Disabled Limbs, for Loss of Beauty
and Complexion.

SPECIALTY.
SELCHOW & CO.,

tdec9-4w_37

I

for

G.

E.

Confidence.

8EEK FOR SOME

Furnished in cans, cases, and prime bbls. by

Medical Gazette of June 24tli. 1871.
HAVE used Kennedy’s Concentrated Extract of
Pin us Canadeusis for about eight months in some
affections of the rectum, vagina, and cervix uteri; I
have used it, considerably diluted, as a
vaginal wash,
with great success: but I prefer to
apply it to the ostmese on cotton wool, either pure or mixed with
glycerine, or glycerine and rose water. Thus7 applied, it
should remain intact for two or tliree, or even four

ever

$3,00.

GAMES A

From the

1 be above case has been treated lor the
years by different physicians lor cancer.

and inferior histories are offered. Be sure the book
you buy is by Uptou & Shealian, a full octavo, 6x9
inches, nearly 500 pages, and over 45 illustrations.
Seud $1 00 for outfit, with choice of territory.
Also two beautiful Chromos, CHICAGO AS IT
WAS and CHICAGO IN FLAMES. Circulars and
torms free. Profits large. UNION PUBLISHING
COMPANY, CHICAGO, PHILADELPHIA, or CINCINNATI.
fw4w 2

di* O ^ K

Paris,

South

Feb. 2,1871.
Dr. STAPLES—Dear Sir:—The medicine 1
got at
your place, dan. 2d, has done wonders for me. it is
all you recommend it to be.
You may make any use ot the above you think
Yours truly,
proper.
_

Fine

Brisque, Zoo Lo and Kings
sale by the trade generally.

copyright
package.

Wilton,

I)r. Staples
One bottle of your extract ol Can
jer Plant cured my
little boy ol Scrofula ot 15
uomii8 standing. 1 f I should wriie all
day I could
not give a full idea of his sufferings. We
employed
live physicians without relief.
His sores are all
healed and he appears periectlv well. We think it
is a wo'iderlul cure. Several ot our friends
are taking the mediciue with good success.

$2.00.

Also

N. B.—All of fhe genuine article has the
trade mark of S. H. Kennedy on every

bail

Canes Treated by Letter.

the Struggles
and
Self-made Men, by J. D.
McCabe, .Jr. By forty eminent examples, it tenches
how to succeed iii life, ami at the same time benefit
mankind. For particulars, notices of the press and
extra terms, address, GEORGE
MACLEAN,
Publisher, 3 School St., Boston.
fw4w 2

A

a

I have been troubled with Scrolula all
my lifetime
and Neuialgia, in the head tor seven vears, and have
consulted good physicians from Maine to New York'
witnout any benelit whatever. I hive taken six
bottles ol the cancer plant and one and one hall ol
the Neuralgia Elixir, and a little ot some other
kinds and 1 now leel better than I ever was before
in my life.
1 cannot Bay with Mr.
Muusey, that I
lee! twenty years younger, being oulv twenteeioiit
ouc can say
never teit so young to my knowledge
*
in my life.
I think the worth of the Medicine cannot be
estimated in words or money.
MRS. A. O. W. FOSTER,
Me.

Made; or,

AGENTS WANTED.

catarrh,

2 50
5 50
2 50

they WERE
Triumphs of our

um

0F

k

dollars worth of t le University
Medicines, and am
relieved trom the above troubles,
JOHN SHAW, West Com’ st,
Portland, Me.

GRFAT FORTUNES,

THE

BY J". MARION SIMS, M. ID.

the

Have

All who have committed an excess of any kind,
w hether it be the solitary vice of youth, or the
tingling rebuke of misplaced confidence of maturer years,

Royal Backgammon Board of India. The
most fascinating and exciting game ever published iu this country. Popular edition $1.00. Medi-

PINUS CANADENSIS.

evrythlng i Heard ur »iikm, obtu.uiua
I am cured bv usiiig your Oalarrli Spe-

80
75
75

$80 to §300 per month by gelling

PARCHEESI

trains leave Portland daiPortsmouth and Boston, (Sunexcepted) at *1.10 A. M. 10.15 A.
--M., §0.10 A. M., $3.30 P. M., f3.45 P.

5 .20 P. M.
Portsmouth for Portland tlO.00 A. M.t $10.40 A.
I., $2.35 P. M., $5.30 P. M., *10.00 P. M.
•Pullman sloeping ear express train,
t Accommodation train.
§ Mail train.
$ Ex press.
N. B. The 6.15, 9.10 A. M., and 3.30, 3.45 P. M.
rains from Portland, make close connections to New
fork by one or other of the routes from Boston,
J 'asseugera ticketed through by either route.
F. CHASE,
P. S. & E. K. K.
1

LITSK

CTJN^VRD

!

generally
study

JUST

on application to
BARRETT,
Brokers, lOO jVIiddle St

3JAUK.

Me.

Drugfl»t»\.

IMPORTANT TO AGENTS and

information supplied

CONCENTRATED

j

Every intelligent and thinking person must know
that remedies handed out for general use should have
their efficacy established by well-tested
exi>erience in
the hands of a regularly-educated
physician, whose
preparatory studies lit him for all the duties he must
fulfil; yet the country is flooded with poor nostrums
ami cure-alls, purporting to be the best in the world,
which arc not only useless, but always injurious.
The unfortunate should be particular in
selecting
his physician, as it is a lamentable yet incontrovertible fact, that many syphilitic patients are made miserable with ruined constitutions by maltreatment
from inexperience! 1 physicians in general
practice;
for it is a point
conceded by the best SYpliilami management of these
ograpliers, that the
plaints should engross the whole time of those who
would be competent ami successful in their treatment
and ours. The inexperienced general
practitioner,
naving neither opportunity nor time to make himself acquainted with tlieir pathology, commonly
pursues one system of treatment, in most cases
making
an indiscriminate use of that autiquated ami
dangerous weapon, the Mercury.

PERFUMERFV^^

13th, 1871.

"

*[

cess.

Monday,

IVov’r

STEAMERS.

iil mteaukkn

for
???*?v^|ly,
lays

f

ami permanent cure.
He would call the attention of the afflicted to the
fact of his long-standing and well-earned reputationfumisliing sufficient assurance of his skill uud suc-

delicate and refreshing
of *®nu!ne Farlua

&

Passenger

.—

_—

perfect

MEN WANTING BUSINESS
Published for 1872, Map of New
England
States, (on Large Scale), Beautifully Colored in
Townships. Best ever published. Will outsell all
other Maps, and with our U. S. and World
Map $75
to $200 per month cleared with a certainty. Send for
descriptive Circular, and secure Territory at once.
D. LJ Guernsey, Publisher, Concord, N. H.
4w

KENNEDY’S

Those

For live years I have suffered with

the

Purity, Brilliancy,

Banker* &
Pobtland, Nov. 29,1871. os-nov30-6od2m

GEORGE KINUSBURY.

WASTED, AGEATS.

tie man. gold by
and Dealers In

SWAN &

consumptive cough and pain in my left side. Iliad
employed several physicians and have paid them
over $100 without the least benelit.
I have used six

65
54
65
2 15

Lum

PORTLAND, SACO,

ARRANGEMENT.

WINTER
< 'online nr in#

Caution to the Public.

them to investors.
Further

Rooms,

impure connection or the terrible vice of self-abuse.
Devoting his entire time to that particular branch of
the medical profession, he feels warranted in GuarANTEEINGA CURE IN ALL CASES, whether of
long
standing or recently contracted, entirely removing
the dregs of disease from the system, and making a

^wZ^^€ologn« Wuter, and Is

AND

STEAMERS.

PORTSMOUTH R. R.

No. 17* Cumberland Street,
lie can be consulted privately, ami with
WHERE
the utmost confidence by the afflicted, at all
hoars daily, and from 8 A. M. to 9 P. M.
Dr. H. addresses those who are suffering under the
affliction of private diseases, whether
arising from

now

MRS. L. A. BUTTffRFlELD, Waterville, Me.

MISCELLANEOUS.

AND

Cent, in Cold,
The limited amount of these
per

Medical

Private

, [ASTERN

nov22-3mPortland,

ottered ($250,000) cannot remain long upon
the market, aud we take this occasion to recommend

To the Agent of University Meclicinesat Waterville
Hear Mrs. Flood:—1 think it
my duty to address you with a lew lines
stating my cure with yoni
wonderful catarrh specilic. 1 have been afflicted
with catarih ever since a thild and have spent a

75
65
60

@

fafc’l Leaf, lbs 55, @
savy lbs. 65 @
Varnish.
)amar,.1 75 @
loach,.2 25 @
I'umiture,.... 1 5Q @
Wool.
•'leece washed 55 @
do. unwashd 44 @
>ulled. 55 @
’elts, Lambs, 1 25 @

21

10*@
9$@
(to
12 @

75

bonds

Portland, Aug. 5, 1871.

4alf lbs. best

51@ 6
8J@ 101

R. G.

P°'-

have tried
any relief.
cific.

Quarter

a

free of taxation.

Some three months ago I was persuaded
by my
wife to take tbe University Medicines,
My health
and mind was so ladiy affected that
my triends became alarmed tor my salcty.
In a week alter commencing to take tbe Medicine I lelt great relict 1
am now as well as any other man.
My wife has been
tor a long time afflicted with disease that has
baffled
the skill ot our best physicians; some of which
pronounced her case incurable. Undei treatment ol
the University Medicines, her health has
gieitlv improved. Any one doubtiug will please call at No. C
Lincoln street, or at repair shop. Grand Trunk
De-

18

Common,... 55(a)

practically
Eight and

takl

Westbrook,

_

A TTTTOlVr I?on!t

RAILROADS.

HIS

CAN BE FOUND AT

re-

selected.
47 Wahpanseh Av., Chicago, 111., Jan. 14.1871.
“For the last ten years I have been a great sufferer
from frequent attacks of Acute
Bronchitis, and have
never found anything to relieve me from these attacks
until I tried Dr. Wells9 Carbolic Tableti
Elizabeth T. Boot.
let worthless artiJrm. U
• cles be palmed off on
you,
be sure you get only Wells* Carbolic Tablets.
John Q. Kellogg, Platt Street-, N. Y. Sole Agent.
Sold by Druggists. Price 25 cents a Box.
For Sale by W. F. PHILLIPS &
CO.,
Me.

New Bedford, Sept. 10,1871,

HENRY JONES,

easily

The

Equipment Bonds, being secured by a second mortgage, are ottered
at 85 in Currency mid Accrued Interest.
The facts recited above show that the security is
substantial and ample. At 85 the investment pays

H. A. WHITTIER,

none Eagle
Bunch, p box,
Sugar Refinery:
Layer,new,. 3 35 @ 3 50
C,.—
@ none
Muscatel,. 4 00 @ 4 25
JJ».
@ none
13
14
Mus. Gro...
Val.newplb.
@
10 @ 10i
Lemons,. 4 00 @ 5 00 Hav. Brown
Oranges,pbox 2 00 @ 8 50 Nos. 12 & 16 10$@ 11$
lir.iiu.
Hav. White,
(a) none
Corn, Mixed,. 88 @ 90
Centrifugal, 10 @ 11
none
White,.
Refining,... 9(a) 9i
Yellow,. 90 @ 92
Demarara,. 11$@ 121
Rye..1 10 @ 1 15
Teas.
Bailey,. 75 @ 85 Souchong,...., 40 @ 55
Oats,. 57 @ £0 Oolong,. 55 (a) 70
Pine Peed,.. 36 00 @
Oolong, choice 75 fa' 1 00
Shorts,. 32 50 @ 35 00 Japan,.(. 65 @ 85
Gunpowder.
Japan, choice 1 00 (a)
Blasting,. 4 50 @ 5 00
Tin.
Shipping,- 4 50 @ 5 00 3anca, cash,
@ none
liny.
cash.- 43 @ 44
[traits,
Pressed,$>ton32 00 @ 33 00 English,. 42 @ 43
Loose,.30 00 @ 34 00 < Jhar. I. C....10 50 @11 00
Straw,.13 00 @ 17 00 « 'liar. 1. X... .13 25 @ 13 50

month.

press and mail cars, and 9 way or caboose cars.
The Construction bonds w ere marketed at 95.

I have been afflicted with Scrofula and Sail
Rheum all my lile. I have been under treatment
ot eleven (m.ss called) pbjs’ctans and all the timt
No tongue can tell wLat
grew worse
my sufferingwere, with catarih, diseased
longs, a tearful cough
my limbs, wrist and hand running sores, no appetite, badly diseased incidental to my sex. Thouet
young, 1 fe’t that lile was a btnden to me. In tbit
oreartiQ 1 condition, through the advice of a
friend 1
called on the proprietor of tlie-New York
University Medicines. He told me my case was doubtlul,
but would do the best he could. I
commenced
iug bis medierafs April 17th, and am tree from the
a we troubles.

11}

a

debt is limited by charter to $20,000 a

The entire

PELEG STAPLES,
Congress St., Portland, Me,

@

T
*“?•
July
10,1871.

$18,000

of

mile, and the Equipment Bonds now offered cannot
accordingly exceed $4,000 to the mile, secured by the
franchises, road, track, rolling stock and property of
every description belonging to a company already
*.
doing
A Prosper on* Business.
The proceeds of the present issue of Eqnipment
Bonds will be used in adding to the rolling stock,
which proves inadequate to the amount of business
ottering, though the company has now 22 locomotives,
500 freight cars, 10 passenger coaches, 5 baggage, ex-

Dr. Staples, Dear hir,—1 am
tcelingifirst rate.
have not lelt so wed lor years as I do at tbe
presjnt lime. 11 von recollect when t was at your
I
was
place
suffering with a very lame back. Thai
lias all lelt me and lnever lelt better in my lile than
at the present time. Idon’t believe that that ineditiue an be be beat 1 believe it is what it is recommended. 1 believe that medicine is entitled to a<
nint h praise as any medicine that was ever
introduced to the public. 1 will not write any more this
time.
Kespectlullv, Ac..

(g

Surplus

A

3

Soup.

freights, was
floating debt,

movement of

The company owes no
and the funded indebtedness incurred for construction
amounts to only $16,000 a mile. The earnings are
sufficient to pay the interest upon this light debt and
leave

Certificate, of Cares.
I have be6n troubled, more or less, for five
years
wiili Inflammatoiy Rheumatism. For the last six
months L have Buttered beyond
description. My
limbs were badly swollen and inflamed ; it was wiib
great pain and difficulty that 1 could nove. My
case was well known by thousands of
citizens in
Portland. 1 am to-dav a w-eil man. ami r
by tue Umvert.il v medicine, and Acapuucturat.ion
CAPT. W. S. PENNELL, 18 Gray St.

40
none

the

better.

even

Persons afflicted with diseases will
please call or
send and get a book (iree), wherein
lliey will fled
their diseases explained, and necessary remedies

Address

so

for 203 miles

porarily deranged

ones would be useless.
CATaUUH (ihe motberoi consumption,) Serotula,
Salt liheum, and many other di,eases hitherto considered incurable, readily yield uader treatment ol
the University Medicines.
FEMALE DISEASES treated with perfect succets.
Having treated over two hundred oases within ihe lust three mouths, I consider it sate le warrant a perfect cure to 95 cases out of
every one hundred, without cauterization or the least exposure.
SPERMATORRHOEA, the greatest destroyer ol
humanity on the lace ot the Globe. How many bewail llie loss ol precious vitality without having the
slightest idea ot ilie cause, their manhood is dailey
vanishing and they are gliding into a state oi hopeless decay. 1 have treated over five hundred cases
01 this malady within eix mouths with the Universitv Medicines with perfect success.

Ex St’m ltef'd
9
@
6 50 family,.
8
(a)
(to 7 50 NTo. 1,.
7
@
@9 50 3bem. Olive,.
@ io
@ 8 75 Jrane’s,.
(a, 13
@9 50 Soda,.
@ 13
@ 8 00
Npirea.
@9 50 3assia, pure,. 48 @ 54
@10 00 doves. 18 @ 20
@ 10 75 Singer,
17 ® 20
Fruit.
1 75
dace,.1 70
Almonds—Jordan p lb,
20 (a! 1 30
s’utmegs,-1
Soft Shell,..
@ 30 Pepper. 25 @ 28
Shelled,.... 40 @ 05
Htnrch.
Pea Nuts,.... 2 25 @3 50 Pearl.
9 @ 11J
Citron,. 55 @ GO
Sugar.
Currants,.
@ 11 Granulated,.. 12J@ 12$
Dates, new,.
9$:to 101 Coffee A,.
@ 12
Pigs,. 18 @ 20* Extra C,. 11[@ 11$
Prunes,. 12 @ 15
0,. ll$@
Raisins,
40 @ 60
syrups.

Suj)erfiiie,....
Spring x,_

halt years since th

were

l>e

can

trunk lin

a

through the finest agricultural
a heavy lumber and coal
traffic already developed, has been in operation since
February last, and is now fully equipped with depots,
water tanks, coal sheds and machine shops. The net
earnings in October, the ninth month after the road
was opened for business, were $37,293, after deduct-

000 additional

Martin,..
3 25 @ 3 75
Bonaire,
3adiz,duty j«l 2 50 @ 3 00
Jadiz.in bond 1 50 (g 2 00
Liverpool,duty
paid,.2 50 @ 3 00
Liv. in bond,.l 50 (nj 2 00
ir’nd batter,
25 00
ipracuse,... .none @

Large No. 3 7 00 (to 8 0(1
Medium,... 6 50 (to 7 50
Clam Bait,... 5 00 @ 6 00

one

introduced imo this State,
Notwithstanding the opposition from the Faculy
the Eale is daily increasing. Thousands ot certificate
can be presented it necessary, but it the
following
are not sufficient to saiisty the most
sceptical, 10-

9J

3t.

and

one

University Medicine

O

>r,»

Flour.
G 00
7 00
xx,... 8 50
Mieli.Winter, 8 25
xx 8 50
Illinois x,- 7 50
xx,- 8 50
St. Louis x,.. 9 50
xx, 10 00

Ag-ent t'ortlie State ot Maine and

10

@

7

Iowa,

of

COUGH!

when you

region in the world, with

Hall1

Congress

PELEG STAPLES.

rurk’s Is.

4 50
25
20

Mackerel, bbl.,
Bay No. 1, 12 00 @ 14 00
Bay No. 2, 9 00 @ 11 00
3. 7 00 @ 8 00
Large
Sih
1
mi
it mi
No.

Under

us.

Suit.

3 00
20
15

Medicines S

Branch Office 250 Congress Street,

Itice.

7J@

YEARS.

ing all expenses for operation and repairs. The result in September, before the Chicago fire which tem-

14 50 @ 16 00

lb,..
Valera

Central Railroad

The

The Greatest Success of the Ao'e

...

alee,

YORK

University

you Cough

will

FREE OF GOVERNMENT TAX.
running

18 00 @
17 50 @
Clear,..
Mess,.15 50 @
Prime,....
@ none
12 @
13
Sams,.
dound Hogs
7
Ci @

none

Profitable

a

Interest at Seven per Cent
IN" GOLD,
payable semi-annually, on the 15th (lays of April
and October, at the Company’s Office,
33 Pine street, New York.

THE

Backs,-

RedWood....
4
3$@
Fish.
Cod. per qtl.,
L’ge Shore, 4 25 @ 4 75
L’ge Bank, 4 12 @ 4 50
none
Small,.
Pollock.3 25 @ 4 25

Haddock,—

Plate,..

and

AT THE END OF THIRTY

@ 29 i .merlcan,.... 9A@ 114
@ 30
Oil.
@ 34 00 ] .erosene,@ 34
@ 45 00 j ’ort.Ref. Petr
@ 29
j l>erm,.. 1 85 @ 1 95
Copper.
36 @
Cop.Bolts.
Vrhale,. 90 @ 1 00
Y. M. Shcatliing26 @
J lank,. 50 @ 58
Bronze <iq.
26 @
i hore,. 45 @ 55
Y. M. Bolts,.. 28 @
J ’orgie,. 50 @ 60
] linseed,. 77 @ 78
Cordage.
American,^lb, 15$@ 16$ ] lolled do.,... 82 @ 83
Russia,. 16 @ 17 ; iard,.1 00 @ 110
Manila,. 21 @ 22 t >live,.125 @ 1 75
Manila B’ltr’p 23$@ 24$ < 'astor..1 80 @ 1 90
Drug* and Byes.
seatsfoot,.... 1 25 @ 1 50
Alcohol,4?gal, 2 10 @2 20 ] Claiue,. 58 @ 60
Arrow Root,.
25 @ 55 ] teimedPorgie 60 @ 65
Bi-Carb Soda,
Puints.
5$@ 8
Borax,. 35 @ 37 ; 'ort. Lead,.. 10 75 @
Camphor,- 78 @ 83 *ure Gr’d do 11 00 @ 11 50
Cream Tartar 35 @ 45
’ure Dry do 11 00 @
Indigo,.1 25 @ 1 50 Lm. Zinc.... 12 00 @ 13 00
] toclielle Yell
Logwood ex.,. 11
51
4£@
3 @
Madder,. 17 @ 18 ; Cng.Veil.Red
34
11 @
Naptha, -Pgal 25 @ 30 J tea Lead,...
12
Opium,. 5 80 @ G 00 ] .itharge,....
11 @
12
Rhubarb,.... 1 00 @ 150
Plaster.
Sal Soda,.
3$@ 41! loft, Tp ton,..
@3 00
Saltpetre,— 13 @ 20 dard,.
@ 2 75
Sulphur,. 4$@ 5$ Iround.in bis 8 00 @ 9 00
Vttrol,. 12 @ 12$ Calcined, brls 2 75 @ 3 1)9
Buck.
Produce.
No. 1,.
@ 45 IeefSide,$>lb 10 @ 12
No. 3,.
41 Zeal,.
@
10 @ 12
No. 10,.
@27 dutton,. 10 @ 12
Ravens,
15 @ 18
thickens,8 oz.,.
24
L'urkeys,. 16 @ 20
10 oz.,.
30
£ggs,
doz., 32 @ 33
Bycwood*.
Potatoes,pbu 50 @ 55
Bar wood,3 @
)nions. 2 50 @ 2 75
Brazil Wood,.
5 @
7
Provisions,
Camwood,.... 6@ 7 ] dess Beef,.. 10 00 @ 12 09
Ex Mess,.. 12 00 @ 14 00
Fustic,. .......
22@ 3
Logwood,
Plate,.11 00 @ 13 00
Ex

Eight Debt

DR. 1. B. HUGHES

Dr. Wells’ Carbolic Tablets?
They are a sure cure for Sure Throat, Cold,
Hoarseness, Catarrh and all Diseases of the
Lungs, Throat and Bronchial Tubes.
From the great number of Testimonials as to the
efficiency of this invaluable medicine the following is

_

Oakum.

2$

the mile of Constructed Road.

to

PRINCIPAL PAYABLE IN GOLD

|\

Campeachy, 1$@
St. Domingo, 2$@
Peach Wood,
5$@

and Accrued Interest.

Investment*

@

Hh’d Headings,
27
Soft Pine,..
Hard Pine, 28
30
00
(14ft),
Hoops,
R.OakStstves 40 00

Currency

COUGH!

lieved by using

CENTRAL RAILROAD OF IOWA

00 ;S icet & Pii*o,
50 ¥ ig..
8@
Leather.
12 1
14 > ew York,
Light,. 27 @ 28
Ashes.
Mid. Weight 28 @ 29
Pearl,
tb,... 9$@ 11
Heavy,. 28 @ 29
Pot,. 9 @ 10
lleanM.
Slaughter,.. 38 @ 40
.3 25 @ 3 50 A m. Call,.... 1 00 (a) 1 20
Blue Pod. 2 75 @ 3 00
Lime.
Yellow Eyes., 3 00 @ 3 25 li ockland e’sk 1 25 @ 1 30
Box KhuokN.
Lumber.
Pine,. 65 @ 70 C lear Pine,
Bread.
Nos. 1 & 2, 52 00 @ 58 00
Pilot Sup.... 9 00 @
No. 3,. 42 00 @ 47 00
Pilot ex.LOOlb 7 00 @
No. 4,. 28 00 @ 32 00
Ship. 5 00 @ 6 00
Shipping,.. 19 00 @ 22 00
17 00
Crackers, fc> 100 35 @ 40 S pruce,. 15 00
1 lemlock,.... 13 00 @15 00
Butter.
Family,lb,.. 25 @ 32 t lapboards,
@ 33 00
Spruce ex,
Store,. 15 @ 25
CnndlcM.
do. No.l, 20 00 @ 26 00
Mould, *>ib,.. 12$@ 13
Pine,.
@60 00
Si»erm,. 35 @ 37$ S hingles,
Cedar ex,... 4 25 @ 4 75
Cement.
Cedar No.l, 2 75 @ 3 25
bbl.,. 2 45 @ 2 50
do. Shaved, 5 50 @ 6 50
Cheese.
Pine do.
6 50 @ 7 50
Vermont, ib 12 @ 13
Factory, new, 15 @ 16 1 <aths,
12 @ 14
N. Y. Dairy,..
Spruce,- 2 75 @ 3 00
Coni—(Retail).
Pine,.3 00 @ 3 50
iTKolusses.
Cumberland,. 8 50 @ 9 00.
Pictou,. 7 00 @ 7 75 ] ’orto Rico,.. 45 @ 55
CheBtnut,— 7 50 @ 8 00 ( ienfuegos,... 43 @ 45
40
B. & W. Ash, 9 00 @ 10 00 ^ agua Mus.,.. 38 @
Cotlcc.
I lew Orleans,
@ 65
none
Java, pdb,... 28 @ 30 | Mus tart,..
Nulls.
Rio,. 23 @ 25 I
( ask. 4 65 @
Cooperage.
Naval Stores.
IIlid. Shooks and Heads,
'J ar $> bbl.,.. 5 50 @ 6 00
Mol. City,.. 2 50 @
|1 itch,(C.Tar), 4 50 @ 4 75
Sug. City,.. 2 25 @
1
50
iil. Pitch,... 5 75 @ 6 00
1
25
@
Sug. C’try,.
1 osin,.C 00 @ 1 00
Country Rift Mol.
Hh’d Sh’ks, 1 25 @ 1 50 1 urpentine,gl
78 @ 83

Cooking,. 2 00 @3
Eating,. 3 50 @ 5
Dried, western 10 @
do
eastern 13 @

Why

-OF THE10

MEDICAL.

COUGH!

EQUIPMENT BONDS

^——

MEDICAL.

PLUMMSB
Jlltt

Garments

&

'WILUEB;

ITS Middle St.. Upstair.

di^gifstaeet'Munh^ J°b
Best Cheap
k\ ‘>rk AK,w^kMachinein the world.
J. 8. HAYES, Great Falls, N. H.

^
Shuttle

Sewing

Agents wanted
deo7-lw
0

